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LIST OF TERMS/ABBREVIATIONS
Baci: a common Laotian ceremony held during festivals. Its main
feature is spiritual healing through the blessing and protecting
of souls, which is believed to bring harmony to a community or
peace to an individual.

Ban: literally means 'house' in Lao. It can also mean village and
is hence a common prefix on most Laotian towns.
is used by
the Laotian government as a term for naming the smallest
administrative subdivision of the national territory.
''

Chao: a title used only for princes and noblemen.
Hmong: a highland ethnic minority group, which originates from
Southern China.
Khoueng: a province. The largest administrative subdivision of
the national territory.
KPL: Khaosan Pathet Lao. The official Lao news agency
Lan Xang: the 'Land of a Million Elephants'
The first and
greatest Lao kingdom which lasted from the 14th century to the
17th century A.D..
.

Lao Issara: 'Free Lao'; a national independence movement formed
during the Japanese occupation.
Lao Loum: means 'lowland Lao[tian]' literally.
Lao P.D.R.: Lao People's Democratic Republic (Sathalanalat
Pasathipatay Pasason Lao)
Lao Soung: means 'highland Lao[tian] ' literally.
Lao Theung: means 'midland Lao[tian] ' literally.
LFNC: Lao Front for National Construction (Neo Lao Sang Sat)
LPLA: Lao People's Liberation Army; now Lao People's Army (LPA)
LPRP: Lao People's Revolutionary Party (Phak Pasason Pativat Lao)
Maha: a title given to those who have obtained a diploma in the
study of Pali.
Mien: a highland ethnic minority group, which originates from
Southern China.
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Muang: an administrative subdivision which is equivalent to a
district. It is composed of several tasseng'.
Mune: a title given to the advisers of a 'Chao Tasseng' or
village chief
NMM: New Management Mechanism, LPRP reformist policy which was
first promulgated in 1986; its main component was the liberalized
New Economic Mechanism (NEM)
Neo Lao Haksat: Lao Patriotic Front. Note: Sometimes spelled as
Neo Lao Hakxat.
Neo Lao Issara: Free Lao Front, the Souphanouvong led faction of
the Lao Issara.
NLHS: Neo Lao Haksat.
Pathet Lao: means Land of the Lao' literally

,

or Lao State.

Phak Pasason Lao: Lao People's Party, forerunner of the LPRP.
Phaya: a title meaning he who upholds' which was borne by
important members of the traditional, Lao administrative service.
PL: Pathet Lao
PPL: Phak Pasason Lao (Lao People's Party)
RLG: Royal Lao Government; the constitutional monarchy which
governed Laos from 1953-75.
SPA: Supreme People's Assembly
Tai: an large ethnic group with many minority subgroups, which
originates from Southern China.
Tasseng: an administrative subdivision which is composed of
several 'ban'; similar to a canton.
Thao: a title given to officials and administrators.
Thit: a title given to those who have been full-fledged monks
Tiao: a title meaning 'prince' carried by those born of into the
royal families of the ethnic Lao.

A NOTE ON THE TRANSCRIPTION OF LAOTIAN WORDS
Since the establishment of the Lao P.D.R. there have been
some important and general changes in the writing of Lao. The
first and most obvious is the preference to retain the l' sound
over the r' sound. The best example of this is in the names of
provinces such as Saravane becoming Salavan. The next common
change is to drop the traditional s' sound for an
sound such
as Sam Neua becoming Xam Neua and Sekong becoming Xekong. The
French influence in the spelling of Lao sometimes results in
words having an extra 'o' added when they have a long vowel such
as Luang Prabang becoming Louarig Phrabang and Khammuan becoming
Khammouane. In some areas the Laotians have dropped the extra
vowel and have adopted the simplest form such as Oudomsai
becoming Udomxai and Attopeu becoming Attapu.
The names of important Laotian officials and places often
have an 'e' added onto the end of their name if it ends with an
Son', om', 'an', or an Sam' syllable. Examples of this are
Kaysone Phomvihane, Sisomphone Lovansai, Samane Vignaket, and
Khamtai Siphandone. The reasoning for this is similar to the
adoption of Sanskrit prefixes in Indonesian titles, it signifies
status and a return to the Pali script, which is the oldest and
most highly developed in Laos.
Pali script and words were
reserved for all stately or religious activities in the kingdom
of Lan Xang, thus this trend aims to link up with the past and
highlight the authority of the state.
The names or more
frequently the syllables Boun, Sou and Vong indicate royalty or
association with the ethnic Lao elite as shown in the names Boun
Gum, Boun Khong, Souvanna Phouma, Souligna Vongsa, Souk Vongsak,
Souphanouvong and Phetsarath Rattanavongsa.
The transliteration of Lao words adopted in this thesis is
a compromise of the spelling forms used by Dr Martin Stuart-Fox,
Souneth Phothisane, Mayoury Ngaosyvathn and Joseph J. Zasloff in
their historical texts of Laos.

PREFACE

The study of Laos in history has always been limited and
regularly critical in popular texts. This neglect of Laos, in
a way, can be justified by its small population and its isolated
position in relation to world issues. Yet Laos should be also
noted for its unique approach to universal problems such as the
establishment of a modern socialist state, the advancement of
modern industry alongside a traditional subsistence economy and,
most importantly for the writer, the management of a multi-ethnic
population.
The chief objectives of this thesis are to identify the
decisions and successes which have led Laos to enjoy what is a
fairly harmonious polyethnic' culture today when many of the
nations surrounding it have failed. Themes which are emphasised
include the notion of statehood, the continuity of Laotian social
culture, and the evolution of relations between different ethnic
groups.' It has also been important and unavoidable to trace the
role of the socialist forces in Laos and their taking of power
through the use of a polyethnic' social policy.
Since the subject of this historical analysis is
polyethnicity it is important to define what is meant by this
term in the context of this study so as not to draw conflict with
other fields of research such as anthropology or sociology. The
history of polyethnic development shall be defined as the
objective differences between various ethnic groups as shown by
history, with a particular emphasis on the changing role of a
national population's classification of ethnic groups or more
specifically that of the ethnic Lao.
By analysing such
historical events it is possible for the writer to show how
relations between minority groups and the dominant lowland
populations have been affected by traditional and revolutionary
conceptions of Laotian history, in such a way that it can be
argued that continuities and discontinuities in Laotian society
and culture have been adapted through history to create a new
national polyethnic' meaning in Laos.
The main body of this thesis should display that Laos does
indeed have extensive polyethnic characteristics embodied in the
modern state yet their establishment into a secure national
foundation has been a difficult process. It shall also highlight
the presence of nationalist and cultural figures throughout
Laotian history so as to widen the common perception from one
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The winter in the same fashion as Carol Ireson shall use the erjn Laotian when
referring to the counLry or total population of Laos, and 'Lao' when referring to the lowland
ethnic group. Note that official documents and titles of the Lao PUlL use the word 'Lao'
to refer to all Laotians,
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which believed there were few ethnic identities involved in the
process of developing a polyethnic society. Thus by seeking the
historical precedents of Laos' polyethnic reality the writer can
establish the present condition which is the modern pluriethnic' Laotian state.
In this study the angle of analysis will be tilted mostly
towards the positive aspects of society in present day Laos even
though it is certainly not without its faults. Frequently, texts
on Laos simply mock the rushed formation of the Kingdom of Laos
and discredit the rise of the Pathet Lao.2 Few analysts ever
seriously acknowledge the possible presence of a unifying culture
within the region or that Laos ever had the ability to exist
peacefully within itself.
In geopolitical terms Laos has struggled since the period
of Lan Xang beginning in 1353 A.D. to establish a lasting
internal unity. Laos had been united only for infrequent and
short periods in the eight centuries following the reign of the
legendary Fa Ngum, founder of the kingdom of Lan Xang. This
unity had depended upon either the existence of a strong local
ruler or the careful balancing of tribute to neighbouring powers.
It is perhaps obvious to say that the welding of the various
ethnic groups has been made difficult by their physical
separation. Yet this paper aims to expose the ingrained apathy
of the ethnic Lao principalities under the frame of the Royal Lao
Government in their social development of the upper valley Lao
groups, the upland tribal Tai groups, the Lao Theung ethnic
groups and the Tibeto-Burman ethnic groups of Laos. Then it will
strive to display the Pathet Lao's and the Lao People's
Revolutionary Party's sincere efforts to incorporate and develop
these groups into a national culture, even though it is easy to
acknowledge the obvious political advantage gained from these
groups for the communist movement and the 1975 revolution.
The introductory section intends to show the mixed nature
of cultural relations in traditional Laos, emphasizing the power
and trade relationship of the Hmong with the ethnic Lao and the
symbolic relationship between the Lao Theung and the ethnic Lao.
Then in the first chapter the figures responsible in Laotian
society for recognizing the need to develop a national culture

2

In the same fashion as Geoffrey C. Gunn, the writer in this essay for reasons of
convenience takes Pathet Lao (Lao Nation) to mean the Laotian Communist movement made
up of the Party, the Army and the Front, the latter of which is also operated as a political
party'. Gunn, Geoffrey C., Laos: Military Civilian Eclafions, in Ahmad, Zakaria Haji and
Harold Crouch, eds., Military-Civilian Relations in South-East Asia, (Singapore, Oxford
University Press, 1985), p. 229.
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are identified and those who made serious efforts at
destabilizing the biased traditional order of the ethnic Lao,
most notably Prince Phetsarath. As a result of these attempts
at change, the chapter closes analysing the embryonic steps taken
by both the Royal Lao Government and the nationalistic resistance
forces in accommodating polyethnic social policies in their
development programs.
The active pursuit of polyethnic development becomes the
primary theme of the second chapter and begins with the
cataclysmic effects of the American 'secret war' on Laotian
society in general. Then Prince Souphanouvong becomes a focus
of this study as he emerges as the only truly multi-ethnic leader
and idealist in Laos. The next stage of the analysis looks to
the creation of detailed polyethnic policies, both social and
political, by the resistance forces in an effort to establish the
blueprint for a polyethnic society in Laos. This chapter ends
by again checking on the progress of the political forces in
absorbing and involving ethnic groups previously neglected by the
Mekong valley, ethnic Lao-dominated Kingdom of Laos and their
historic consequences.
Chapter three analyses the preliminary efforts of the Lao
People's Revolutionary Party to develop a polyethnic version of
socialism. It begins with a study of education under the LPRP
regime, as it is the vehicle responsible for developing cultural
and social behaviours. Then the role of women in Laotian society
is investigated as it is shown to be a major area of influence
and change in the new socialist era as well as in the traditional
order.
Once more the developments in the administrative and
political organs of the Laotian state are compared, with the
intention being to expose real changes in the balance of
traditional Laotian society. To better demonstrate the radical
nature of revolution in Laotian culture the chapter concludes
with a brief overview of cultural engineering under the LPRP.
The final chapter begins by illustrating the role of the
state in arguing the history of polyethnic concerns and relations
in Laos. Then it discusses the partial re-emergence of social
gaps as result of economic liberalizations. The main part of
this chapter identifies the major shifts taken by the LPRP in
making the polyethnic society a lasting and primary
characteristic of the national identity which will allow Laos to
survive the transition to the 21st century as a modern and
unified state. So as to balance this seemingly 'glorious vision'
of a polyethnic Laotian society the study closes by analysing the
problems which will continue to test the ideals of multiethnicity in Laos and the failure of similar countries to develop
a polyethnic system that is based on culture and society.
In conclusion the full adoption of ethnic groups into the
social and political life of Laos is outlined. It is argued that
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it is polyethnicity rather than the doctrine of socialism which
has led to the creation of the modern Laotian state. Finally it
is determined whether a new culture has been developed to suite
a polyethnic society or if by political change the Laotian people
have become aware of their differences and they are now moving
towards a new socialist directed culture. In either case this
should confirm the argument that during the modern history of
Laos the traditional relationship between the Lao Loum and Lao
Theung in particular has been readjusted to one which is of equal
partners. Whereas the development of the Lao Soung groups in
Laotian history will be shown to be one of steady ascendancy in
social and political influence while ethnic equality in Laotian
society remains difficult to establish.
Throughout this thesis material relating to political
history as well as ethnological studies have been employed. The
historical perspective which is it intended to build uses the
chronological pattern of history to demonstrate polyethnic
development, thus showing the historical impact of the ethnicity
associated events in Laos' development. The writer believes the
historical substance of this thesis will be made most evident by
the unique situation and path of development which Laos has
taken. Finally it is intended to bring new understanding to the
role of the Laotian Tibeto-Burman groups, the Lao Theung and the
tribal Tai-Lao groups who in the past have been virtually
overlooked but who today possess an influential and revolutionary
position in Laotian society and in Southeast Asian culture in
general.
This research has relied on the study of Laotian society
through the use of documents such as written histories,
literature, and occasional reports.
Yet the writer was also
fortunate to have discussions with Laotian civilians and a few
government officials as well as make participant observations
during a short visit to Laos in January, 1995. The main weakness
in this study would continue to be the lack of Lao literature on
this issue.
Fortunately this disruption is linked to the
shortage of good translators from Lao to English rather than a
restriction on professional, Laotian writers, which had existed
during the early years of the Lao People's Democratic Republic.
Access to Soviet literature on Laos in the future will also be
of great benefit to those interested in the study of Laotian
history.
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INTRODUCTION

The parameters of the modern of state of Laos only came into
being at the advent of the Second World War when its unification
and independence were proclaimed by Prince Phetsarath, the former
Viceroy of the Kingdom of Luang Prabang.'
Previously the
territories of Laos had been controlled by three regional
principalities and various minor ethnic units, which in the late
19th century finally came together as a single unit under the
rule of the French colonialists.4
The only notable predecessor to the modern Laotian state had
been the Kingdom of Lan Xang which enjoyed a 'golden age' from
1563 to 1694 A.D.
In the centuries which followed the glory of
Lan Xang there were several important developments, such as the
migration of new peoples into the region, which changed the
balance of traditional Laotian society profoundly. Established
power structures were divided and weakened through the
interference of various external forces such as the 'Ho', bandits
from Southern China, the Burmese, and the jealous, royal courts
of Siam and Annam.
.

Polyethnicity and Society in the Laotian State
Throughout the written history of Laos references to the
nation's diverse peoples have been simplified into various
categories which were based on cultural, linguistic and
geographical criteria (note Appendix A no.1)
In the 1950s a
Hmong official in the Royal Lao Government, Toulia Lyfoung,
developed and encouraged the use of the terms 'Lao Loum', 'Lao
.

Luang Prabang translates as Great Sacred Image in Lao arid refers to the holy gold
statue of Buddha, the Prabang, brought from Angkor by Ta Ngum in his conquest of the
region
Sometimes texts refer to principalities in Houaphan and Xieng Khouang provinces but
the main ones referred to here are Luang Prabang, Vientiane and Champassack. The royal
family in Xieng Xhouang was of Phuan origin and did maintain an administrative role into
the period of the RLG through the representation of Cbao Saykharii, the Chao Khoueng, This
Phuan kingdom which lasted until 1893 is also referred to as Tran Ninh and Muang Phuami
in Laotian historical texts, Breazeale, Kennon and Snit Smuckarn, A Culture in Search of
Survival: The Phuan of Thailand and Laos, (New Haven, Talc University Press, 1988).
This period began under the rule of Setthathirat, whose reign started in 1548, and
concluded with the death of King Souhgna Vongsa (1637-1694).
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Theung' and 'Lao soung' •6 These terms referred to three general
ethnic divisions and were not of a pejorative nature unlike most
previous names for ethnic groups in Laos.7 In this paper they
will also be used to refer to ethnic groups in a general sense.
The first of these terms the Lao Loum, or 'Lao of the
valleys', comprises the ethnic Lao as well as the upland Tai
groups.' They constitute around 60 percent of the national
population and speak T'ai languages.9 Some northern ethnic Lao
groups such as the Lao Huay of Udomxai are given their own
specific identity even though they are basically the same as the
ethnic Lao found around Vientiane, Savannakhet, Luang Prabang,
Thakhek and Pakse.
The ethnic Tai are divided into several groups such as the
Tai Dam (Black Tai), Tai Khao (White Tai) and the Tai Neua
(Northern Tai)
They mostly populate the northeastern part of
Laos bordering Vietnam, the Nakai and sections of the Kharnmouane
Plateau." Two other Tai groups the Lu and the Yuan populate the
northwestern part of Laos. Both groups had established muangs

6

In March 1947 'Foiilia Lyfoung was selected to join the Lao National Constitutional
Assembly. From this position Toulia sought to define the status of minority groups,
particularly the Hmong, so that they would be recognized as a fully legitimate element of
the Laotian state.
The use of terms such as Kha, Man, Meo and Yao is common in texts on Laos but they
should be avoided for the sake of modern Laotian political correctness,
The spelling 'l'ai is used to designate a distinct ethnic group of populations to wbom
belong the ethnic lowland Lao, the ethnic Thai of the Chao Phraya River Basin or Central
Thai, the Tai Dam, the Tai Khao, the Tai Phuan and the PhonTai. Upland 'Fai groups
constitute 1020F of the national population. Sometimes Lao Loum is spelled as Lao Lumn
in ethnographic texts. The word 'Lao' according to Maha Sila Viravong means civilized.
The T'aiKadai language group is one of the largest in Asia, it extends through
Eastern, South and Southeast Asia.
10

The 'Ni Neua were found almost exclusively along the river valleys running from
Houaphan through to Vang Vieng in Vientiane province and then restarting along the Mekong
in Xaignabouri province and finishing at the Burmese border. This was until the bombing
of the Second Indochina 11ar which forced groups to settle in Bolikhamxai and Luang
Prabang provinces. The largest populations of Tai Dam and Tai Khao are found in
llouapban, Xieng Khouang and Phong Saly provinces respectively. Stuart-Fox, Martin, Laos:
politics, economics and society, (London, Frances Pinter, 1986),
The Nakai is a plateau in central Laos running through Vientiane and Bolikhamxai
provinces.
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in Chiang Saen (Lu) and Nan (Yuan)• 12
Their lifestyles are
considered to be similar to that of the ethnic Lao as many are
followers of Buddhism and they also practice wet rice farming
techniques, yet they also remain culturally distinct since they
maintain unique customary practices.13 Another group the Phuan
are found in Bolikhamxai and Xieng Khouang provinces. Tribal Tai
settlements are usually found in the upper reaches of major river
valleys such as those of the Nam Khane (Luang Prabang-Houaphan)
Nam Ngum (Xieng-Khouang), Nam Cu (Phong Saly-Luang Prabang), Nam
Xebanghieng (Savannakhet), Nam Xebangphay (KhammouaneSavannekhet), Nam Xekhanong (Savannakhet), Nam Kading
(Bolikhamxai) and Nam Xuang (Houaphan-Luang Prabang)
The next group is the Lao Theung, or Lao of the mountain
slopes', who make-up approximately 25 percent of the
population.'4 The Lao Theung usually speak Mon-Khmer languages
and are identified as being the oldest ethnic group in Laos.15
This is because the Lao Theung originate from the Austro-Asiatic
group of peoples, who formed the aboriginal population in the
region of Southeast Asia. Lao Theung peoples are found all along
the Annamite Cordillera, as it has proven to be the least
explored and developed region in Laos hence aboriginal
communities have only been partially disturbed over time. The
expansion of the Kingdom of Champa in the 8th century into
southern Laos drove some Lao Theung groups northwards, possibly
the forefathers of the Kammu.
The Lao Theung are divided into many groups, numbering
around 45 in total, yet their main distinguishing feature is that

12

Th ese
two muangs are now modern towns based in northen Thailand. The Lu
population is found mostly in Luang Prabang and Luang Namtha provinces while the Yuan
are based in Xaignabouri province. Kooyman, Mary and Martin Stuart-Fox, Historical
Dictionary of Laos, (London, Scarecrow Press, 1992), p. 83.
Tai communities tend to be regarded more tribal' in nafure as all cvents in the life
of the tribe tend to be centred entirely around the community, seldomly are they
influenced by outside forces. Barber, Martin, Migrants and Modernization: a study of
change in Lao society, (Hull, University of Hull, 1979), p. 67.
14

Kooyman, Mary and Martin Stuart-Fox, Historical Dictionary of Laos, (London,
Scarecrow Press, 1992), p. 78.
15

The Mon-Khmer language group is divided into the following branches Pearic, Khmer,
Bahnaric (Rengao, Sedang, Halang and Jeh), Katuic (Katu, Phuang, Bru and Pacoh), Kammuic
(Kammu, Lamet and Lawa), Monic, Palaungic, Khasi and Viet-Muong (Vietnamese, Muong and
Tai Pong). In Khammouane province remains of a Neolithic civilization, judged to be the
ancestors of the Lao Theung, were found in limestone caves near Mahaxay. Hickey, Gerald
Cannon, Sons of the Mountains, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1982), pp. 5-7, 10-11.
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they usually practice an established rotational or semi-nomadic
form of swidden farming for which a village must have control
over a reasonably large plot of land (see introductory note
no.1) • ]6
The large Kammu group, whose population numbers
approximately 100,000, inhabit northern Laos along with the
smaller Lamet, T'in and La tribes who number between 5,000 to
15,000 in size.'7 The traditional culture of the Kammu has been
dominated by the ethnic Lao. The provinces of Attopeu, Sekong,
Saravane, Luang Namtha, Bokeo, Udoraxai and Luang Prabang have the
highest percentage of Lao Theung peoples in their populations.
The Sek and Sou ethnic groups occupy the Khammouane
highlands. The So tribe is mostly found in the provinces of
Savannakhet and Khammouane. The Bru, Katu, Pacoh, Phuong and
Tahoy tribes occupy the interior higlands bordering the Laotian
provinces of Savannakhet and Saravane and the Vietnamese
provinces of Quang Tn, Thua Thien-Hue and Quang Nam-Danang."
While the more independent Alak, Kalum, Kasseng, Katang, Loven,
Nghai, and Nya Hon populate southern Laos." The Loven and the
Nya Hon groups cultivate coffee and tobacco as a cash crops on
the Bolovens Plateau, which is unusual for most Lao Theung
peoples since they survive on a basic dry rice subsistence or
hunter-gatherer lifestyle. The Love and Halang ethnic groups
occupy the Love Plateau which is on a range branching off the
Annamite Cordillera near the Cambodian border.
The last division is that of the Lao Soung, or Lao of the
mountain tops or highlands.'0 They account for approximately 15
percent of the population and some groups speak Tibeto-Burman

Barber, Martin, Migrants and Modernization: a study of change in Lao society, (Hull,
University of Hull, 1979), p. 6569.
'

Sometimes Kammu is spelled as Khmu or Khamu in ethnographic texts. The Tin and
Lamet ethnic groups are mostly populated in Xaignabouri province. The Tin are
related to the 1a group of Burma, Carroll, Mary Elizabeth arid others, Area Handbook for
Ls, (ashington D.C., American University, 1967),
13

the Katu population is based around the Ataouat Massif which juts out from the
Annamite Cordillera towards Danang. The Tahoy population occupies the Tahoy Plateau
which lies north of the city of Saravane.
19

The Loven group is also found in Sekong province, while the Katang and Kasseng
groups are based in Saravane province. The Nya Hon, whose population numbers between
45000, had very little contact with other ethnic groups. Wulf, Annaflese, Ndflcs Guides
CambodiaLaos, (Munich. Nelles, 1994).
20

Sometimes Lao Soung is spelled as Lao Sung or Lao Xung by ethnologists.
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languages whilst others use Sinitic dialects.2' The majority of
the Lao Soung population migrated into Laos from Southern China
in the early 19th century thus making them the youngest of the
ethnic groups in Laos.22
The Lao Soung usually practice a
nomadic form of swidden farming and they nearly all populate the
northern half of Laos.
The main tribes within the Lao Soung group are the Hmong,
Mien, Lisu, Lahu, Lola, Akha, and Phou Noi.
The largest Lao
Soung group, the Hmong, is divided into the White Hmong, Black
Hmong and Striped Hmong subgroups.23 The majority of the Hmong
population is centred in Luang Prabang, Xieng Khouang, Houaphan
and Bolikhamxai provinces.
While the Mien and the Lolo are
mostly based in the northwest provinces.24 Meanwhile the Akha
tribes have always had a sizeable population in Phong Saly. The
other smaller groups, most notably the Lisu and Lahu, are based
in isolated communities on the Burmese and Chinese border areas
in Luang Namtha, Bokeo and Phong Saly provinces. There are no
Lao Soung groups which are native to Saravane, Sekong,
Champassack and Attopeu provinces.25 Only the Phou Noi ethnic
group has been culturally influenced by the ethnic Lao as some

Rooyrnan, Mary and Martin Stuart- FOX,
Scarecrow Press, 1992), p. 78.

1-listorical Dictionary of Laos,

(London,

22

These laLe migrating Lao Soung groups were the Hmong, Lahu, Listi, Lolo and Mien.
The Mien began migrating into Laos as early as the late 15th century yet the majority
arrived with the Hmong.
23

The term Meo is often used in reference to the Hmong but it is a pejorative name,
used by the ethnic Lao to mean slave and the Chinese to mean barbarian, Another term
which is used, Miao, relates to a larger ethnolinguistic group including the Hmong of Laos
and similar tribes in China, Burma, Thailand and Vietnam, In Laos there are two dialects
of Ilmong: 13/hite Hmong and Green Mong. Yang Dao has estimated that the Hinong
population in Laos numbers 200,000 and the refugee population of Laotian 11mong is nearly
150,000. The main Hmong clans in Laos are the Lo, Lee (Ly or Lis), Xiong (Xyooj), Yang (Yaj
or Yaaj), Vang (Vaj or Vaaj), Moua (Muas), Kha, Kuh (Ecu), Hang (Haam), Thao (Thor or Thoj),
Chang (Tsab, Tsaab or Cha among the white Hmong), Fang (or Pa among the White Hmong),
Kong, Vuh (Vwj or Vue) and Hauh (Heu, Hawj or Her) clans. Quincy, Keith, Hmong: History
of a Pcople, (Cheney, Eastern ashingt.on University Press, 1988), p. 56.
The term Yao is often used in reference to the Mien but it is actually a term for the
language group which includes the Mien. Man is a pejorative name used by the Chinese for
the Mien people, it like Meo for Hmong means barbarian.
25

'l'he provinces of Luang Namtha, Bokeo, Udomxai, Luang Prabang, Xaignabouri and
Xieng Khouang have the highest percentages of Lao Soung peoples in their populations.
Cummings, Joe, Laos: a travel survival kit, (Hawthorn, Lonely Planet, 1994), p. 182.
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members of their community are followers of Buddhism.26
The 1376 census of the Kingdom of Lan Xang in the reign of
Samsenthai recorded 300,000 Lao-Tai males aged between 18-60
years and 400,000 non-Tai.27 Joel M. Halpern estimates that
these figures were gathered from a population of approximately
three million inhabitants. Although only a bare estimate when
compared to modern figures this census does display an obvious
continuity in the heterogeneous nature of the Laotian population.
Unlike Cambodia for example, Laos has never been ethnically
or culturally homogenous. Laos' cultural diversity has been the
result of ancient and modern migration and the mercurial
interaction of the above three groups, in relation to the
difficult topography of Laos. The first of these interactions
began in the 6th century when Eastern Mon ethnic groups and
southern Khmer ethnic groups became culturally associated through
trade and migration.28
The Lao Loum and the Lao Theung ethnic groups share a common
ancient history which is traced from the annals of the Nithan
Khun Bolom.29 This text basically details the mythical origins
of human settlement in modern Laos as well as defining the
traditional power structures and rules of lowland society.3° The
Lao Theung peoples, the common ethnic Lao and the ancestors of
the royal Lao family are recorded in the Nithan Khun Bolom as
originating from two sacred gourds in the beginning of mankind's
settlement of the newly created world.

26

Carroll, Mary Elizabeth and others, Area Handbook for Laos, (astnngton DC.,
American University, 1967), p. 144.
27

Halpern, Joel B. Economy and society of Laos: a brief survey, (New Haven, Yale
University Monograph Series, 1964), p. 2.
28

Vijeyewardene, Gehan, ed. Ethnic Groups across National Boundaries in Mainland
Southeast Asia, (Singapore, ISEAS, 1990), p. 15.
29

This is sometimes spelled as Khun Borom yet under the LPRP Politburo member
Phoumi Vongvichit the official spelling of names and titles was encouraged to maintain the
'1' sound in preference to the r' sound, Phothisane, Souneth, personal communications
with author, (Brisbane, 1993).
30

In northern Laos a ceremony has evolved in which a pair of ancestor spirits of the
Lao Theung, Pu No and Na No, have been integrated into the ethnic Lao cosmology and
transmuted into 'Then', guardian deities, Thus Pu No and Na No became the ancestors of
Khun BolojTl, the father of Ehun Lo who is identified as the prehistoric founder of Lan Xang.
Aijmer. Goran, "Reconciling Power with Authority: An Aspect of Statecraft in Traditional
Laos", Man, No.14 (December 1979). p. 744.
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The annals of Khun Bolom also delineate the territorial
boundaries of a Laotian nation, in the fashion of the Chinese,
with fixed markers and records, thus rejecting the sole, earlier
notion of a composite kingdom consisting of muangs, which are
fluid in their nature and hence without firm foundation.3' As a
result of these records Laotians can today claim an extensive
historical past and a national identity which is exclusive from
the Thai people.
Folktales collected from the northern Lao Theung groups
emphasize how they were the original inhabitants of Laos ahead
of the Tai peoples, Europeans and the Chinese. They also focus
on the Lao Theung people's failure to become educated and
productive through the trickery and luck of the ethnic Lao.
Finally the Lao Theung legends usually conclude with an
explanation of their dependence on the ethnic Lao and their
grudging acceptance of a poor, little brother' relationship with
the Lao.32 Ethnic Lao people in Thailand and Central Thais
continue to uphold their belief of superiority over the Lao
Theung peoples. The following quote taken from a French district
officer in Sepone clearly outlines the bias held against the Lao
Theung groups:
"The Kha is a being of nature in need of domestication,
the means are the same as with a wild animal". 33
Thus the Lao Theung theme of the unequal distribution of
riches and literacy between lowland and upland peoples became a
powerful factor in the early doctrine of the Laotian
nationalists 31
Historical myths gathered from northeastern Laos provide
dynamic tales of association between ethnic Lao groups and Hmong
clans, and tribal Tai groups and Lao Theung peoples, most notably
in the form of the ancestors of the Champa kingdom.
The Lao Theung were forced into dependent relationships with
the Lao Loum as the latter group began settling the Mekong valley

31 Phot
32

hisane. Souneth, personal communications with author, (November, 1994).

Corlin, Claes,
pp. 192O.

Common Roots and Present Inequality", NIAS Report, No.17 (1994),

u Gunn, Geoffrey C., Pohtcai Struggles in Laos (19301954), (Bangkok, Editions Duang
Kamol, 1988), p. 215.
31

p. 29.

Corlin, Claes, 'Common Roots and Present Inequality", NIAS Report, No.17 (1994),
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in the 8th century A.D.
Over a prolonged period the Lao Loum
came to an accommodation with the Lao Theung in northern Laos who
had earlier been in possession of the land. Hence by the 17th
century the process of cultural homogenizing in northern Laos was
well in progress as ethnic groups such as the Kammu and Lu moved
towards a common cultural identity with the ethnic Lao while also
maintaining their own socio-political identity.36
Groups from the Lao Theung and Lao Soung such as the Phou
Noi, T'in, Kui, Sapuan, So, Souei, Sek and the Kammu adopted Lao
Loum customs and learnt the Lao language. Some members of the
Sek, the Loven, and the Oy tribes even became devotees of
Buddhism.3'
Those Lao Theung groups, in particular, who were not
assimilated into the culture of Lao Loum followed a lifestyle
which was almost independent of outside assistance (see
introductory note no.2)
Attempts to change the traditional
orders of non-ethnic Lao peoples were met with fierce opposition
as the Lao Soung peoples regarded the beliefs of the ethnic Lao
to be inferior to their own. While the Lao Theung found Buddhism
to be associated with exclusiveness and persecution.
.

From 1828 to 1830 thousands of ethnic Lao were forced to
migrate to the western bank of the Mekong and the Khorat Plateau
following the military defeat of the Vientiane king Chao Anou by
the Siamese.38 The upland ethnic groups which had just entered
the region, such as the Kaleung, Tai Khang, Tai Oh, Tai Senkap,
Tai Yuang and Hmong established themselves into the social fabric
of Laos as a result of this power vacuum and they soon became
more widely involved in Laotian affairs.39 Mon ethnic groups

u The 13th century A. D. is considered by many ethnographic scholars such as Halpern
to be the most intensive period of ethnic Lao migration from Southern China, yet the Lu
peoples had begun entering Laos at the above date.
36

1ijeyewardene, Gehan, ed.. Ethnic Groups across National Boundaries in Mainland
Southeast Asia, (Singapore, ISEAS, 1990), pp. 23.
n Carroll, Mary Elizabeth and others, Area Handbook for Laos, (washington D.C.
American University, 1967), p. 144.
Ethnic So populations in communiLes surrounding Thakhek were also forced to
migrate. Ngaosyvathn, Mayoury and Pheuiphanh Ngaosyvathn, Kith and Kin Politics: The
relationship between Laos and Thailand, (Brisbane, Manila and Wollongong, 1994).
u The Hmong began their migration into northern Laos in the period from 18101820,
Ovesen, Jan, "Anthropological Reconnaissance in Central Laos', Uppsala Research Report
in Cultural Anthropology, No.13 (1993), pp. 37 and 60.
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which had been located in the Khorat region had migrated away by
the late 19th century, possibly they also moved into Laos
although it is more likely they entered northern Cambodia.4°
Thus the Lao Theung and Lao Soung peoples held the majority
population in all provinces which did not touch the Mekong since
1850.
The arrival of the French in Laos in the late 19th century
halted the interference of the Siamese kingdom and thus allowed
many ethnic Lao to return to their traditional settlements.
French expeditions into northeastern Laos claimed authority over
the Sipsong Chau Tai, or Twelve Tai Principalities', by 188841
The Treaty of Protectorate' in 1893 and the dominion of the
first French Consul-General, Auguste Pavie, also led to the
consolidation of Laos. By 1955 the ethnic composition of the
population of Laos was again dominated by the ethnic Lao.42
Early Cultural Links
A tradition of shared culture and ceremony has existed in
Laos at all stages of its history, yet the extent of this sharing
has varied greatly as well. For example every ethnic group in
Laos employs the sacrifice of certain livestock in their various
community festivals.
The ethnic Lao, Tai and Kammu all
symbolically slay a buffalo in May to celebrate the arrival of
the wet season.43 The ethnic Lao and Tai slaughter another
buffalo usually to celebrate Boun Khoun Khao, the harvest
festival.
The Hmong, Kammu and Lamet usually offer smaller sacrifices
such as eggs, chickens and pigs so as to bring the protection of
pjj' or good spirits to their village.44 A great deal of
ceremonial activity also takes place in the event of death or
widespread sickness in these communities as is common across all
40

ijeyewardene, Gehan, ed,, Ethnic Groups across National Boundaries in Mainland
Southeast Asia, (Singapore, ISEAS, 1990), p. 27.
Hichey, Gerald Cannon, Sons of the Mountains, (New Haven, Yale University Press,
1982), p. 225.
42

Halpern, Joel M., EconorTly and socicl.y of Laos: a brief survey, (New Haven, Yale
University Monograph Series, 1964), P.
13

Ibid., p. 196, Table No.19.

The Alak tribe practices the tradition of a chicken sacrifice so as to determine
whether a marriage will be propitious, judging on the manner which the animal bleeds
having been slaughtered.
14
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Southeast Asia.
Some Lao Theung tribes explain, in folktales, their
animistic tradition as being the result of their ancestors
selecting a gourd filled with pj from the gods whereas the
ethnic Lao chose a gourd containing medicinal herbs. Hence the
Lao Theung had to give offerings to the pjj whenever they needed
a cure from sickness while the ethnic Lao could rely on their
knowledge of herbs.45
The Boun Bang Fay, or rocket festival, usually held in May
celebrates the birth, illumination and death of Buddha for
Buddhists while for animists it is a fertility celebration, held
in preparation for the coming of the monsoon rains (see
introductory note no.3) •46
The baci ceremony is the most widely known and significant
ceremony in Laos. The baci ceremony is a cultural institution
which has been firmly fixed in the ethnic Lao culture for
centuries as well as being absorbed by the other ethnic
minorities such as the Kammu, the Hmong and the Yuan since the
16th century.47 The baci ceremony, in simple terms, is a ritual
of good luck yet it takes many forms and can be used for nearly
any occasion. The general theme of the baci ceremony is the
revitalization of the soul which usually takes its form in the
act of spiritual and physical healing. Thus the baci ceremony
is utilized by both Buddhists and animists.
The ethnic Lao Buddhists have an elaborate calendar of
festivals which are held nearly monthly in relation to
astronomical readings made by elder monks.18 Lao Theung groups
celebrated very few ceremonial events as they were often living
in absolute poverty and thus could not afford the time and
luxury. Finally the Lao Soung groups adhered to a millennial
pattern of ceremony, which relied on the occasional emergence of
a charismatic, shamanic figure to led cultural performances,
rather than following a organized schedule of festivals as

Ratnam, Perala, ed., Laos and its Culture, reprint, (Bangkok, white Lotus, 1994),
p. 45.
Hinayana (Theravada) Buddhism is the form of Buddhism which is practiced
throughout all Laotian Buddhist communities, Many of the Lu were Sinicized before they
migrated into northern Laos,
Ngaosyvathn, Mayoury, 'The Baci-Sou Khuan of the Lao", Sojourn, Vol.5, No.2
(1990), pp. 291-292.
48

Prince Phetsarath compiled an extensive text detailing astronomical movements while
head of the Buddhist Council and in his self imposed exile in Thailand,
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experienced by the Lao Loum peoples.

Ethnic Relations Within Laos
There has always been a tradition of interaction between the
various ethnic groups of Laos, be it through peaceful trade or
warfare. Peaceful interaction has been stimulated by trade as
the geographic exclusiveness of Lao Loum, Lao Soung and Lao
Theung settlements has demanded that they interact on an
occasional basis to exchange certain necessities.
Violent
contact between the various ethnic groups has been associated
with the supply of tributary service in the modern era, be it in
the form of corvee labour or political support. Conflict over
the ownership of land has been limited mostly to the Hmong and
the tribal Tais. Lao Theung groups simply resisted changes to
their traditional environment but were usually overcome by the
superior organization and technology of the Lao Loum, Hmong-Mien
and finally the French.49
The relationship between the dominant ethnic Lao and the
ethnic minorities has traditionally been one of superiority and
inferiority. The Lao Theung traditionally depended on the ethnic
Lao for certain economic necessities such as salt, iron, pottery
and cotton, for which they appear to have been systematically
exploited in some regions (see introductory note no.4)
They
were denied access to education and Buddhism in some parts, and
they also had no political organization above the level of the
village .o
.

Divisive forces which operated against the effective
formation of a Laotian national consciousness or Laotian
nationalism during this period included traditional regionalism
and vested local interests, and the presence of a variety of
ethnic minorities mutually united only in their superstition of
the ruling ethnic Lao'
Seniority is the single most important
criterion in Laotian social discrimination, and thus the ethnic
Lao strove to promote their elder glorious role in Laotian
history so as not to be seen as submissive to the Lao Theung, who
relied on the vague history of oral myth.5'
.

The Kammu ethnic group which had occupied the Xieng Khouang Plateau for
centuries was forced by migrating Hmong clans to give up their lands in early 19th cenl,ury.
°°

Only the Lu and Tal Neua were encouraged to adopt Buddhism by the ethnic Lao,
Carroll, Mary Elizabeth and others, Area Handbook for Laos, (Washington D.C., American
University, 1967).
Corlin, Claes, "Common Roots and Present Inequality", NIAS Report, No.17 (1994),
p. 28.
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Some upland groups had adopted the lifestyle of the dominant
ethnic Lao to the extent that the cultural boundaries between
themselves and other upland groups had become more distinct than
those between themselves and the ethnic Lao. Examples of this
were the Kaleung, Phou Tai, Tai Khang and Tai Meuy who been
upland tribal Tai peoples originating from Houaphan province and
northern Vietnam who had shifted their settlements to upper
valley regions in Bolikhamxai and Khammouane provinces.52
The traditional ethnic Lao community has been described by
Barber and others as having a 'loose social structure'
Yet
this is incorrect as an implicit order exists within each ethnic
Lao community as certain individuals have special
responsibilities and rights within the community but these
privileges do not raise or stand them out in the social order of
the village. The casual operation of this social order, with its
high level of tolerance and permissive approach to amourous
relations, and the absence of a marked form of social
stratification caused foreign analysts to make this
misconception.5
Many Lao villages have a special spiritual
connection which relates to their origin. Thus many Lao found
it difficult to be resettled during and after the Siamese and
Indochina Wars since it meant a departure away from their
ancestral bonds.
The Lolo peoples and the Tai Dam tribes have a tradition of
living in shared territories in Phong Saly province since the
10th century.
In northeastern Laos the Yuan and Lao Theung
peoples have lived together for hundreds of years. The Lu and
the Akha have also shared a lengthy relationship this is because
the Lu originally displaced the Akha from their traditional lands
in the region of Sipsong Pan Na, or 'Twelve thousand rice
fields'
Then with the arrival of the Ho the Lu once again
followed the Akha to their settlements at Muang Sing in Luang
Namtha province and at Houei Sai in Bokeo province.55
In
northeast Laos the tribal Tai groups and the Laha interacted with
one another to such an extent that the Laha, a Mon-Khmer group,
developed a Kadai language to accommodate the tribal Tais who
.

52

Phothisane, Sounetji, pcFsollal communications with the author, (July, 1995).

u Barber, Martin, Migrants and Modernization: a study of change in Lao society, (Hull,
University of Hull, 1979).
Zasloff, Joseph J., The Pathet Lao, (London, Lexington, 1973), p. 42.
55

Hjeyewardene, Gehan, ed. Ethnic Groups across National Boundaries in Mainland
Southeast Asia, (Singapore, ISEAS, 1990), pp. 5 and 10.
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became their superiors.56 Southern Lao Theung groups have also
interacted regularly by tradition, usually bartering goods.
A highly developed form of village or muang' political
organization has traditionally been present in the Mien, Black
Tai, Shan and Hmong ethnic groups this is because their cultures
are strongly hierarchical.57 Whereas such village organization
had only been a secondary feature in the Lao, Kammu and Lamet
ethnic groups. Isolated and somewhat primitive Lao Theung and
Lao Soung groups such as the Lisu and the Lahu have highly
acephalous cultures.
The presence of inter-muang and extra-muancr political
organizations was well established in the Lao and Black Tai
ethnic groups. Similar village relations were undertaken on a
limited scale in the Hmong and Mien ethnic groups.
Intervillage political organization is absent in the Kammu and the
Lamet ethnic groups. The existence of an organized extra-village
political hierarchy has been present in the Lao ethnic group
since the reign of Fa Ngum. Whereas in the Black Tai and Hmong
ethnic groups an extra-village political hierarchy has been
operating on a limited scale.
In the Mien, Kammu and Lamet
ethnic groups there exists no such form of political hierarchy
(see introductory note no.5) . 58
The arrival of the French in the 19th century enhanced the
political and social organization of traditional communities, as
members of the Lao ethnic community became the first and dominant
group to have formally educated officials. Members of the Black
Tai ethnic group were also considered for formal education yet
only as a secondary group, since the French had gained earlier
experience working with similar communities in Vietnam.59
Attempts at formal education were limited among the Lao Soung
ethnic groups and virtually absent in the Kammu and Lamet ethnic

u Ibid., P. ii, note no.1.

n All these groups have sought to establish their own independent kingdoms in the
past. The Hmong peoples led by Touby Lyfoung and Yang Pao, with the assistance of Chao
Saykharn, tried to establish an autonomous Hmong kingdom following the collapse of the
Kong Le-sponsored Neutralist government in 1960. Some of the Hmong people, mostly
followers of the messianic Chao Pa' movement continue to pursue their dream of a Hmong
kingdom today under the leadership of Pa Kao Her,
Halpern, Joel M., Economy and Society of Laos, (New Haven, Yale University, 1964),
p. 187, Table No.8.
Carroll, Mary Elizabeth and others, Area Handbook for Laos, (ashingf.on D.C.,
American University, 1967), p.
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groups.
Peasant rebellions in Laos, especially among the ethnic
minorities, were commonly linked to famine. Poor communications,
weak administration and low populations were long-standing
problems of the Laotian countryside. The acceptance of serfdom
and slavery was present amongst all Laotian ethnic groups until
the arrival of the French in the 1880s.6°
Lao Theung villagers were often employed as cheap labourers
by the ethnic Lao. While for the colonial government they were
required to do heavy corvee labour since they were usually unable
to pay labour dues (prestation), as well as normal taxes, in a
cash form.6'
The Lu, Lamet and Kammu tribes traditionally
provided servants for the Luang Prabang royal family. The Black
Tai and Hmong ethnic groups traded with each other traditionally,
as have the Kammu and the Lamet with the ethnic Lao. The arrival
of the Hmong in northern Laos led to a struggle of control with
the Lao Theung as territory and market influence was sought by
both groups, especially in Xieng Khouang province.62
The major social differences effecting Laotians since
independence have been then, the contrasts between rural and
urban ethnic Lao.6' Rural Lao practice a subsistence form of
economy which is based primarily on the production of rice. They
usually experience poor health and the majority are illiterate.
Rural communities have little interest in outside or government
affairs, yet they hold high respect for religious activities.
There is also little contact with outsiders in these communities.
Urban Lao usually enjoy a salaried or commerce orientated form
of economy and many have a sound education as well as a strong
interest in government and external affairs.
Traditionally the Vientiane Plain-Mekong Valley regions have
had densely populated muans whereas isolated and mostly northern
regions have had small population centres of less than 200 on
average. Thus the demand for social development was to begin
60

Burchcth kiifred,
Lorrimer, 1970), p. 86.

Second Indochina 11lar: Cambodia and Laos Today,

(London,

61

Gunn, Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in Laos (1930-1954), (Bangkok, Editions Duang
Kamol, 1988), pp. 33-34. Some southern Lao Theung legends discouraged tribes to possess
or handle money.
62

Unger, Leonard and Joseph J. Zasloff, eds.
Macmillan, 1991), p. 137.
63

Laos: beyond the revolution, (London,

The urban population of Laos presently is 22 percent, which is over a 25 percent
increase since 1980.
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obviously in the lowland Lao communities in contrast to the
highland communities which continued in their traditional ways.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Note No.: 1
Under this system the Lao Theung follow a regular rotation
cycle of approximately ten to fifteen years, thus relying on the
slashing-and-burning of secondary forest rather than virgin
forest.64
The Kammu ethnic group had a seven to eight year
rotation cycle which was more destructive to the environment but
this farming method was encouraged to meet the crop demands for
the population of Luang Prabang.65 If land conditions were poor
or a tribe was particularly small it will often practice a
nomadic swidden farming lifestyle.

Note No.: 2
The principality of Vientiane gained control of Attopeu in
the 16th century and then its authority was extended to the
interior west of Savannakhet in the 18th century.66 In the early
19th century the influence of the Lao principalities had reached
into the territory of the Halang on the border between Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos.67

Note No.: 3
Laotians, generally, have traditionally favoured glutinous
rice to eat. Although Lao Soung and Lao Theung hilltribe groups
also cultivate and eat maize as a supplement to their diet.63
Some Hmong clans prefer to consume a non-glutinous variety of
rice.
Those Hmong groups who did cultivate rice at high
altitudes were forced to leave their paddy fields after three or
four years use and let them lie fallow for eight to ten years.
64

Lao Theung groups such as the Bru, Katu, Halang and Sedang regard the presence
of large trees to be an important sign of fertility. Hickey, Gerald Cannon, Sons of the
Mountains, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1982), p. 441.
65

Haipern, Joel ML, Economy and Society of Laos, (New Haven, Yale University, 1964),

p. 148, No.28.
66

Hickey, Gerald Cannon, Sons of the Mountains: Ethnohistory of the Vietnamese
Central Highlands to 1954, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1982), p. 167.
67

ibiL p. 168.
68

Burchett, YBlfred, Second Indochina 1Nar: Cambodia and Laos Today, (London,
Lorriiner, 1970), pp. 10-11.

2?
Thus this partly explains the destructive nature of Hmong
farming practices.69 The cultivation of opium is an established
part of Hmong and Lisu culture and to a lesser degree a part of
Akha, Lahu and Mien culture. Cattle breeding and hunting are
important facets to the Lao Theung lifestyle but in the Lao Soung
communities these activities play a minor role.'°
Note No.: 4
Thao Nhe, a Kammu leader, led a revolt in the Muang Ngoy
region between Houaphan and Phong Saly in 1875 against ethnic Lao
and Hmong exploitation until he was killed in 1877.' Earlier
uprisings had taken place in 1964-66 in the region of the Sipsong
Chau Tai when Hmong and Mien groups had begun settling their
communities.

Note No.: 5
The presence of class groupings on the village scale is
quite evident in the Black Tai ethnic group.
Limited class
groupings also exist in the Lao, Kammu and Lamet ethnic groups.
The role of class groupings takes a secondary character in the
Hmong and Mien ethnic groups as they are clan based.
Class
groupings extend outside of the muang or village communities of
the Lao and Black Tai ethnic groups. While any form of external
class grouping appears to be absent in the social organization
of the Hmong, Mien, Kammu and Lamet ethnic groups.72

Halpern, Joel M., Economy and Society of Laos, (New Haven, Yale University, 1964),
pp. 149150, No.31.
70

Burchett, Wilfred, Second Indochina War: Cambodia and Laos Today, (London,
Lorrirner, 1970), p. 86.
71

Elements of this revolt continued until 1884. Kooyman, Mary and Martin Stuart--Fox,
Historical Dictionary of Laos, (London, Scarecrow Press, 1992), p. 61.
u Halpern, Joel M.,
Economy and society of Laos: a brief survey, (New Haven, Yale
University Monograph Series, 1964), p.
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CHAPTER ONE: EARLY INDEPENDENCE (1900-) 1940-1962

The colonial rule of the French and the Second World War
gave Laotians for the first time the 'impetus to a desire to link
the concept of independence with that of unity'
The lack of
a true sense of nationhood, the persistence of regionalism and
ethnic particularism and the endemic lack of national planning
and infrastructure made it hard for the promoters of independence
and unity to convert concepts into political and social reality.
What was needed was a national movement which would draw together
the disparate groups. Thus the support of the Japanese and an
almost free range over the state's powers for two years
encouraged members of the Laotian elite to take such action.
.

The Lao Nhay or 'National Renovation Movement' was the first
nationalist group in Laos, as it was inaugurated in 1941 (see
chapter note no.1)
The goals of the Lao Nhay were to "provide
Laos with its own personality and to develop a sense of
patriotism".74 In reality the Lao Nhay focused its efforts on
preserving and developing ethnic Lao artistic culture via the
sponsorship of new theatre, dance, music and literature groups,
and improving the educational and health facilities of Laotians.
The Renovation Movement also produced Laos' first modern Lao
language publication entitled 'Lao Nhay' which had a print run
of 6,000 by 1943.
.

So during the provisional government of Prince Phetsarath
several political groups emerged to promote nationalism including
the Lao Pen Lao (the Committee for 'Laos for the Lao'), which was
founded in March 1945 and headed by Sing Rathanasamay.76 The Lao
Issara (the Committee for a 'Free Laos'), which was initially led
by Tham Sayasithsena and Oun Sananikone and had been established
since June 1944.

n Gunn, Geoffrey C., Laos: Llllitary-Civilian Relations, in Ahmad, Zakaria Haji and
Harold Crouch, ed. Military-Civilian Relations in South-East Asia, (Singapore, Oxford
University Press, 1985), p. 229 (?).
n Gunn, Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in Laos (1930-1954), (Bangkok, Editions Duang
Kamol, 1988), p. 102.
Ibid., p. 102.
76

Sing Rathanasamy had led the Lao Issara-Viet Minh forces in taking the town of
Xieng Xhouang in 1946. Other members of the Lao Pen Lao were Tham Sayasithena, Bong
Siratanakun, Singkapo Sikhotchounlarnany, Maim Sila Viravong, Bounchan, and the
Sananikone and the Nosavan families.
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Two other groups, the Committee of the People, led by Phaya
(Phagna) Khammao Villay, and the Committee for an Independent
Laos, which was headed by Prince Souphanouvong, sought active
roles in uniting Laos.77 Phaya Khammao became the premier of the
Lao Issara government which was formed on October 12, 1945 under
the presidency of Phetsarath, he had previously been responsible
for all Lao officials serving in the state administration.79
Kaysone Phomvihane described the fragmented nature of early
Laotian nationalism in the following way:
"Numerous kinds of national movements emerged in Laos at
the turn of the century. They were led by different
classes and sections of society, including the feudal
gentry and tribal chiefs, as well as the bourgeoisie,
petty bourgeoisie and intelligentsia. Few of these groups
defended the needs of the masses nor did they practice
their ideals, thus they failed."
This introductory discussion on the peoples of Laos clearly
defines the uncertain basis on which the Lao Issara developed its
notion of a larger national unity. Yet cultural links did exist
and their failure to evolve was tied clearly to the bias and the
ignorance of the various ethnic groups as well as outside
intervention. The Pathet Lao leadership was originally inspired
by several anti-colonial rebellions when drafting its programme
for national unity. It was the Lao Theung and the Lao Soung
groups rather than the Lao Loum which had initiated these first
revolts at the end of the 19th century (see chapter note no.2)
The Lao Theung and Lao Soung rebellions had been able to
produce enough pressure to destabilize the French administrators,
yet they still required the leadership of progressives from the
Lao Loum elite to become effective on a national scale.
The
French exploited differences between the Lao Loum and hilltribe
groups through the Surete Generale de L'Indochine so as to halt

77

Brown, MacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries: the Conimunist
Movement in Laos, 1930l985, (Stanford, Hoover Institution Press, 1986), p. 30. Khammao
was also known by the names Xiengmao and Xieng Mai, this probably relates to his Chinese
connections,
He held the position of Chao Xhoueng for Luang Prabang before and
throughout the Second VorId 1ar.
Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathct. Lao: partners
in the struggle for independence, (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970), pp. 193 and
230.
u Kaysone Phomvihane, Revolution in Laos, (Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1981), p.
53,
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any national cohesion among these resistance movements (see
chapter note no.3) .°
The historical and colonial relationship between Vietnam and
Laos had developed into a complex and divided one at the closure
of the Second World War. Thus when the Vietnamese nationalist
front, the Viet Minh, founded by Ho Chi Minh learnt of Laotian
aspirations for independence it sought to play an important role
in guiding and supporting early Laotian nationalists, such as
Prince Souphanouvong, Kaysone Phomvihane and Nouhak
Phoumsavanh.8' The Viet Minh and the Lao Issara were able to
cooperate as both groups realized the neglect of upland minority
groups and the value of national unity.
Since 1945 the Viet Minh had been active in recruiting
Laotians along the western border of Vietnam, especially the
interior section of Savannakhet province, into nationalist
orientated resistance activities.
Nouhak Phoumsavanh began
leading these guerrilla forces in anti-French activites in 1946,
while Kaysone Phomvihane became the chief strategist directing
both military and political operations. The membership of these
resistance forces was dominated by ethnic Lao and Lao Theung
groups initially. Then as the struggle developed the involvement
of the Lao Theung increased substantially along with the Lao
Soung, whereas the ethnic Lao presence remained smaller yet it
maintained a powerful role in directing the resistance.82
Viet Minh trained nationalist units composed of ethnic Lao
would enter remote Lao Theung and Lao Soung communities which
were ignored by the French, and hold propaganda meetings. The
Viet Minh-guided groups provided the Lao Soung and the Lao Theung
with necessities such as salt, cloth, basic hardware tools,
cooking utensils and medicines, thus gaining their favour.83
These methods were continued under the Neo Lao Issara.
The
French in an effort to gain Lao Theung support in 1946 began the
regulated supply of such goods yet the Lao Issara-Viet Minh
forces were well advanced in their activities and thus the French

Simply known as the Surete, this is the name given to the French colonial secret
pobce. It had the principal task of opposing anti-colonial nationalist activity.
u Kaysone was recruited while studying Medicine and Law in Hanoi by the lCP in 1946.
Nouhak joined the ICP in 1947 after trafficking arms from Thailand to Vinh for the
Vietnamese resistance movement since the early 1940s.
82

Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao: partners
in the struggle for independence, (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970), p. 52.
83

The French created a salt regie (monopoly) which was strictly supervised throughout
the colonial territories. Ibid., p. 52.
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were unable to make up for their past neglect of the Lao Theung
and continued to be unable to assist the Tibeto-Burman ethnic
groups. 8
Prince Phetsarath was the initial driving force behind
Laotian nationalism and independence. He actively sought the
unification of the three principalities into what is now termed
as Laos through his September 1, 1945 proclamation which declared
a new 'Union of Laos' (see chapter note no.4)
By terminating
the French Protectorate over Laos, Phetsarath opened the path of
self-determination for the Laotian peoples. He regarded that
there already existed sufficient characteristics such as
language, history, geography and ethnicity to which Laotians
could claim a national entity (see chapter note no.5)
.

In both his youth and as an official of the French colonial
administration Phetsarath had been able to travel throughout the
territories of Laos. During these journeys Phetsarath developed
a sense of Laotian nationhood as he identified himself with the
various ethnic groups and observed their grievances under the
French, which at the outbreak of the Second World War provided
him with the motivation to organize the Lao Issara.85 This was
because Phetsarath was trained in legal and economic development
and thus he realized the massive deficiencies experienced by the
upland peoples.86 His personal fascination with printing and
publishing equipment also stimulated him to pursue greater
standards in education so that all peoples in Laos could be able
to read Laotian literature and thus appreciate Laotian culture.
Phetsarath who was the elder half brother of Prince
Souphanouvong acted in many ways as a father towards him in his

Gunn, Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in Laos (1930-1954), (Bangkok, Editions Duang
Kamol, 1988), p. 236.
In 1931 Phetsarath was selected as the official delegate of Laos at the Colonial
Exposition in Paris, thus this also probably kindled thoughts of nationalism, Halpern,
Joel lvi., Government, Politics and Social Structure in Laos, (New Haven, Yale University
Press, 1964), pp. 119-120.
Phetsarath had served as an interpreter for Tai Lu communities based in the
northern part of Luang Prabang province. He also advised the Tai Lu on improved farming
techniques while serving in this capacity. Dommen, Arthur J., Conflict in Laos: The Politics
of Neutralization, 2nd ed., (New York, Praeger, 1971), p. 20.
n Fall Bernard B., 'the Pathet Lao: A liberation' Party, in Scalapino, Robert A., cvi.,
The Communist Revolution in Asia: Tactics, goals and achievements, 2nd ed. (Englewood
CUffs, Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 189.
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youth.88 Following the death of Souphanouvong's father, Boun
Khong, in 1919 Phetsarath became almost solely responsible for
the cultural, moral and political development of Souphanouvong.
Phetsarath decided on his return to Laos to have both Souvanna
Phouma and Souphanouvong sent to France to be educated and
trained as engineers. This was done so that they would become
active forces, under the direction of Phetsarath, in the building
of infrastructure in Laos on a national scale.89
The Provisional Government of the Lao Issara which was
established with the retreat of the Japanese from Southeast Asia
in October 1945 lacked the unanimous support of the ethnic Lao
and was virtually unknown to the upland groups, instead it only
caused a
Iminiature revolution in Vientiane' .°
Thus
Phetsarath's confidence in the Laotian people's action against
the return of French colonialism turned out to be an unfortunate
over-estimation.
Phetsarath lacked the deep-rooted popular
nationalism which had been skilfully utilized by Ho Chi Minh in
Vietnam and because of this he could not effectively develop a
polyethnic nationalist movement. Instead Phetsarath's actions
had resulted in indirectly creating a political rift between
rightist, royalist and pro-French forces, and nationalist,
neutralist and leftist forces.
He was thus forced to enter
Thailand in May, 1946 and place his Provisional Government of the
Lao Issara in exile (see chapter note no.6)

Laotian Nationalism and Polyethnicity
Early control of the Laotian government by the Lao Issara
in 1945 saw the removal of Vietnamese officials from the state
administration to be replaced by mostly ethnic Lao Loum
officials.
The French had preferred to employ Vietnamese

88

This was because Souphanouvong was paid scant attention by his real father Boun
Khong, the Viceroy, and that Souphanouvong had been regarded, through rumour, to be an
iUegiUmate son born of a minor wife, Thus he was discriminated upon by his royal siblings,
for his questionable origins, and experienced a financial and social standing which
was biased against him. Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the
Pathet Lao: partners in the struggle for independence, (Cambridge, Harvard University
Press, 1970), p. 230.
ao Burchett, wilfred, Second Indochina V[ar: Cambodia and Laos Today, (London,
Lorrimer, 1970), pp. 8889. See also Gunn, Geoffrey C.
'Prince Souphanouvong:
Revolutionary and Intellectual", Journal of Contemporary Asia, Vol.22, No.1 (1992), p. 95.
Fall, Bernard B., The Pathet Lao: A "Liberation" Party, in Scalapino, Robert A., ed,,
The Communist. Revolution in Asia: Tactics, goals arid achievements, 2nd ed,, (Englewood
Cliffs, Prentice Hall 1969) p. 190,
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officials ahead of Laotians as the latter were considered
inadequately skilled and it also prevented the development of
Laotian nationalism via the 'divide and rule' government of the
colonial service. Prince Phetsarath viewed the Thais as cultural
brothers for their early support of Laotian independence through
the Thai Sen (Free Thai)
Whereas the Vietnamese were regarded
initially as imperialists as they had served as the underlings
of the French over the Laotian people.
Relations with the
Chinese were congenial as they also sought freedom from colonial
interference and thus acted as a balance to these two earlier
extreme viewpoints.9'
.

The release of the rebel Lao Theung leader Sithone Kommadan
and his brother Khamphanh from prison in Phong Saly province
August 1945 was critical for the polyethnic development of the
Lao Issara and subsequently the Pathet Lao.92 Sithone was
identified as the undisputed leader of the southern Lao Theung
peoples and thus his presence helped to unite Lao Theung forces
rapidly with the Lao Issara resistance forces. Following his
release Sithone began establishing 'resistance bases' in Phong
Saly and Xieng Khouang.9' Then he entered southern Vietnam where
he met the militant Communist Tran Van Giau.94 He soon made
contact with the Viet Minh leadership in northern Vietnam and the
Lao Issara government in Vientiane. Sithone's cooperation with
the Viet Minh was surprising, to a lesser degree, since mostly
Vietnamese Garde Indigene (Indigenous Guard) troops had taken
part in putting down his father's Bolovens revolt in 1930s.
In 1948 Sithone began leading raids on the Bolovens Plateau
and in 1950 he regrouped with his son Sang Kham in their home

u Some Laotian elements felt hostility towards the Chinese as they proposed vague
plans for creating a separate state for the Lu ethnic group.
92

Sometimes Sithone Kommadan's name is spelled as SilJion Khornmadam. Sithone was
born in 1906 on the Bolovens Plateau region which borders Saravane and Chainpassack
provinces
u Gunn, Goeffrey C.

"Minority Manipulation in Colonial Indochina",

Bulletin of

Concerned Asian Scholars, p. 26.

Tran Van Giau had been given the task of reconstructing the ICP network in
Cochinchina during the early 1930s before being arrested in 1935 and sent to the French
penal colony of Poulo Condore. In 1940 Giau was interned in the lalai camp in Cochinchina
from which he escaped in 1941. He subsequently became the ICP chairman of the
Committee of the South. Giau contacted Surete officials in 1944 who were loyal to Dc
Gaulle and cooperated with them in an effort to remove Vichy forces from power. Giau's
harsh methods of operation and his frequent displays of independent action and thought
led to his demotion in 1946, thus he took up a career as a VCP historian.
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province of Saravane.95 Sithone's experience in utilizing and
organizing the support of tribal and rural groups extended the
nationalistic activities of the Lao Issara on a countrywide
scale 96
The People's Committee of East Laos, headed by Thao 0
Anourak and Thao Ke, began guerrilla activities against the
French in October 1946.17 Throughout early 1946 Thao 0 Anourak
had Lao Issara activists such as Thao Boua, Nai Ky, Nai Kampheua,
Nai Pouai and Naikieng Tong trained inside Vietnam.
A Lao
Issara Committee of the East replaced the People's Committee in
1947. It was headed by Nouhak Phoumsavanh with Thao 0 Anourak
operating as his deputy leader and Faydang Lobliayao, the Hmong
chieftain, appointed as a committeeman (see chapter note no.7)
. 99

The Provisional Government of the Lao Issara was forced to
flee to Bangkok on April 25, 1946 due to the military backed
return of the French and Phetsarath's fall from grace with the
Luang Prabang royal family.
In February 1949 Prince
Souphanouvong established a political front called the
Progressive People's Organization, in support of the guerrilla
forces loyal to him.
Later, in May, Souphanouvong led his
radical faction of the Lao Issara back into Laos so as to direct
the activities of the Lao Issara Armed Forces and to base his
movement in the Lao Theung, tribal Tai and Lao Soung dominated

There is also mention of Singkhim, a son of Sithone Kommadan, in texts on the
PaUet Lao, Singkhirn played a strong role in recruiting soldiers for the Pathet Lao. Gunn,
Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in Laos (19301954), (Bangkok, Editions Duang Karnol,
1988), p. 241.
Burchett, IA/ilfred, Second indochina lYar: Cambodia and Laos Today,
Lorrimer, 1970), p. 71.

(London,

n Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao: partners
in the struggle for independence, (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970), p.193.
Anourak was a leading local figure in Sepone (Tchepone), a district centre on the eastern
edge of Savannakhet province. This committee was established with the assistance of the
ICP and guided by Kaysone Phomvihane and Nouhak Phoumsavanli.
98

is a Lao Theung title meaning leader.

''

In 1948 Thao Os military command was reinforced by the arrival of Sounthone
Thepasa, Sonilith, Nosafar, Sisana Sisane, Oune Heuane Phomsavan and Souvanthon who
were Issara agents previously based in Thailand. Gunn, Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in
Laos (19301954), (Bangkok, Editions Duang Kamol, 1988), pp. 252 and 254.
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regions of Eastern Laos.'°°
During this period there was intense competition between the
Lao Issara and pro-French forces for the support of the Lu ethnic
group. The majority of the Lu eventually sided with the Lao
Issara due to their hatred of colonial taxation.'°1 Apheuy
Keobounheuang, a Lao Theung leader from Savannakhet province,
took a supplementary role alongside Sithone at this time in
organizing support for the Lao Issara guerrillas.T02
On 13 August 1950 the Neo Lao Issara (Free Lao Front) was
set up at the First Congress of the National Resistance Front
which was convened and headed by Prince Souphanouvong.'°3 The
congress was attended by 105 representatives including Phoumi
Vongvichit, Nouhak Phoumsavanh, Kaysone Phomvihane, Prince Souk
Vongsak, Sithone Korrimadan and Faydang Lobliayao.'°4 The above
individuals took positions on a new resistance government' which
was formed at the congress.
Sithone Komrnadan and Faydang
Lobliayao, who assisted the Neo Lao Issara with tribal affairs,
were appointed as Ministers without Portfolios.
Thus
representing for the first time in any Laotian government the Lao
Theung and Lao Soung ethnic groups.'°T Lao Loum members of the
Neo Lao Issara developed their form of nationalism by opposing
the elder brother ethnic links with Thailand and vitalizing their
cultural loyalty with the glory of Lan Xang.

100

The exiled Lao Issara government was dissolved in October 1949 following its split
with Souphanouvong's radical faction and the granting of full independence to Laos in the
French Union, which had encouraged moderates such as Souvanna Phouma to return to
Vientiane. Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao:
partners in the struggle for independence, (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970),
p. 194.
101

Gunn, Geoffrey C,, Political Struggles in Laos (1930-1954),
Duang Kamol, 1988), p. 242.

(Bangkok, Editions
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Brown, MacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries: the Communist
Movement in Laos, 1930-1985, (Stanford, Hoover Institution Press, 1986), p. dO. Apheuy
who was born in 1915 later became a Central Committee member of the NLHS.
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Sometimes Neo Lao Issara is translated as Lao Liberation Front but this is
considered incorrect.
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Other sources list there being 101 and 150 delegates present at the congress.
Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, (Cambridge, Yale
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It is also important to note that Neo Lao Issara members
from Savannakhet province such as Kaysone Phomvihane, Nouhak
Phoumsavanh, and Ma Khaykhamphithoune later became powerful
leaders and ideologues in the Pathet Lao. Their understanding
of Laos as a polyethnic state may also have been more highly
developed, when compared to the views of government officials
based in Luang Prabang, Vientiane and Champassack, because the
ethnic composition of Savannakhet was nearly the same as the
mixture of ethnic peoples on a national scale (see chapter note

The Neo Lao Issara embraced a Twelve-Point political
programme at this conference as well as adopting the national
flag of Phetsarath's Provisional Government of the Lao Issara and
a new national anthem drafted by Sisana Sisane (see chapter note
•T06
The rejection of the traditional royal Lao flag with
its tricephalous elephant was an important cultural signal as it
emphasized that the Front was to represent all Laotians. The
principal points in the Neo Lao Issara programme strongly
emphasized the unity of the Laotian peoples by providing
"Democratic liberties, including freedom of religion" to all
citizens of Laos, encouraging the "Development of industry,
agriculture and commerce . [to assist the] elevation of the
standard of living of the people", seeking the "Eradication of
illiteracy; development of education and national culture", and
finally by offering "Equal rights for all national minorities".'07
..

The founding of the Neo Lao Issara in 1950 saw the first
formal representation of ethnic minority leaders in a united
national front whereas before they had operated as free-ranging
rebel units. The Central Committee of the Neo Lao Issara also
included the membership of Ma Khaykhamphithoune, a Phou Tai
leader, and Lofoung Pablia and Nhiavu Lobliayao who were Hmong
clan leaders. Another Lao Theung leader Apheuy Keobounheuang
took a position on the Lao Patriotic Front Central Committee in
1956 . 108

Since the early 1950s the Neo Lao Issara had been based in
the remote and minority-dominated regions of north-eastern and
eastern Laos, thus strongly suggesting its relations with the
minorities were good. The Lao Theung and the tribal Tai were

Sisana's anthem retained the tune of the royalist national anthem, Sisana was born
in Savannakhet province in 1922. Kaysone Phomvihane, Revolution in Laos, (Moscow,
Progress Publishers, 198]), p. 17.
107 Brown, MacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries: The Communist
Movement in Laos, 1930-1985, (Stanford, Hoover Institution Press, 1986), p. 288, Al.
103 Ibid..
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identified as hard-working peoples in contrast to the casual
ethnic Lao, thus their peasant worker lifestyle suited itself
well with the nature of the Pathet Lao movement. Yet the ability
to forge a new national consciousness under the Neo Lao Issara
was to be made possible by basing it on the aspirations of all
Laotian people.
The early rallying slogan of the Neo Lao Issara which was
derived from the political report of the First National
Resistance Front Congress was:
uPeople of all nationalities and all sections of the
population, regardless of class, social background,
creed, sex, and age, unite in the struggle for national
independence. 109
The ethnic policy of the Neo Lao Issara was the most radical
innovation in Laos following the occupation of the Japanese in
March 9, 1945, as it emphasized the need for equality of
opportunity and close cooperation among all ethnic groups."°
Goal number three of the internal policy was of special
significance to the Lao Theung peoples since their folklore
maintained a history of being overlooked or exploited in the
gaining of knowledge and in the development of literature. Hence
the Neo Lao Issara offered them a chance to be free of this
curse. Rural peoples were also encouraged by goal number four
as their commercial dealings centred around the trade of crafts,
which over a time had fallen under regulation of the ethnic Lao.
The Internal Policy' of the Neo Lao Issara at its founding
congress in 1950 outlined the following goals.
"1. Widen the circle of unity throughout the country to
include those of all races and religions, of both sexes
and all ages, to defeat the French imperialists and their
puppet government, and to make the country independent,
free and strong.
Open the opportunity for people of all tribal groups
to the right of liberty and democracy for all.
Eliminate illiteracy, which makes men deaf and blind.
Develop handicrafts and commerce.
Sweep out the backward French colonial rule.
Get rid of gambling and drunkenness.
Develop guerrillas into regional forces, and further
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Kaysorie Pbomvihane, Revolution in Laos, (loscow, Progress Publishers, 1981), p.
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develop these into a national army."11'
The Lao Theung were attracted to the Neo Lao Issara movement
as the arrival of Western learning had made their leaders aware
of the exploitation which they had endured under the traditional
authorities. In the case of the southern Lao Theung their long
history of a hatred of lowland Lao rule was accentuated through
the rise of Prince Boun Gum of Champassack, a rightist leader,
who had allegedly participated in the French repression of the
Bolovens revolt.112 Whereas Lao Soung groups judged an alliance
with the Neo Lao Issara as aiding their cause in the settlement
of traditional clan rivalries, as in the case of the Hmong.
With the assistance of Viet Minh forces the Neo Lao Issara
gained the Laotian provincial capital of Xam Neua in March 1953,
which became the new seat of Souphanouvong's resistance
government.113 The Viet Minh captured the city of Thakhek in
December and Pathet Lao-Viet Minh forces had also during the same
period defeated the French military outpost at Attopeu. 14
Under the terms of the 1954 Geneva Agreements the Neo Lao
Issara forces had to regather themselves in Houaphan and Phong
Saly provinces. Thus they left well established resistance bases
in Attopeu, Saravane and the Bolovens Plateau, areas dominated
by the Lao Theung." In 1954 the People's Party of Laos (PPL)
shifted its officer candidate school, which was entitled the
Kommadan School, from inside North Vietnam to Xam Neua in
Houaphan province.116 Thus the Lao Theung ambition to be educated
and trained in an institution of their own was finally honoured.
In 1955 the Neo Lao Issara founded its first newspaper, Lao
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Haksat'."' This move preceded the creation of a large publishing
house under the direction of the Pathet Lao and the wide
distribution of Issara propaganda. In March 1959 the RLG banned
the circulation of Lao Haksat' in areas outside of the Lao
Patriotic Front liberated zones."8 The Lao Haksat publishing
house once fully established in the resistance zone produced
print runs of 40,000 copies regularly, thus becoming the largest
Lao-language publication in Laos."'
The Neo Lao Issara through its written and spoken propaganda
succeeded in raising the average Laotian's concerns from the
village or tribal level, in the case of Lao Theung and Soung
groups, and from the regional level, in the case of Lao Loum
groups, to a truly national level. Thus they were responsible
for developing the national self-consciousness 1 of modern Laos.
When the 1957 coalition government was established Phoumi
Vongvichit became the Minister of Religion and Fine Arts, and as
such, skilfully indoctrinated several Buddhist monks in the
justness of the Lao Patriotic Front's leftist view of world
affairs. The rightists in the Royal Lao Government had felt that
Phoumi, being pro-Communist, would be expected to do little to
affect the traditional religious order, but they were gravely
mistaken (see chapter note no.10) •120
Laos became a fully independent state in 1954 following the
Geneva Agreements. It had previously accepted various levels of
independence within the French Union since the Second World War.
Crown Prince Savang Vatthana of the Kingdom of Luang Prabang
expressed his reluctance towards the formation of modern Laos
during the Second World War. He was against the inclusion of
Champassack in a new unified state, since it meant rebalancing
the spheres of prestige and power with Prince Boun Oum.
Laos' first constitution had been promulgated on May 11,
1947. It was then amended in 1957 and 1966.121 The constitution
1]?
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originally stated that the sovereignty of Laos emanated from the
people. Yet under the RLG this claim to sovereignty became 'more
closely linked to the unity and the independence of the provinces
of Laos and authority of the King, rather than the unity of the
various ethnic groups' *' The RLG promoted traditional sayings,
such as below, which reflected the imperial glory and community
spirit of Lan Xang.
"Sua Sat Lao,
Sat Lao,
Muang Lao,
Pathet Lao

(Laotian
(Laotian
(Laotian
(Laotian

origin and race)
nation)
country[or community]
state) 123

Yet their real meaning remained tied to the ethnic Lao
rather than all Laotians. Katay Don Sasorith further pushed the
superiority of ethnic Lao culture and civilization when he made
this following statement which emphasized the continuity of the
Kingdom of Lan Xang:
"If we leave out a few ethnological minorities (Khas,
Meos, etc.) that are scattered here and there, generally
in the heights, [then] the Muong [Muang] Lao spoke the
same language, honoured the same genii [spirit
ancestors], cultivated the same religion and had the
same usages and customs." 124
Thus this again openly showed the RLG leadership had little
concern for the traditions of the Lu, Yuan, Lao Theung, tribal
Tai and Lao Soung.
From 1949 onwards Laos was in a process of political
socialization since no true Laotian political system had ever
existed; instead there had only been royal governments
controlling the ethnic Lao principalities and village councils
directing the upland minority groups.'25 The Lao Issara had been
the only group which had attempted to formulate Laotian

Laos, b) full independence, c) the preparation of the population for a modern political life.
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attitudes, values and beliefs of a political nature amongst all
the ethnic groups. With the demise of the Lao Issara in late
1949 the task of political socialization became the duty of the
Pathet Lao. In contrast the socio-political development of the
RLG remained limited to the articulations of ethnic Lao interest
groups based around the traditional regional elites.
Political recruitment was the next stage for the sociopolitical development of Laos. The Pathet Lao excelled in its
objective of spreading the ideology of a polyethnic state amongst
the upland minority groups when it gained 40 percent of the votes
in the National Assembly in 1958. Meanwhile the RLG sought to
reconstruct the ethnic Lao regional power bases into a single
state organ, but this meant compromising nation-building
political objectives such as equal levels of funding to the
various provinces for the sake of preserving the prestige of
regional strongmen.
The Royal Lao Government's desire to play down ethnic
differences and create a Laotian state less dominated by its very
variety gave rise to the practice of classifying all Laotians
under four official groupings.'26 These were Lao Loum, Lao
Theung, Lao Soung and Lao Tai. Thus this provided an official
naming system which would for the first time not be overshadowed
by the ethnic Lao and seek to better incorporate the peoples into
one nation.'2' Yet as Stuart-Fox states "the RLG obviated the
need to develop and carry through ethnic policy, since in areas
under government control the Lao Theung constituted a negligible
minority" .'28 Tribal Tai peoples were simply regarded as having
the same needs as the ethnic Lao, while with the Lao Soung, they
either gained their own de facto autonomy or in the case of the
Tibeto-Burmans were judged to be isolated, nomadic minorities not
worthy of a political role in the modern Laotian state.129
The minorities policy under the RLG failed to lay the
foundations for a Laotian national identity, since ethnic Lao
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concerns, both cultural and demographic, prevailed over all other
ethnic groups in the government's planning.
The only firm
decision relating to national culture made by the RLG was the
adoption of Lao as the national language.
Educational development was a divided operation in Laos as
the RLG decreed in 1951 that a secular form of primary education
would become compulsory throughout all of Laos, yet the
government hardly had the resources to fund and supply the needs
of teachers in lowland Laos."° Only during the turmoil of the
Second World War had schools first been established in the
hilitribe areas.'3' The government saw little reason in trying
to educate semi-nomadic groups, although some 'mobile' schools
had been created in the period from 1939-1942 for Lao Theung
peoples in Saravane and Attopeu, and Hmong groups at Xieng
Khouang and Nong Het with good success.132 In 1946 the French
established provincial high schools at Pakse, Luang Prabang,
Savannakhet and Vientiane so as to demonstrate their devotion to
developing Laos after the failure of France to protect Laos in
the Second World War."
The Lao Literary Committee, which was formed in 1951 under
the sponsorship of the RLG, begun publishing 'Wannakhadisan' a
Lao language cultural magazine in 1953.
This Lao Literary
Committee involved writers such as Maha Sila Viravong, Bong
Souvannavong, Thao Kene, Phouvong Phimmasone and Somchine Pierre
Nginn. 134
The focus of education was obviously in the urban areas.
In 1954 fifteen percent of the Laotian population was regarded
as literate, in this instance literacy was recognized by an
elementary understanding of Lao and this attitude remains so
By 1961 Laotian education at the secondary level
today.
continued to be dominated by the French curriculum and French
teachers. Laotian academics found that decisions relating to
°°
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educational development and funding were in the control of the
French, and students were not permitted to speak Lao at Laos'
most prestigious centre of learning, the Lycee Pavie of
Vientiane '35
In 1961 Lysao Lyfoung, a Hmong intellectual and then
chairman of the Hmong literary committee in Vientiane, requested
the Royal Lao Government to allow the use and teaching of the
Romanized Practical Alphabet (RPA) in Laos.'36 Lysao's request
was permitted but the RPA program received no official support
from the RLG for its development.
The formation of the 1962 Coalition Government stimulated
Leum Insixiengmay, the Minister for Education, to appoint for the
first time Directors of Education who were all of Laotian
descent.'37 The promotion of Buddhism on a national scale was
also proceeded with, but it was managed in an elitist fashion.
That is to say, Lao Theung and Lao Soung peoples continued to be
considered by the ethnic Lao as too barbaric' or primitive' to
be invited into the Buddhist fold.
Social development in other realms of government was very
limited and thus a sense of alienation rose strongly among the
upland peoples, especially when they had been exposed to the
propaganda of the Pathet Lao-Viet Minh. Welfare services in Laos
were either provided by foreign aid groups, such as the USAID-run
Rural Development Programs, or government assistance would only
be applied to those serving in the state's military forces.138
As American aid was often directed out amongst the community by
patrons, it served primarily to deepen feudal factionalism in the
various Laotian regional elites. A member of the Mien minority
was appointed as a rural development program organizer in the
late 1950s.'
Lao Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts were formed at the
encouragement of the Committee for Defence of National Interests
(CDNI), led by Phoumi Nosavan, yet they were poorly organized
133
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III
when compared to the Pathet Lao's Revoulutionary Youth Union.'4°
The brothers Touby and Toulia Lyfoung, who were Hmong clan
leaders, held positions as deputies to the National Assembly for
many years after being appointed to the colonial administration
in 1947.1 ' Touby Lyfoung's addition to the RLG cabinet in 1961
has been described as 'cosmetic' by Stuart-Fox since it was the
only significant political move made in the way of ethnic unity
(see chapter note no.11)
A member of the former Phuan
principality in Xieng Khouang, Chao Nith Nokham, was elected to
the RLG government in 1955. He subsequently became the Secretary
of State for Finance, the Economy and Planning in the First
Coalition Government of 1958 .142
Nevertheless little else was
done following the Second World War to bring these minorities
into the national government's administration, whereas Boun Gum
and his clientele enjoyed the patronage of the French and then
the United States.
.

The 1957 Constitution which was passed by the coalition
government contained clauses concerning the democratic rights of
the people, equal rights of men and women, equality of all
nationalities, abolition of the 'Kouang Lam' system of
supplementary requisitions and unlawful taxes, and the use of Lao
as the written and spoken official language.'43
In 1958 one Lao Soung and two Lao Theung members of the NLHS
were elected as deputies to the National Assembly. One of the
Lao Theung was Sithone Kommadan, representing Saravane, and the
Lao Soung representative was Lofoung Pablia, yet by 1959 they had
been unseated.'44 Mrs Khampheng Boupha was also elected as the
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first woman to the National Assembly.
The August 9, 1960 coup headed by the Lao Theung commander
of the 2nd Paratroop Battalion, Captain Kong Le, signalled the
first active involvement of Lao Theung figures outside of the Neo
Lao Issara.'4' Kong Le was recognized as a skilled combat officer
and charismatic leader yet he lacked any extensive formal
education.'46 He was devoted to removing corruption from Laos and
the mutually destructive behaviour which had turned Laotian
against Laotian (see chapter note no.12)
The August 31 internal
policy of the short-lived Kong Le sponsored Neutralist Government
stated its aims were a "policy of national union and an end to
fratricidal wars among Laotians".'47 Kong Le formed a Committee
of Youth following his successful coup which gathered student and
civil servant supporters of his Neutralist policy into a quasifront organization.
.

The removal of the Kong Le established Neutralist Government
reignited traditional Lao Theung feuds with the lowland ethnic
Lao. Especially since the seizure of Vientiane in December 1960,
by Phoumi Nosavan, was sponsored by Prince Boun Oum of
Champassack.
This was because it meant a return to internal
colonialism with the stratified order of the ethnic Lao royal
families over-running attempts by the upland ethnic groups to
establish a compromised social and political order.
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CHAPTER ONE: NOTES

Note No.: 1
It was created by a group of European and Lao intellects
namely the French Director of Lao public education, Charles
Rochet, the Pali scholar, Maha Sila Viravong, the future Pathet
Lao general, Singkapo Sikhotchounlamany, Phoumi Vongvichit, the
eminent Lao scholar, Nhouy Abhay and the future Royal Lao
Government (RLG) prime minister, Katay Don Sasorith.'48

Note No.: 2
The largest of the Southern Lao Theung groups, the Loven,
entered armed resistance against the French as early as 1901 led
by their chief, Pha Ong Keo.T49 Pha Ong Keo's rebellion succeeded
in isolating French colonial forces at Savannakhet in 1902 before
being overpowered by the Garde Indine. 50 The Lao Theung, who
opposed corvee labour and high colonial taxes, continued their
struggle under Ong Kommadan, a skilled Alak-Loven tribal leader,
until 1937 following the execution of Phra Ong Keo in 1910•151
Kommadan gathered support for his resistance throughout
the southern provinces from Lao Theung and Lao Loum communities.
He allied the various groups through his creation of a political
programme and the development of a written language for the Lao
148
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Theung. Kommadan's resistance was able to survive French pursuit
since it was based on popular support and did not depend on the
patronage of the Lao Loum royalty. Instead it was fuelled on a
hatred of the French who had already succeeded in shooting
Kommadan once thus creating a Geronimo-like figure of
rebellion.'52
From 1910 the Bolovens region was placed in an
almost permanent state of insurgency as the followers of Kommadan
organized raids against the French. Only in 1942 did the French
Resident for Savannakhet declare that the Bolovens Plateau region
was 'open for colonization' •153
The Lao Soung groups in Northern Laos also began their
resistance in various districts after 1910. Both the Hmong and
Mien ethnic groups shared a long history of resistance activity
which had led them to develop highly organized units of
resistance. The Hmong ethnic group began its resistance against
the French in 1917-1922 under the leadership of Tiao Fa Pa
Chay.'54 Pa Chay's Hmong rebellion had originally begun around
the area of Lien Bien Phu bordering the provinces of Phong Saly
and Luang Prabang but due to a series of defeats Pa Chay shifted
inside Laos to gather support from the Hmong settlements of Xieng
Khouang province. The French colonial government granted the
Hmong a special administrative status as a result of this
rebellion.
The Lu ethnic group rebelled twice, the first time in Phong
Saly province under the leadership of Van Na Phoum, from 1899 to
1910, and then in Luang Namtha from 1914 to 1923 under the
leadership of Chao Fa Pha Ong Kham.155 Tai ethnic groups also
staged several uprisings in Fiouaphan province beginning in 1914
and lasting until 1916H 6
Lao Soung rebellions could be temporarily pacified by the
French through the use of blockades of supplies or the remission
of taxes, whereas Lao Theung were not vulnerable to cuts in
152
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supplies by the French.'57 This was because the Lao Theung were
accustomed to living off the land. The Lao Theung tribes did not
receive any special curtailments on colonial taxation as they did
produce valuable cash crops like opium.
The only main ethnic Lao insurrection, led by Pho Kadouat
a district chief in Savannakhet, took place from 1901 to 1903.158
It was motivated by the ceding of Laotian territories in
Savannakhet and Champassack to the French which had taken place
in 1893.
These territories had formerly been under Siamese
control and Pho Kadouat's rebellion was probably given Siamese
support.

Note No.: 3
Brian Barry has argued that:
"ethnic conflict is a conflict of solidary groups which
do not need organization to work up a riot or a program
so long as they have some way of recognizing who belongs
to which group, whereas class conflict is a conflict of
organizations. 159

Note No.: 4
On September 15, 1945 Phetsarath announced his vision of a fully
unified Laos which began as follows:
"Beginning today, the phrases Lao of the north' and Lao
of the south' need no longer exist. We can join
together to be one nation as in the times of King Fa
Ngum, King Setthathirat and King Souligna Vongsa. The
government of the Kingdom hopes that our brothers will
welcome our cooperation on the basis of the following
principles:
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The integration of Laos will benefit the Lao[tian]
people.
The Lao[tian] people's fulfilment will come about
through a conference of the nation's representatives
acting unanimously together.
A National Assembly will be established to deliberate
on the question of politics, economics, culture and
national restoration." 160

Note No.: 5
Phetsarath was educated thoroughly in the traditions of Lao
Loum society, learning Pali-Sanskrit fluently as well as entering
the monkhood for a period. Phetsarath had been the chief Lao
administrator since 1919, in his duty as the Director of the
Laotian civil service and then Indigenous Inspector of Political
Affairs in 1923. He organized the first Laotian consultative
assembly which was represented by all the Chao Muang (district
chiefs) and Chao Khoueng (provincial heads)
This consultative
assembly came to represent the only consociational heritage in
Laos' history. When Phetsarath was appointed the head of the
Buddhist Council in 1937 he became a major cultural figurehead.'6'
In this final position Phetsarath established a system of Pali
schools and a national Buddhist library.
.

Note No.: 6
When Phetsarath returned to Laos in March 1957 he expressed
his initial desire to live as a simp1e citizen', nevertheless
he was restored as Viceroy within a month. Once again Phetsarath
became the elder statesman of Laotian politics. He urged the reestablishment of diplomatic relations with North Vietnam and
China as necessary factors in encouraging neutrality and the
formation of a true coalition government.'62
Unfortunately Phetsarath died on October 14, 1959 and was
unable to oversee the full reconciliation of the political groups
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in Laos.'63 As a result of Phetsarath's passing Laotian politics
once more retreated into two opposing camps since there was a
loss in the direction of national development and the social
development of Laos.

Note No.: 7
Armed forces loyal to the Lao Issara, or Prince
Souphanouvong more specifically, shifted their resistance bases
into eastern Laos in late 1947, due to Thai and Royalist
Government pressure.164 Revolutionary Lao Issara forces and Viet
Minh volunteers set up military zones in southeast and northeast
Laos, namely at Xam Neua and in Savannakhet province, as well as
beginning propaganda activities among the local populations.165

Note No.: 8
In 1921 the ethnic composition of population by province in Laos
was tabled as follows:
(percentages of total)
Province

Lao Loum

Luang
Namtha (a)
Phong Saly
Houaphan
Luang
Prabang(b)
Xieng
Khouang
Vientiane(c)
Khammouane(d)
Savannakhet
Saravane(e)
Champassack
Attopeu

LAOS

Tai

Lao Theung

Hmong-Mien

Lao Soung

23

6

47

6

6

25

4
75

50
18

3
6

12

50

2

42

4

57
70
80
48
38
89
18

18
22
20
31
27

1

20
2

52

15

19
33
8
81
27

-

-

3

0.8
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referring to the Nam Xam (Xam River) on which it is based.
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Note: a) includes Bokeo and parts of Udomxai province
includes Xaignabouri and parts of Udomxai province
includes Vientiane municipality and parts of
Bolikhamxai province
includes parts of Bolikhamxai province
includes Sekong province 166

Note No.: 9
The National Anthem of the Kingdom of Laos was originally drafted
by Katay Don Sasorith and was focused on the aspirations and
history of the ethnic Lao group.
"Our race had once known in Asia a great reputation,
Lao people were united and loved each other then,
Still nowadays they know how to love their race and their
country and gather themselves behind their chiefs,
They have conserved the religion of their forefathers and
they know how to defend the territory of their ancestors,
They will not allow any nation to create unrest or to occupy
their soil,
Whoever wants to invade their country would find them
determined to fight till death,
All together they would know how to restore the past glory of
the Lao blood and help each other in crucial days." 167

Note No. : 10
Before the formation of the Lao Issara Phoumi had served as
the Chao Nuang in Xieng Khouang. There he had come to know the
corruption of the colonial tax system, especially the indulgent
relationship between the French and the Hmong.
Phoumi then
became the Minister of Information, Propaganda and Tourism in the
1962 coalition government.166
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LeBar, Frnh H. and Adrienne Suddard, eds., Laos: its people, its society, its culture,
(New Haven, HEAL Press, 1960), p. 239, Table 3,
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Howard, Eddy James, The Neutralization of Laos, 1959-1962, (Norman, University
of Oklahoma, 1971), p. 119,
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Dommen, Arthur J., Conflict, in Laos: The Politics of Neutralization, (New York,
Praeger, 1964), pp. 76-77.
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Note No. : 11
Under the Vichy regime French officials had sought the
allegiance of Lao Soung groups, such as the Hmong loyal to Touby
in Xieng Khouang and Pou Khouan in Houaphan, and the Tai Dam,
providing them with positions of authority in provincial
administrations in return for their support of Free French
forces, which were mostly loyal to Prince Boun Gum of
Champassack.'69 This quote taken from Jean de Raymond, a Free
French officer, in 1946 demonstrates the bargaining which took
place to gain political representation for upland minority
groups:
"The surest way to succeed will be to favourably welcome
the pledge to allow the Meo (Hmong) populations to have
the privilege, at least, of administrative and judicial
relations through the intermediary of notables and
functionaries belonging to their own race." 170

Note No. : 12
Singkapo Sikhotchounlamany, a Pathet Lao military leader,
had known Kong Le as a member of his traditional community in the
Phalane district of Savannakhet and had succeeded in igniting his
patriotism while also attempting to gain his favour in the
movement 171

u Chao Saykham, a Phuan leader in Xieng Khouang province, also cooperated with the
Free French leading guerilla units of Phuan and Phu Thong (Phon Tai?). Champassack had
almost gained the status of a colony under the French and it was the most Francophone
region in all of Laos.
170

Gunn, Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in Laos (1930-1954), (Bangkok, Editions
Duang Karnol, 1988), p. 226.
Burchett, Thlfred,
Lorrimer, 1970), p. 108.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE SECOND INDOCHINA WAR IN LAOS 1963-1974

In the LPRP's history of the development of the Communist
movement in Laos a Luang Prabang magistrate, called Maha
Khamsene, is identified as being the first Laotian Indochinese
Communist Party (ICP) activist." Khamsene's early efforts to
promote the movement proved to be fairly unsuccessful as they
were based in the Vietnamese migrant worker cantons and that he
also failed to associate with the Lao Loum elite effectively.'73
By 1935 the Lao Regional Committee of the ICP had managed only
to encadre three ethnic Lao .'74 The agents of the Surete reported
and controlled the limited activities of the ICP by intercepting
party messages which detailed their poor progress through a lack
of coordination (see chapter note no.1)
Thus it took twenty
years with the disorder at the end of the Second World War in the
Pacific, for Communism to establish a loyal cell in Laos.
.

The ICP fully adopted its nationalist orientated form of
Communism at its Eighth Plenum in May 1941, having discussed the
strengths of independent action as early as November 1939."
Thus since the ICP did not possess a proper Laotian following
until the conclusion of the war it can be judged that Laotian
Communism has always been strongly devoted to nationalism rather
than international revolution (see chapter note no.2) •'' By
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Brown, kiacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries: the Communist.
Movement in Laos, 19301985, (Stanford, Hoover InsUtuhon Press, 1986), p. 18. See also
Gunn, Geoffrey C. Political Struggles in Laos, p. 98, chapter note 3. Bernard B. Fall
alleged that Kharnsene, a relative of Ong Kommadan, was an ICP Central Committee member
as early as 1936. By 1945 Khamsene had become the Chao Muang in Savannakhet and in
October he was a well known member of the Lao Issara in Southern Laos, for which he
served as head of the Economic and Financial Section. Khamnsene's name is also spelled
as Kham Seng, Kham Sen, and Kham Xang.
° Apart from the ethnic Lao royal households there were highly influential regional
and/or aristocratic families such as the Sananikone clan of Vientiane, the lnsixiengmnay,
Nosavan and the Voravong of Savannakhet, and the Abhay of Khong.

Gunn, Geoffrey C., Political Struggles in Laos (1930-1954).

(Bangkok, Editions

Duang Kamol, 1988), p. 78.

° 1121.d.., p. 95.
176 The Laotian Communists followed the Stalinist line of revolution, which was
orientated on a national level, and they opposed Leon Trotsky's radical beliefs which
regarded the development of Communism take place in an universal and
international fashion.
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becoming a nationalist action force first, the Laotian branch of
the ICP also became responsible for including and representing
all sections of Laotian society in the anti-colonial struggle as
the period of national liberation would in Communist theory be
followed by a stage of building socialism'
.

Prince Souphanouvong formed and represented the critical
link between socialism and polyethnicity in Laotian politics and
culture. This was because Souphanouvong was a national figure
in both the traditional and the revolutionary senses.
Souphanouvong promoted a system of universal education, including
minorities within the party structure and organs of
administration, and incorporating the entire population in a new
interlocking series of vertical political structures, rather than
grouping regional oligarchies into an elite collection as the RLG
had chosen to continue. The purpose of these reforms was to
allow the Laotian people to gain control over their state and to
legitimize the Lao People's Party's right to rule.
During the period of the Popular Front government in France
(1936-1937), Prince Souphanouvong appreciated that the average
Frenchman enjoyed a humanist society with his fellow compatriots.
While in Laos the French adopted a superior-inferior relationship
when working with the Laotian people.
Souphanouvong became
strongly influenced by the revolutionary conversation of
intellectuals and the opinions of activists towards anticolonialism in Europe.'
When Souphanouvong returned to French Indochina in 1939 he
was appointed to the Public Works Department of the colonial
government. Until the Japanese occupation of Indochina in 1941
Souphanouvong worked on the construction of roads and bridges
throughout northern Vietnam and Laos, most notably in the
district of Muang Phine which lies east of Savannakhet. During
this period he came into everyday contact with common Laotians,
Vietnamese nationalists and most importantly upland peoples.'79
From these experiences Souphanouvong, like Phetsarath, gained an
intimate knowledge of his country and its people.
Souphanouvong returned to Laos in August 1945, entering via
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Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 189. See also Gunn, Geoffrey C., "Prince Souphanouvong:
Revolutionary and inteHectual", Journal of Contemporary Asia, Vol.22, No.1 (1992), p. 97.
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Sepone, where upon he began a serious of public speeches in the
provinces of Savannakhet and Kharnmouane which aimed at rousing
the people's, or more specifically the urban Lao, desire for full
independence.
Following this he worked with the Provisional
Government of the Lao Issara as the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Commander-in-Chief of the Lao Army of Liberation and Defence.
In March 1946 Souphanouvong was wounded and suffered a military
defeat to the French at Thakhek, as the latter regained control
of northern Laos.
After these events Souphanouvong realized that the key to
his formation of a national resistance movement lay in the
utilization of Lao Loum peasants and the hilitribe groups.
Souphanouvong also realized the critical need to develop a sense
of unity and nationhood, to achieve this he joined and
collaborated with Viet Minh forces (see chapter note no.3) •o
Laos has an extensive history of messianic and prophetic
movements, since notable figures in Laotian society are regarded
seriously in the Buddhist and animist folds as possessing great
power and merit. Visionary beliefs such as those of the NLHS
combined with the regal character of Souphanouvong immediately
attracted support for a revolutionary movement from the
mystically inclined rural and tribal masses. By becoming the
leader of the Pathet Lao resistance forces, Souphanouvong had
imitated the actions of Gutama Siddartha, to a degree, by
renouncing the elitist lifestyle of his royal relatives and
pursuing an independent path which was for the benefit of Laos'
social progress. Souphanouvong spoke strongly of the value of
social sciences in extending one's knowledge of national history,
tradition, and religious faiths.'8' Hence he was able draw
followers into the nationalist movement with romanticized
comparisons taken from Laotian history.
Souphanouvong was regularly criticised by outside observers
and RLG officials for his role as a figurehead in leading the Neo
Lao Issara, yet his work with the Pathet Lao involved constant
service in activities devoted towards national unity. Only in
1967 did Souphanouvong admit to being a Marxist-Leninist when the
United States bombing and political interference was at its

BurchetL Ni]fred, Second Indochina war: Cambodia and Laos Today, (London,
Lorrirner, 1970), p. 90.
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Autobiography of Prince Souphanouvong, (Vientiane, Stale Publishing Enterprise, 1993), pp.
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highest.182
Prince Souphanouvong's realization was that the
social cohesion and the independence of Laos would again be
disrupted through the returned presence of the French, thus this
led to his alliance with rebel armed forces and dissatisfied
hilltribes people in 1947.183
The Americans had replaced the
French in 1954 and for Souphanouvong the resistance would
continue.
The United States began to bomb Laos extensively in 1964 in
an effort to remove the "sea from the fish'. The meaning of
these attacks was to deny the Pathet Lao forces with friendly
rural populations, who may have provided them with support and
cover, and to disrupt the 'social fabric' being generated by the
Pathet Lao in eastern Laos.'84 This was achieved by two simple
phases, firstly by terrorising local communities through the use
of widespread bombing and then evacuating them into refugee
camps 185
Secret airbases which were established in support of the
American bombing raids in the 'liberated zones' and on the Ho Chi
Minh Trail, were built in Attopeu, Sekong, Saravane, Savannakhet,
Khammouane, Xieng Khouang, Houaphan, and Luang Prabang provinces.
The United States sponsored 'secret army' was led by yang Pao,
a Hmong leader and protege of Touby Lyfoung, in the northern
provinces and Lt-Gen Bounphone Maktapharaks, the Commander-inChief of the Royal Lao Army, in the southern provinces.'86 yang
Pao's forces were mostly Hmong troops, yet they were also
supported by a few smaller Mien units.'87
Bounphone led
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Summers, Laura J. Lao People's Democratic Republic, in Szajkowski, Bogdan, ed,,
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Lorrirner, 1970), p. 75.
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d., p. 130. The Nya Hon possibly sided with the United States 'secret army' since
they grudged the dominant presence of the Loven,
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Ly Nou, Blong Thao, Moua Pao and Neng Yi were other Hmong officers who served
in the Royal Lao Army. The Mien were commonly regarded as the richest of the hilltribes.
Thus they may have feared losing their wealth had they been placed under a Pathet Lao -led
Communist government, which in theory would redistribute property and wealth if following
the guidelines of the socialist revolution strictly. The Mien tribes from the Bokeo region
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montagnard forces supported by the United States out of South
Vietnam; his main role was defending the secret bases for the
clandestine operations of the United States 'Special Forces'
units. 188
Members of the NLHS delegation in Vientiane were arrested
on July 28, 1959 at the command of Phoui Sananikone who had
formed a rightwing government in August 1958. The May 23, 1960
escape from Phone Kheng prison by Souphanouvong and his NLHS
comrades was a significant example of the Prince's ideological
and charismatic influence as he persuaded his prison guards
through patriotic ambition to join the NLHS.189 Souphanouvong's
imprisonment reignited the Pathet Lao's use of guerrilla activity
in July 1959. This was because military leaders such as Kaysone
and Khamtai took full control of the Front, since diplomacy had
been disregarded by the RLG.'9° This also resulted in a rise of
undisciplined behaviour by Lao Theung troops who had old scores
to settle with the ethnic Lao lowlanders. Kaysone went on to
became the principal Pathet Lao decision maker as the movement's
reliance on the Viet Minh for supplies and training grew.
In the early 1960s Black Tai communities in support of the
RLG were forced to migrate from Xieng Khouang to the Vientiane
Plain. Other groups such as the Tai Men, Tai Meuy and Tai Pao

of northwestern Laos were led by C.hao La and Chao Mal (?)
183

Idontagnards' is a French term meaning mountaineers which found popular use
during the 1950s. Jid
p. 147. 11embers of the Bru ethnic group helped defend Lang Vay
which was a Special Forces Camp established nearby Lao Bao inside Vietnam in 1962.
Bounphone was probably assisted by Boualien Vannasay, a former Pathet Lao officer, who
defected to become the Commander-in-Chief of the United National Front for the
Liberation of the Lao People' which was an anti-LPRP movement sponsored by the Chinese.
139

ibiL p. 107. The other imprisoned NLHS delegates, sixteen in all, were Bouasy, Ma
Khaykhamphithoune, lKhamphay Boupha, Khamphet Phoummavan, Maha Boumboun, Mana,
Meune Soinvichit, Singkapo Chounlarnany, Sithone Koinmadan, Sisane Sisane, Phao
Phirnphachan, Pboukeo Vanamphay, Phoune Sipraseuth, Nouhak Pbouinsavanh (Xarn Ncua
representative) and Phoumi Vongvichit. (Note: the names in bold were elected in the 1958
election) Phoune Sipraseuth was born in Pakse in 1920. Khamphay Boupha was horn in
1917. Thit Mouane Saochanthala, who was the Party Secretary for Vientiane province, had
proposed the sending of a special commando unit to free Souphanouvong and other NLHS
members from prison but this was considered too risky.
°

Kaysone had failed in his attempt to run for the Attopeu seat in the 1958 elections
to the National Assembly, Fall, Bernard B., The Pathet Lao: A 'liberation" Party, in
Scalapino, Robert A. ed.
The Communist Revolution in Asia: Tactics, goals and
achievement.s, 2nd ed., (Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 200-201.
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were forced to migrate from northern Vietnam into Bolikhamxai and
Khammouane provinces by the ravages of war and the over
population of their traditional homelands.'9' By 1968 the bombing
of Xieng Khouang had forced 40,000 Laotians to migrant westward
as refugees (see chapter note no.4) •192 Hmong peoples forced out
of their traditional lands by the bombing frequently suffered
health problems since they were accustomed to living at high
altitudes (see chapter note no.5)
.

The Pathet Lao recruited mainly from among the various
highland minority groups who were directly affected by the
'secret war' which was directed by the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) (see chapter note no.6)
The general conception of
alternating chaos and order observed by many highland minorities
made their acceptance of the NLHS and the LPRP's revolutionary
ideology into their traditional worldview an easy process. This
was because the Lao Soung and tribal Tai millenarian
understanding of the events of the war allowed them especially
to believe that after all the suffering experienced through the
bombing, a new egalitarian order would be attained.'94
.

In 1970 Souphanouvong realized that a sense of Laotian unity
was truly emerging through all Laos when he criticized Richard
Nixon's doctrine of 'Asians fighting Asians'.'95 Laotians had
grown tired of conflict and unnecessary bloodshed and the United
States was forced to bring in Thai mercenaries and American
special forces so as to continue to divisive actions which were
initially supported by the RLG (see chapter note no.7)
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Polyethnicity Gathers Strength in the Pathet Lao
On 22 March 1955, the Phak Pasason Lao (PPL) or People's
Party of Laos (now the LPRP) was established with a total
membership of 400.196 The creation of the Phak Pasason Lao
occurred with some hesitancy as a few Neo Lao Issara members,
most notably Phoumi Vongvichit, doubted the need for a new
'leading' organization in developing nationalism and monitoring
the effectiveness of the resistance. Yet the key role of the PPL
was to place cadres in senior positions of the military and the
administration while also making important policy decisions for
the National Resistance Front, which was an organization still
lacking trained and skilled workers. The leading members of the
Neo Lao Issara such as Kaysone Phomvihane, Nouhak Phoumsavanh,
Prince Souphanouvong, Phoumi Vongvichit, Faydang Lobliayao,
Prince Souk Vongsak, Ma Khaykhamphithoune, Khamtai Siphandone,
Phoune Sipraseuth, Sisaveth Keobounphanh and Sisana Sisane
dominated affairs in the Phak Pasason Lao.191 The PPL managed the
development of the National Resistance Front and governed its
activities while operating as a semi-secret Communist party (see
chapter note no.8)
On 6 January 1956, the Neo Lao Haksat (Lao Patriotic Front)
was established at Xam Neua during a National Congress of the Neo
Lao Issara.198 The 47-man elected Central Committee of this new
organization continued to be occupied by Neo Lao Issara leaders
such as Prince Souphanouvong, Sithone Kommadan, and Faydang
Lobliayao.'99 The founding congress of the NLHS promulgated 'Ten
Practical Policies'
'

Kaysone Phomvihanc, Revolution in Laos, (Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1981), p.
19. In Langer and Zasloff's text there is mention of another party title Phak Pasason
Pahvat, or Revolutionary People's Party, following the dissoluhon of the lCP in 1951.
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Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao,
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970), P. 93. Khamtai Siphandone who was born in
1926 had risen rapidly in the nationalist movement due to his successful military actions
against the French in the Champassack, Bolovens and Attopeu regions between 19481949,
with Sithone Kommadan and Kaysone Phomvihane. After 1950 Khanitai became responsible
for propaganda and training in the Neo Lao Issara armed forces. Khamtai led officer
courses at the Kommadan School in the early 1960s where he lectured young cadres on the
history, regulations and organization of the PPL. In 1966 Khamtai became CommanderinChief of the LPLA. General Phomina Douangmala, a NLHS Central Committee member
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Deputy Minister of Defence in the NLHS from 1960.
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The programme of action for the Lao Patriotic Front called
for national unity irrespective of race or religious beliefs.
It also pursued the education and equality of various ethnic
groups. Admission into the NLHS was fairly simple as members
required only to strive for the independence and development of
'all progressive people' 200
In ethnic mountain areas where tribal leaders held influence
over the local communities the NLHS worked with these chiefs in
an effort to gain their support for the resistance while also
appealing directly to the masses.201 The Viet Minh had initially
identified Sithone Kommadan as a key figure in gaining the
allegiance of ethnic chieftains and in promoting nationalist
activity. Faydang Lobliayao, a leader of a minority segment of
the Hmong population, was also enlisted into the Lao Patriotic
Front on the advice of the Viet Minh (see chapter note no.9)
Faydang had begun organizing the 'Anti-Japanese Hmong
Resistance League' in 1946, which was basically a guerrilla
force. Then in 1947 he came into contact with Souphanouvong who
advised him from Bangkok to "Arouse the people. Create a strong
organization. Later we will fight together."202
Faydang was
inspired by the Neo Lao Issara's policies such as:
"equality for all races, the abolition of unjust taxes,
future efforts to improve the lives of all [mountain]
people, the provision of necessities such as salt and
the creation of a national alliance". 203
The role of Faydang Lobliayao in the PPL has been identified
by Joseph J. Zasloff as one of a figurehead and a propaganda
spokesman. Faydang's interests within the party itself remained
fairly neutral as he sought to secure the safety of his Hmong
clans by staking his loyalty with the NLHS. Sithone Kommadan
also operated as a figurehead and a spokesman for the party but
his activities were directed through the NLHS primarily.20
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Unlike most upland groups who had never shown any interest in
nation-building' Sithone was devoted to reforming the station
of the Lao Theung peoples in Laotian society (see chapter note
no.10) 205
Other important ethnic group leaders who joined the NLHS
were Sisomphone Lovansai of the Black Tai, Maichantan Sengmany
of the Kammu, Maysouk Saysompheng and May Khamdi of the Lu, Pa
Tou Saichou and Lao Phong of the Hmong, and Thit Tane Sensou of
the Phou Noi (see chapter note no.11) •206 Ba Noi a Lao Theung
leader from Muang Sing in northern Laos held a position on both
the NLHS and PPL Central Committees. Am Lo and Am Vu were Lao
Theung members of the NLHS from Savannakhet province.207 Khamsouk
and Sone Say were other Alak-Loven chieftains who served
alongside Sithone.208
The Pathet Lao with the assistance of the Viet Minh, or more
specifically the Group 959', established strong resistance bases
in northwestern Laos.` In Phong Saly and Luang Namtha they were
205
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supported by the Akha and the Lawa, highland tribal minorities,
who strongly disliked the French and enjoyed the hassle free
supply of goods such as salt and rice provided by the Pathet Lao
forces.2
The neutral role played by the Vietnamese advisers in
coordinating the Laotian revolution was critical to its success
since traditional frictions or regional cleavages among the
Laotian peoples would have led to eventual disunity in the
fragile political environment of the Cold War (see chapter note
211

Tribal Tai, Lao Theung and Lao Soung myths which promoted
the right to claim protection and a fair share of benefits from
their kinsmen were respected by the PPL's ideologues as they
sought to develop the notion of socialist comradary and to
stimulate the upland people's desire for equality and
representation in a new party-led state of Laos (see chapter note
212

Bouakham Voraphet, Phra Khou Kongsy, Kou Souvannamethi and
Khamtan Thepbuali were the leading Buddhist monks in support of
the NLHS.213 Kou Kongsy identified the role of Buddhism in the
NLHS controlled zone as "affirming the Lao[tian] national
spirit.214 The Pathet Lao established the National Association
of Lao Buddhists in 1963, under the presidency of Khamtan
Thepbuali. This was done so as to group all Buddhists in support
of the Front under one organization.
In Laos there were two
major Buddhist sects, the Maha-nikai and the Thammayut-nikai (see
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chapter note no.14) • 215
The latter which was based mostly in
southern Laos was linked to the Thai Buddhist Sangha. It was
strictly reformist and viewed as unpatriotic' by some high
ranking monks .216 Buddhism was officially accepted by the NLHS
in 1968. One should note that this took place one year after
Souphanouvong's claim of being a Marxist-Leninist convert. The
PPL supported monks who denounced the extravagances enjoyed by
members of the traditional ethnic Lao elite, while it also
admired the ascetic lifestyle of the monks which reflected the
discipline of the movement's revolutionaries.217
Besides NLHS administrative organs, there were mass
organizations, such as an organization for youth, women,
peasants, trade unions, bonzes, teachers and students; with the
Lao Youth Federation holding its first congress at Khang Khay in
May 1964.218

Pathet Lao units, before entering Royal Lao Government
controlled territory, made thorough studies of village socioeconomic relations and attitudes. Then they carefully introduced
Laotian peasants to new ways of considering the world and their
own condition.
Following this Pathet Lao forces established
various institutions and organized activities to demonstrate to
the villagers that they, when properly led, were capable of
changing their own lives.219
The political program for Viet Minh advisers sent to Laos
placed its paramount emphasis on outlining the objectives and
tasks of the Laotian revolution.220 During the early 1960s Lao
Theung, Lao Soung and Lao Loum recruits, gathered from all the
provinces in Laos for the PPL, were sent to schools in North
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Vietnam, and at Xam Neua and Khang Khay in Laos to be trained in
technical, military and medical skills. Whereas after the 1954
Geneva Agreements, the Pathet Lao recruits had been raised
primarily from the provinces of Phong Saly, Houaphan, and Luang
Prabang.22' Recruits gathered in the late 1960s to be trained as
leaders and cadres within the Communist directed movement were
selected from humble origins thus symbolizing a new generation
who would be wholly dedicated to the revolution (see chapter note
•222

The Second National Congress of the NLHS in April 1964 saw
the expansion of the Central Committee to 63 members and the
ratification of the Ten-Point programme (See chapter note
223
In May, Neutralist forces who had defected to the NLHS
formed an 'Alliance Committee of Patriotic Forces V led by Colonel
Deuane Sounnalath, Kham Ouane Boupha, Kou Souvannamethi and
Khamsouk Keola.224 These patriotic Laotians were mostly
intellectuals, students and national bourgeoisie.
By 1965 the NLHS had established administrative centres in
11 of the then 16 provinces in Laos, thus the Pathet Lao
controlled a large section of Laos .225 This administrative hold
over Laos emerged as a powerful force in generating Laotian
nationalism which was more effective in terms of mass support
than the LPLA military gains in Savannakhet and Khammouane (See
chapter note no.15)
The main regional headquarters of the NLHS
were based at Xam Neua, Sepone, Attopeu, Xieng Khouang, and Phong
Saly, thus safely placed in Lao Theung, tribal Tai and Lao Soung
dominated territory.
.
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The liberated zones demonstrated that a polyethnic socialist
society was more than an imagined community for the NLHS. The
Pathet Lao had succeeded in uniting historical elements of
Laotian polyethnicity to make it a reality which embarrassed and
threatened the limited views of the Royal Lao Government.
In October 1964 court officials of the RLG held a general
strike against the appointment of Tougeu Lyfoung, a brother of
Touby Lyfoung, as General Director of the Justice Department.
Tougeu had served the Justice Department for nearly four years
without any major problems, yet the basic character of this
strike was a continuation of the traditional ethnic Lao
community's racism towards upland ethnic minorities. It also
displayed that the ethnic Lao-dominated RLG elite still refused
to accept social equality with the Hmong and that its members
were unwilling to share political power with other ethnic
groups 226
In July 1965 the NLHS held its first congress on education
at Xam Neua. In March 1966 the NLHS Youth Association held its
First Youth Congress in Xieng Khouang. This was followed by a
NLHS Cultural Congress in April which saw the founding of the
NLHS Cultural Association under the presidency of Phoumi
Vongvichit.227 This organization was represented by two tribal
leaders (probably Faydang and Sithone)
The place of culture was
vital for developing nationalism.
Songs of the Pathet Lao
promoted 'the heroic struggle of the masses against
oppression' 228 The Khaosan Pathet Lao (Pathet Lao News Agency)
was officially established in January 1968 under the direction
of Sisana Sisane, a member of the NLHS Central Committee.229
Sisana, who along with Outama Chounlamany was a well known
composer, took charge of cultural organs and thus was able to
play a major role in developing Laotian popular culture.
.

In 1966 the following ministries and department of state
were responsible for social development under the RLG: the
Ministries of National Education; the Interior and Social
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Welfare; Religion; Information, Propaganda and Tourism; Fine
Arts, Sports and Youth; and the Department of Social Welfare.2°
Only the first two ministries listed above had offices based in
all the provinces while the others were centrally administered.
In 1967 the RLG under Souvanna Phouma renewed attempts to
promote national integration and cohesion through economic
development, education and administrative measures. Yet this
mostly involved efforts to build up the royal house of Luang
Prabang as the national symbol of Laos.
This was achieved
through visits to various parts of Laos by members of the royal
family, but since many of these areas had been recently regained
from the Pathet Lao through massive use of force the appearances
of the King and the Crown Prince had less than the desired
effect.231
Only on the invitation of the NLHS, or more
specifically Souphanouvong, did they gain the public's favour
outside of the RLG held territory.
On 31 October 1968, at a special conference of the NLHS held
at Vieng Sai, a Twelve-Point political programme was passed
concerning a peaceful, independent, neutral, democratic, united
and prosperous Laos (see chapter note no.18) • 232
The cultural
spokesman of the NLHS at the Third Special Congress made the
following statement in reference to cultural decline in RLG
controlled areas:
"Our students were formerly occupied with the socialcultural pattern of colonialism, which trained our
students to forget our Laotian history and to forget our
Laotian people's heroic origin. They imposed their
history and culture on our students to get them to serve
their policy of exploitation. Foreign languages were
used in our schools and when we graduated we had to work
in the interest of the colonialists. This political
programme will help us turn this rotten culture into a
national one." 233
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By 1972 the liberated zones covered four-fifths of the
entire territory of Laos and embraced more than half the
population (see chapter note no.19)
Cultural and social
development was taking place in these areas with traditional
crafts being revived.
Mass movements had been launched to
improve education and culture.234
In the liberated zones of
northeastern Laos socialist construction sought to develop
culture and education (see chapter note no.20)
In 1972 the
party claimed its bases were "alive with cultural activity such
as art troupes, circuses, projection teams, an embryonic cinema
industry, and a ramifying network of public-address". Within the
liberated zone there operated a conservatory, two radio stations,
a news agency, and several dailies, periodicals, bulletins and
publishing houses.235
.

.

The party also announced that it had 196 schools operating
including 31 junior-high schools and 2 senior-high schools by
1972.236
Since the late 1960s student numbers in the liberated
zones had been increasing by ten percent annually. Specialist
training schools for teachers and other skilled workers were
established thus allowing for the teaching body to double its
size in the period from 1968 to 1970. The NLHS also attracted
Lao Theung, Hmong and tribal Tai students by the use of these
peoples' mother tongues as a teaching medium when providing them
with vocational training and a general education.237 Hence the
party gained great support for bringing education to a region
which was 95 percent illiterate under the French.
In provinces held by the Pathet Lao such as Attopeu,
Houaphan, Saravane and Phong Saly, which are made up of 90
percent mountainous country and dominated by Lao Theung and
Tibeto-Burman tribal groups, where famine had once been the
dominant trait, they now, under the NLHS, had become self-
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sufficient in food.238
In February 1972 at the Second National Party Congress of
the PPL, members of the Central Committee presented a unanimous
evaluation of the nature and peculiarities of Laotian society.239
The party's name at this congress was changed to the Lao
People's Revolutionary Party'. The membership of the LPRP had
risen to 21,000 by now.
Pre-1975 membership of the LPRP was
divided roughly as: Lao Loum, 36 percent; Lao Theung, 60 percent;
and Lao Soung 4 percent.241
In 1974 when Pathet Lao and RLG contingents had begun
functioning together in the policing of Vientiane and Luang
Prabang a coalition of 21 patriotic organizations emerged to
begin a campaign against Rightist leaders.24' Sanan Soutthichak,
a member of the LPRP Central Committee who was also the
representative of the NLHS in Vientiane, was believed to be
partly responsible for the organization of several demonstrations
in Vientiane as well as Pakse, Thakhek and Savannakhet which
involved these patriotic groups.242
It is evident that the NLHS was essentially a nationalist
movement and that most of its leaders were neither doctrinaire
nor strongly ideological in the Communist sense. Instead they
were committed to fundamental reform and moves towards a genuine
form of national reconciliation.
By the 1960s the ethnic
minorities concern of the LPRP had become a very sophisticated
and effective policy. The party gave top priority to unifying
the different nationalities, viewing it as a strategic matter
essential for mobilizing the masses, uniting the revolutionary
forces and setting up support bases of resistance. The party
executed ideological programs amongst the ethnic groups offering
them political equality and pointing out the negative nature of
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prejudices which were felt for one another.243
The party also analysed the character of Laotian society and
the basic contradictions within it.
It needed a thorough
understanding of Laotian social practices so as to maintain a
national and patriotic line for its democratic revolution. This
was very important when relating the actions of the party to a
population which was made up of many nationalities and ethnic
groups, and where there was an insufficiently high level of class
differentiation. Instead the social standing of the classes and
different sections of society, and the relations between them,
have specific features which generate hostilities and social
barriers in the development of nationalism within Laos.244
By
diligently emphasizing their obedience to the main symbols of the
ethnic Lao identity, such as the Buddhist Sangha, and by making
it clear in their programmes that the national liberation
struggle was the first task of the revolution, the Pathet Lao was
able to fully secure its nationalist credentials in the 1960s' 246
The PPL acknowledged the criticism of outside powers, such
as Thailand and the United States, who regarded Laos as a
stateless society in history, was highly destabilizing in the
social and the political spheres of the nation. Thus it realized
history was a conditional entity open to various alternatives,
hence the LPRP looked to the past which it utilized to its full
potential. In contrast, if the Kingdom of Laos was identified
as a fully legitimate state, the history of the Luang Prabang
royal family and the Buddhist culture of the Mekong valley ethnic
Lao would have dominated modern Laotian society.
The Party's early slogans promoted a higher level of culture
rather than land reform because it wished to develop as far as
possible the fine traditions of Laos in the process of awakening
an awareness of national unity.
This method also avoided
erupting narrow-minded prejudices and enmities between
nationalities, which the Party sought to eradicate, considering
them a residual problem created by Laos' previous history of
regional authority and loyalty.246 The Party felt that the
peasants were "trapped by mysticism, superstition and harmful
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customs, which made their lives harder and more depressing as
well as limiting social, economic and political development" (see
chapter note no.21) •247
In the traditional administrative chain of power,
departments responsible for cultural affairs were found at both
the provincial and district level. Hence the NLHS administrative
chain placed propaganda units within these departments so as to
develop and expand the concept of a polyethnic Laotian state.248
The ethnic Lao social relationship of siu' which promotes
equality was utilized successfully by the Pathet Lao when
developing a egalitarian brotherhood amongst its followers (see
chapter note no.22)
The LPRP challenged the notion of relative
power which governed Buddhist societies through the belief that
power was ascribed by birth, and connected to political and
spiritual rank.
Instead it looked towards honour and proper
conduct as the measures of power in Laotian society as power was
gained through personal effort, and connected to productivity and
proper social relationships. Such concepts had been cultural
traditions among the upland ethnic groups and they suited the
uncentralized nature of early Pathet Lao operations. As a result
the Pathet Lao had established its influence amongst the Lao
Theung and tribal Tais overwhelmingly by the 1960s, whereas
relations with the Lao Soung were still divided.
.

On May 24, 1974 the National Political Council of Coalition
(NPCC) unanimously adopted the 18-Point Programme for building
a peaceful, independent, neutral, democratic, united and
prosperous Kingdom of Laos' under the chairmanship of Prince
Souphanouvong.249 This document promoted the social policies of
the NLHS and LPRP into the mainstream of Laotian society via its
utilization by the Provisional Government of National Union
(PGNU)
Domestic policies were overwhelmingly focused on the
issue of polyethnic development with five of the twelve
directives emphasizing the serious nature of multi-ethnic
concerns and representation in the affairs of the Laotian state
(see chapter note no.23)
.

From 1970 to 1975 a scholarly quarterly entitled 'Bulletin
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des Antis du Royaume Lao' was published by the RLG.250 It was
obviously a French language publication which covered a variety
of topics including Laotian culture, yet due to its elite nature
few Laotians were ever able to read it or contribute articles.
The Neo Lao Haksat's and the Lao People's Revolutionary
Party's ability to shift popular opinions of ethnic
distinctiveness away from the established views of the ethnic Lao
and the wary attitudes of the upland peoples was critical to the
survival of the nationalist movement.25' This they achieved
through the education of ethnic groups and ethnic Lao
revolutionaries with historical examples which helped explain the
fragmentation of Laotian society at various occasions in the
past.
Thus the NLHS and LPRP focused their activities on
removing these ethnic distinctions so as to counter past
historical circumstances and create new ones which would allow
for the formation of a polyethnic society. Since the leadership
of the NLHS and the LPRP consisted mostly of elite intellectual
figures it can be said that Laotian nationalism displayed a
strong cultural form and identity
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CHAPTER TWO: NOTES
Note No.: 1
"The communist forces are weak because the sectors in Laos
do not know how to penetrate the masses at large and to
support them in actual living conditions, to organize an
active propaganda among them, to organize them and to
lead them in revolutionary struggle." 252
Note No.: 2
"Melotti points out that the Vietnamese, who go much
further than any other group of Marxists in upholding
their country's heritage, adhere to the theory of the
unilinear progression of history through stages." 253
Note No.: 3
Souphanouvong had first entered into dialogue with Viet Minh
agents in Bangkok. Then once he was fully healed Souphanouvong
journeyed to North Vietnam and established a unified program of
national liberation with Ho Chi Minh. In May 1953 at Xam Neua
Souphanouvong became a member of the ICP which was in the process
of separating into three national communist movements.254
Note No.: 4
By 1970 500,000 refugees, mostly from the bombing, were
settled in 'restoration zones' based in RLG territory.
Thus
refugees made up a third of the population living in the RLG
controlled areas.255
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Note No.: 5
F.M. Savina's Histoire des Miao (History of the Miao) listed the
following as some of the reasons why the Hmong refused to live
down on the lowlands in Laos:
"The mountains are less hot, humid and unsanitory (this final
point refers to the threat of malaria according to Halpern) ."
"We are afraid of the water, the leeches and buffalo."
"We cannot live in the plains because we were born in the
mountains. Transplanted trees will never thrive."
"We cannot leave the mountains behind, because in the
mountains are the graves of our ancestors." 256

Note No.: 6
Troops serving in yang Pao's 'secret army' were trained to
terrorize rural communities so as to encourage their retreat from
Pathet Lao controlled territory. They would arrive upon suspect
hilitribe communities after aerial bombing raids and forcibly
empty the local population and destroy the villages with rocket
launchers. Groups which resisted being moved or that were loyal
to the Pathet Lao were sometimes massacred by 'secret army'
forces as in the case of Xieng Lom, a settlement in Udomxai
province, which was raided in 1971.257

Note No.: 7
A United States sponsored air attack under the Operation
name 'Me Kheu' (Revenge) was launched on all settlements
stationed in the Plain of Jars in July 1969.258
It aimed to
depopulate the strategic plateau totally in readiness for
Operation 'Kou Kiet' (Retribution) which was launched on August
20.
Operation 'Kou Kiet' was the largest and most intensive
military assault instigated by the United States on Laotian
territory and it succeeded in regaining the Plain of Jars for the
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RLG until 1970
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On March 6, 1970 Sot Phetrasy the NLHS delegate in Vientiane
announced that moves towards an 'all-Lao[tian] political
conference' would only be possible with the cessation of United
States bombing in Laos. Steps towards a ceasefire were outlined
in a Five-Point Proposal presented to Souvanna Phouma.26°
Negotiations towards a cease-fire between the Pathet Lao and RLG
began in October 1972 along the lines of this NLHS proposal.
The delay between the announcement of the proposal and
actual dialogue between the parties had been the result of the
United States launching another attack called Operation SLam Son
719' in February 1971 in Southern Laos.262 Its objective was to
halt activities on the Ho Chi Minh Trail on a section near Sepone
in eastern Savannakhet, yet the campaign ended in complete
failure for the American forces since they lacked any significant
local support and also because Viet Minh-Pathet Lao forces could
always find cover during the attacks. The cease-fire was finally
put into effect on February 21, 1973 with the signing of the
Vientiane Agreement on Restoring Peace and Achieving National
Concord in Laos and an implementing Protocol which was signed on
September 14, 1973.262

Note No.: 8
Somseune Khamphithoune (possibly a Phou Tai leader) was head
of the PPL's Internal Defence and Security Organization. The
role of this department was to investigate the activities of PPL
members in organizations such as the NLHS.263 Somseune, who
continued to be in charge of Internal Affairs until his death in
1978, reported only to the party's chief, Kaysone Phomvihane.
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Note No.: 9
Faydang, who was born in 1910, was educated with his younger
brothers, Nhiavu and Lofoung Pablia, at the French elementary
school (Groupe Scholare) in Xieng Khouang city during the late
1920s and early 1930s.264 The first Laotian Hmong to attend
school were Ya Tong, Chue No, Nao Pao, and Yang and Chua Chao.
They were followed by Touby Lyfoung and Tou Jeu (Zeu) who became
the only Hmong before the Second World War to gain college
degrees •265
Faydang became the leader of the Lo clan in 1935 which was
opposed to another clan, the Ly, which was led by Touby Lyfoung.
Lyfoung, Touby's father, took the position of'kiaton g ' or clan
chief in the region of Nong Het in 1938. The station of kiatong
had previously been held by Faydang's father, Lo Bliayao, and
then by Song Tou Lobliayao, Faydang's eldest brother. in 1939
Touby Lyfoung was selected as the new kiatong or what was
equivalent to a 'Chao Tasseng' in the ethnic Lao administrative
system. As a result of these events, Faydang, whose clan's
honour had now been disgraced, entered into rebellion against the
French and began a bitter feud with the Ly clan.
Touby's
influence in the Royal Lao Government increased rapidly as he was
promoted to the position of 'Chao Muang' of all Hmong in Xieng
Khouang province as well as being appointed to the central
government. Touby's previous administrative appointment, namely
that of Chao Tassenc, was passed onto Toulia Lyfoung.

Note No.: 10
Robert L. Mole provides an interesting suggestion for this
in his study of montagnard tribes:
"Many minorities peoples develop a sense of inferiority
when in contact with more developed and sophisticated
cultures. This inferiority complex can develop toward
either of two extremes. First, it may create such an
excessive pride in the traditional ways of life that
even the slightest proposed changes are opposed with
deeply ingrained resistance no matter how good or valid.
The opposite extreme is to accept values, behaviour
patterns and devices uncritically in an almost purely
imitative manner. Then there may be confusion, conflict
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of community or personal values and loss of goals."

266

The first theory would apply well to the actions of the
Hmong and Mien.
Similarly the second scenario explains the
approach taken by the southern Lao Theung tribes. Mole's closing
point also related to all ethnic groups, with the tribal Tai and
Lao Theung groups of northern Laos being obvious examples of this
internal contention.

Note No. : 11
Sisomphone Lovansai was born in Bolikhamxai province. He
became a NLHS official in the 1950s at the Xieng Khouang
headquarters, having previously been a member of the ICP, and
then moved on to become an important member of the LPRP political
staff.267 This was because his cooperation with Black Tai Viet
Minh cadres assisted in making the ideology of the movement
easily understood by Laotian upland groups. Sisomphone became
responsible for the Organization and Membership Department of the
PPL in 1968.
This body directed the party's governmental
administration; information, training and liaison; economy and
finance; NLHS affairs; radio broadcasting; and medicine.268
Note No. : 12
At the time of the 1962 Geneva Accords the NLHS, including
the support of the Patriotic Neutralists, controlled about two
thirds of all territory in Laos having been victorious against
the RLG in military campaigns in Luang Namtha and Bokeo. This
was mostly highlands territory and the NLHS governed over a
quarter of the national population.269
Vietnamese advisers helped PPL cadres assemble an army, a
bureaucracy, a Marxist-Leninist party, and political and mass
organizations all of which were arranged in a polyethnic fashion.
The guidance of the Viet Minh allowed the PPL to unite the
population of eastern Laos, which is extremely diverse, divided
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by regional, ethnic, tribal, linguistic, and socio-economic
differences.270 The panhandle' section of Laos bordering
Vietnam, which is sparsely populated by mountain tribes, was an
important zone for the build-up of multi-ethnic support for the
PPL. This was because the ethnic Lao elite of the RLG felt only
a slight commitment to their development in comparison the
sincere loyalty it provided to the Lao Loum.271

Note No. : 13
Lao Theung and Lao Soung peasants were the overwhelming
majority in the Lao Patriotic Front's early fighting units. By
the late 1960s almost two thirds of Pathet Lao fighting forces
were of Lao Theung origin. Minority persons by the 1960s had
gradually shifted from the ranks of the movement into mid-level
positions the Pathet Lao hierarchy.

Note No. : 14
Bucknell and Stuart-Fox's analysis of the Buddhist Sangha
in Laos provides the five following reasons why monks joined the
Pathet Lao
"the sangha's inverse class structure, its
estrangement from government, sectarian division, the low level
of education and discipline, and opposition to foreign
influence"; Christian missionary activity as a part of the United
States Aid Program. 272
-

... Since the 1935 Macao Party Conpr'ess the Viet Minh had seriously pursued a policy
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Note No. : 15
The PPL recognized that ninety percent of the population in
Laos consisted of peasants, only one percent of the Laotian
population actually earned and spent money. These peasants it
identified as an important force in both the production sphere
and revolutionary struggle.273 The PPL worked to mobilize the
peasants and help them in the "struggle against poverty and
backwardness, for progress in culture, education and health
care".

Note No.: 16
The first point in this programme stated the NLHS's need
"To unite all the people, unite various nationalities [tribal
groups], strata, religious communities, political parties,
patriotic personalities, and intellectuals, including
individuals in the Royal Family and Buddhist monks and nuns
who favour peace and neutrality, regardless of their
political tendencies, beliefs and religion, also
organizations and individuals who were formerly forced by the
United States to follow it but now favour a policy of peace
and neutrality; and strive to consolidate and strengthen the
alliance and mutual assistance between the NLHS and the
patriotic Neutralist forces."
Section seven of the programme endeavoured
"To respect and defend the Throne, build and consolidate
national solidarity, and realize national harmony and
unification; to carry out the policy of national union, thus
helping the various nationalities [tribal groups] to live on
an equal footing and carry out mutual assistance, improving
their living standards, helping each other in studying; to
oppose all schemes of sowing discord among the nationalities
[tribal groups] and ensure the legitimate rights of foreign
residents in Laos."
The eighth part of the NLHS programme was the right
"To assure equality between men and women; help women in all
fields so as to enable them to develop their ability to catch
up with men; to help confined mothers and protect children."

r Kvson( PhOOIVi1iWC, Documents - The Victory of Creative Marxism leninism in
Laos, Journal of Contemporary Asia, p. 395.
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Finally in section nine the issue of a Laotian identity
emerged once more as the NLHS sought
"To develop progressive national culture; to devote attention
to education and develop both primary and secondary
educational systems and other popular educational schools; to
help all the people, especially the mountain people, to learn
to read and write; to protect and develop good ethics; to
strictly oppose the depraved and obscurantist culture of the
United States and its henchmen; to eliminate gambling and
other social vices; to respect freedom of belief, oppose all
schemes to sabotage and split up religions; to protect
pagodas and respect Buddhist priests."

Note No.: 17
The NLHS on behalf of the PPL modified the traditional
administrative system by adding a parallel chain of command.
This meant placing a party cadre alongside traditional
administrative officials so as to provide political supervision.
These party officials were identified by the designation 'Neo',
meaning front, which referred to the NLHS. This was added to the
traditional administrative title, for example Chao Khoueng, or
provincial governor', which would then become Neo Khoueng.274

Note No.: 18
The 1968 NLHS political programme defined its cultural objectives
as follows:
[we must] develop a national and progressive culture and
art, safeguard the Laotian's fine customs and habits,
protect the historical relics of various nationalities,
launch a movement for a new civilized way of life, help
a number of nationalities to perfect their written
languages and to popularize the standard Laotian spoken
and written language; give particular care and
assistance to the intellectuals and cultural and art
workers to help them develop their talents in the
service of the fatherland and the people." 275
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Note No. : 19
The Pathet Lao regained its old bases at Attopeu on April
30, 1970 and Saravane in June, 1970 after liberating towns such
as Thateng, Ban Phon, Lau Ngam and Paksong, and the whole
Bolovens Plateau region from rightist control .276 The Plain of
Jars was also secured by Pathet Lao forces during 1970 after
being captured from RLG control in February. Thus the Pathet Lao
secured airfields at Xieng Khouang, Phonsavan, Muang Phan and
Sepone to assist in its aid operations with Vietnam and the
Soviet Union as well as to maintain communications between
command posts set-up in the liberated zone. Pakse, the rightist
stronghold of southern Laos, had not been placed under Pathet Lao
control by 1972.

Note No: 20
The NLHS's policy towards ethnic groups was described as follows
by Sithone Kommadan, Vice-Chairman of the Central Committee of
the NLHS:
"Laos has 3 million inhabitants belonging to more than 60
ethnic groups distributed unevenly on the land. Colonial
policies such as divide and rule' have incited ethnical
and racial prejudices to instigate conflicts and
hostilities.277 These methods are again being exploited by
the United States amongst ethnic groups such as the Hmong
so as to sabotage the progress which has been made in the
liberated zones.
The LPF policy regarding the nationality problem is to
enhance the popular solidarity and national union, to
mobilize all the forces within the country for the
building of a peaceful, independent, democratic, neutral,
unified and prosperous Laos. One of the 12 points of the
Political Program ratified by the LPF's Congress in
October, 1968 specifically deals with the question of
nationalities (Point 2: Realize equality in all relations,
unity and mutual-aid among all the ethnics in order to wage
together a struggle against United States aggression, for
national salvation; and build a life of plenty)
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The LPF highly values the role of nationalities in
cause of national construction.
It has worked for
constant improvement of the living standards of all
ethnic groups on all planes so that they may make
progress, their unity and equality may be achieved,
their capability may be fully developed in service of
patriotic struggle against United States
aggressionu 278
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Note No. : 21
A good example of the backward culture which the PPL wished
to remove was the series of cruel customs which were associated
with pregnancy and the delivery of babies in Akha communities.
An Akha women would, as her full term neared, be required by
tradition to undertake strenuous tasks and eat a poor diet. Then
when giving birth she would be required to be in an awkward
sitting position which was extremely painful as well as receiving
minimal assistance.279 Another cultural anomaly of the Akha was
to kill twins on birth. The PPL opposed this strongly since Laos
already had one of the poorest child mortality rates in the world
and it sought to increase the national population in recognition
of the massive size of the neighbouring countries. Traditional
customs among the Akha and the Lao Theung which gave little
concern to public hygiene such as the maintenance of a dead body
for two months by the Akha and a liberal exposure of blood in
ritual sacrifices by the Lao Theung were also curbed by PPL
cadres 280
Tattooing was a strong tradition among the tribal Tais and
the Lao Theung which had been encouraged the ethnic Lao. In
precolonial times the upland groups were captured and made slaves
by the ethnic Lao who labelled them as second class citizens via
the use of tattoos.2 ' The Pathet Lao discouraged the habit of
tattooing because of its derogatory meaning and to symbolically
promote equality.
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Note No. : 22
The LPRP regarded the interrelation between soldiers of
different nationalities and ethnic groups in the army highly when
developing a national military force which would be politically
united.282
The polyethnic nature of the LPLA was outlined strongly in the
following regulations governing the military's role with the
civilian population in Laos.
"1. The Four Respects': respect people of all nationalities
as our own parents or blood brothers; respect the customs
and traditions of people of all nationalities; respect
Buddhist monks and other people's right to belief; and
respect and fully assist local administrations or
committees.
The Four Don'ts': don't intimidate or scold the people;
don't take the people's property or trouble them or their
administration; don't destroy temples, Christian churches
or other public buildings; and don't take liberties with
women.
The Four Helps': help the people earn their living and
repair and build their homes; help the people study
cultural and political affairs; help the people by giving
medical treatment; and by aiding them to keep houses
clean; and help the people attack the enemy and defend the
country." 283
In 1966 Pathet Lao military forces were dominated
overwhelmingly by Lao Theung soldiers, at a ratio of a 100:1 in
some cases. Battalions were usually composed of two thirds Lao
Theung with Lao Loum, Lao Soung and Vietnamese soldiers making
up the rest.284 District companies were often composed entirely
of one particular ethnic group such as Lu, Black Tai, or Akha.
Cadres from ethnic minorities in North Vietnam such as the Black
Tai, White Tai and the Hmong were also used to help gather
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recruits for the Pathet Lao.285

Note No. : 23
Article one states
"To unite the people of all nationalities, tribes, religions
and classes to struggle for the full implementation of the
Vientiane Agreement of February 21, 1973 and the related
Protocol, and to build a peaceful, independent, neutral,
democratic, united and prosperous Kingdom of Laos."
Article two expounds the need
"To achieve equality among all ethnic groups in
political, economic, cultural and social. The
representatives of the ethnic groups must have
positions in the administrative organs at all
must be given to the minority nationalities to
life and knowledge in all fields."

all fields

-

appropriate
levels. Help
improve their

Article six emphasizes
"To achieve equality between men and women on the political,
economic, cultural and social planes. To help the women
improve their knowledge in all fields and develop their
capability in national construction and defence of the
Fatherland. To improve the life working women of all ethnic
groups."
Article eight maintained a strong focus on cultural
development as it acted
"To defend fine traditions and customs of our nation and
various ethnic groups, develop a national and progressive
culture and education, heighten the spirit of patriotism,
friendship and solidarity among all ethnic groups and step by
step raise the cultural, scientific and technical level of
the people of all ethnic groups. Use Lao language to teach
at schools at all grades, develop national education in all
respects in a balanced way, in general education, higher and
secondary professional schools, and foster the contingent of
cadres, functionaries and personnel to serve the construction
and defence of the homeland."

Langer, Paul F. and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao,
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970), pp. 112114 and 122.
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Article nine emphasized the need
To develop the health network down to the remotest villages
and hamlets to care for the people of all ethnic groups.
Prevent and eliminate infections, diseases, first of all
malaria, leprosy, venereal diseases and intestinal
diseases.. .and strive to minimize the infant mortality and
miscarriage rate so as to increase the population of various
ethnic groups."

IN
CHAPTER THREE: LAOTIAN SOCIALISM 1975-1985

The success of the 1975 national democratic revolution,
which had seen the removal of extremes in the differentiation of
classes in Laotian society and the exile of the wealthy
Vientiane-side elite, was followed by an intensely difficult
period of national consolidation and change until 1979.
Polyethnic development continued to be placed under strong
criticism from the West following the defeat of the Rightist
forces and thus the propagation of a socialist-orientated Laotian
culture emerged as a major task.
The formation of the Lao P.D.R. saw the countrywide
extension of political and cultural beliefs which had proved
highly successful in mobilizing patriotism in the liberated zones
and the revolutionary struggle. The tribal Tais, rural ethnic
Lao and the Lao Theung were highly regarded by the LPRP since it
would have not been able to take power in a bloodless, quasidemocratic fashion without their assistance.
The LPRP sought to promote education widely throughout Laos
when it took power. This was because it had made promises to the
'labouring masses', ie. the upland peasants, who had assisted it
in the revolution and that it also regarded the old system as
being 'poisoned by the capitalist culture'
Superstitions
together with social evils such as drug addiction, robbers,
prostitutes and gambling were observed as expanding problems when
the LPRP took power and hence it sought to take rapid action so
as to define the new direction of the regime and also to secure
its legitimacy amongst the people who had followed the NLHS.
.

It was hoped that re-education and standard education would
develop a sense of socialist cultural community as well as
economic community (see chapter note no.1)
With the final
objective being the existence of a 'common psychology, common
views and aspirations embodying the best facets from each of the
peoples in the multi-ethnic state of Laos' P 286
Thus the Lao
P.D.R. education system, which sought to develop a new socialist
man, began fostering a refined polyethnic culture which would
generate a form of cultural homogeneity in the ethnically cleaved
Laotian state.
Re-education catch phrases such as 'luam mu'
(putting things in common) encouraged a polyethnic attitude as
well as maintaining the motivation for collectivization (see
chapter note no.2) •287
.
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Education in the Lao P.D.R. was expanded along national,
scientific and popular lines, with all schools following a new
educational method which had been developed in the liberated
zones.288 The scientific element of education was mostly related
to the adoption of advanced farming and production techniques.
Thus upland groups who had migrated into the Mekong River valley
system were integrated into the wet rice culture of the Lao Loum.
Laotian students were educated so as to adopt a new popular
culture which supported the marriage of people from separate
ethnic groups, recognized the historical interaction of ethnic
groups in Laos and promoted the cultural traditions and
activities of the various ethnic groups.289
At the Third Party Congress in 1982 the economic strategy
announced by the party leadership listed as number five in a set
of six priorities the urgent need to extend primary and technical
education.291 The status of the Lao language was raised
considerably under the LPRP so as to eliminate the influence of
capitalist culture, ie. French and English. The Lao language was
stripped of its hierarchical forms of address and thus became
more accessible to students from the more pragmatic upland
tribes. A National Congress of the Lao People 7 s Revolutionary
Youth Union was held at Vientiane in April 1983 which was
addressed by Kaysone Phomvihane, with 245 delegates attending.291
In 1983 the attendance of students at primary and secondary
schools had risen from 350,000 in 1979 to 600, 000.292
In 1985 the government claimed that illiteracy had been
abolished for all Laotians between the ages of 15 and 45. Yet
this appeared extremely doubtful when many remote villages
inhabited by tribal minorities lacked even an elementary school.
Education standards elsewhere in Laos were also very low (see
chapter note no.3)
At the tenth anniversary of the Lao P.D.R. IKaysone
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Phomvihane announced that the number of primary school children
had doubled and the number of secondary and tertiary students
had risen seven and a half times during the first decade of the
new regime.
In 1985 it was estimated that 85 percent of all
Laotian children were attending some form of education.293 With
these quantitative gains in developing education the Laotian
government sacrificed quality levels, with cultural institutions
such as the Pali schools going into decline. This was because
they were regarded as elitist and unproductive, although members
of the LPRP who had been trained in these institutions such as
Phoumi Vongvichit still valued their cultural knowledge highly.
Laotian women have also held an important role in education
since they became the directors of youth and child development
in the liberated zones as well as being major participants.
Laotian women have always been the hardest workers in traditional
ethnic Lao and upland minority communities. Wives and relatives
of high level party officials such as Khamla Vongsak, Khampheng
Boupha and Chansy Vongvichit worked as teachers and managed
school boards.294
Due to the loss of many young men in the struggle leading
up to the establishment of the Lao P.D.R. women have therefore
been a significant majority in the national population (see
chapter note no.4)
Traditionally Laotian women have lived under
hardship and repression as a result of religious, legal and
societal standards in Laos. Yet the establishment of the Lao
P.D.R. proclaimed a new era of social reform for women as they
were involved in and offered for the first time the prospect of
equality and participation. Only in November 1975 had Laotian
women been fully involved in an electoral process, as candidates
were selected for People's Assemblies.295 Previously Laotian
women had been given a limited role, since Buddhist tradition and
royal decree had declared politics not to be a part of women's
lives" 296
.
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in the political system through night-time literacy classes and
the sharing of traditionally 'malet duties. The party has also
encouraged Laotian women to pursue the 'three goods', that is to
be a good citizen, wife and mother.
The Lao Women's Federation was founded in August 1962 at
Khang Khay in Xieng Khouang Province, with Mrs. Phayboun Pholsena
elected as the chairperson of its 10-member Central Committee.29
It was later renamed the Lao Women's Union (LWU) The LWU has the
primary duty of uniting and mobilizing women throughout Laos.
Its leadership consists of educated and trained women whose
responsibility is to oversee the concerns of Laotian women and
children.
The Women's Union has the task of rallying unity
amongst women of all ethnic groups. The activities of the LWU
are specially focused on the improvement of conditions for women
in rural areas (see chapter note no.5)
The LWU has also made
efforts recently to assert the roles of women in higher level
decision-making positions in the government and in society in
general.
.

.

In March 1984 the LWU held its First National Congress at
Vientiane with 201 delegates attending.298 The Second National
Congress was held in October 1988 with 255 delegates attending.
Laotian women struggled from the establishment of the Lao P.D.R.
to gain equal recognition for working points in collective
operations and to remove chauvinistic attitudes in relation to
the general status of women in all ethnic communities. Members
of the LWU are informed of Union activities and social
development through their own magazine entitled 'Lao Women',
which is edited by Khamphon Phimmaseng a former teacher from the
'cave schools' around Xam Neua.299
Mrs Khampheng Boupha has been the paramount force in women's
affairs in Laos since the late 1960s. She held a position in the
LPRP Central Committee up until November 1986 as well as
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maintaining her presidency of the LWU until 1988. 1111 Thongvin
Phomvihane has also played an important role for women under the
LPRP as the wife of Kaysone and as the president of the
Revolutionary Youth Organization.30' Despite these successes
Laotian women have nevertheless been unable to gain positions on
the Politburo or in the cabinet, which must be regarded as a
failure by the LPRP and the Lao Front for National Construction
(LFNC) in their rhetoric of "equality for Laotian men and women".
The party made attempts at changing the popular culture in
relation to women, from one which was of inferior, under the
Buddhist dominated society under the kingdoms of Luang Prabang
and Laos, to one which recognized women as equals, thus
incorporating the respectful relationship given to women in some
Lao Theung, tribal Tai and Tibeto-Burman communities.

Polyethnicity Within and Under the LPRP ReUime
On December 1, 1975 the National Congress of People's
Representatives of Laos, which was attended by 264 delegates,
passed motions on the acceptance of a new national flag, anthem
and the re-affirmation of Lao as the official language of the
country.302 The National Congress of People's Representatives was
basically an official forum which resembled the model of
'consociational democracy'.'°' In the words of the party
leadership:
"The victory of the LPRP in 1975 made the multinational
people the genuine master of their country after long years
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living in slavery, poverty, backwardness and

ignorance " .304

It had also allowed for the LPRP to begin fully the process of
constructing its liberated zone-practiced polyethnic society.
The primary objectives of the LPRP were to establish regime
legitimacy and to construct a nation reintegrated on a polyethnic
society, from one with a past based on extremes.
There has
always been a problem of distinguishing between the ethnic
identity of the Lao people and the national identity of Laos
which includes many upland minorities.305 Kaysone Phomvihane, the
LPRP Secretary-General, acknowledged the party's difficulties in
the management of this problem as follows:
"There has always been the strong existence of an ethnic
Lao consciousness yet the sense of a national Laotian
consciousness remains confused, except within the inner
circles of the party and the front."
The party defined national unity as being revealed in the
total concurrence of aims and ideals in the struggle towards
socialism.306 Yet in real terms this meant a period of further
social instability as the LPRP tuned its socialist ideals to
Laotian reality (see chapter note no.6)
In his December 1975 Political Report to the National
Congress of People's Representatives Kaysone emphasized the
improved role and equality of all Laotian ethnic groups as he
clarified the LPRP's definitions of democracy, unity, prosperity,
and social progress (see chapter note no.7)
Kaysone
specifically stated:
.117

"Our brothers and sisters of all ethnic groups within the
big family of Laos must have strong solidarity ties,
love each other, help each other to progress, apply the
labour force in building the nation, safeguard the
solidarity tie, united front on the basis of equality
aiming at the defence of our common nation, safeguard
the new social order and preserve the well being of the
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people.
The political culture of the NLHS proved itself to be
sufficiently durable to provide a degree of historical continuity
in the transition from the Kingdom of Laos to the Lao P.D.R. and
hence it was also felt to be able to provide legitimacy for the
LPRP regime.
Early in 1976, a campaign of cultural and ideological
rectification was instituted. This was considered an essential
step in the socialist revolution, preceding the revolution in the
sphere of production relations and the revolution in the sphere
of science and technology. Its aim was the transformation of the
moral, spiritual, cultural and social life of the people and the
formation of the new individual having a high level of
revolutionary morality and culture.308 Kaysone described this
process as "laying down the social foundations of the Laotian
state". The programme objectives of the cultural revolution were
to strike out the decadence of the old system, raise people's
consciousness to Marxism-Leninism, expand the level of education,
and nurture the national culture, all leading to the emergence
of a 'new socialist man'.309
Since Laos is a 'social nation' it was important for the
LPRP to establish the guidelines of the 'official nation' thus
defining the nationalist characteristics of the state.311 The
promotion of official nationalism by the LPRP, soon after the
1975 victory, was important for generating patriotism in the new
polyethnic state and dealing with Laos' extreme cultural
pluralism. Laotian nationalism under the LPRP defined itself
through social ties and culture and for the Lao Loum and Lao
Theung peoples through a line of common descent. Thus Laotian
patriotism was meant to accentuate a sense of shared national
identity, community and culture for those ideologues in the LPRP
Politburo, namely Kaysone, Sisomphone Lovansai, Chanmy
Douangboudy and Phoumi Vongvichit.
In 1976 the party leadership stated that "people of all
strata and nationalities enjoy participation in the revolutionary
organization".
Kaysone Phomvihane regarded the creation of
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The term social nation' refers to when a single nation is formed of several ethnic

cooperatives as "extending the fine traditions of mutual help".31'
Cadres operating in the provinces of Houaphan and Phong Saly
displayed a greater devotion and involvement towards social
development as they had suffered hardships and knew through their
liberated zones experiences that development could be achieved
(see chapter note no.8)
In his July, 1976 speech to the United Nations, the Lao
P.D.R. Foreign Minister, Phoune Sipraseuth clearly stated his
government's opposition to apartheid.312 Thus this displayed the
importance of the LPRP's attitude to multi-ethnicity with it
being a significant factor in the party's world view as well as
being a national priority.
Since 1977 the three Vice-Presidents of the Supreme People's
Assembly have represented the main ethnic categories in Laos. 313
The members of the Supreme People's Assembly also included other
prominent ethnic leaders, the leaders of the party's various mass
organizations, regional party officials, Patriotic Neutralists'
and respected figures from the former RLG. The Assembly aimed
to represent all elements of Laotian society under the unity of
the LPRP.34
The special relationship between Laos and Vietnam, which was
formalized in the July 1977 25-year Treaty of Friendship and
Cooperation, provided the LPRP with an opportunity to integrate
the various ethnic communities into a single national identity,
as an essential first step in creating a cohesive and modern
nation state.
Regular agreements have been signed by both
countries concerning the development of Laos' national culture
and the subsequent operation of joint projects, such as the
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delineation of common borders and in December 1994 when Vietnam
recently promised to train students and researchers from Laos.315
In October 1978 the government set up a Nationalities
Committee which had the standing of a ministry, whose task was
to defend the legitimate interests of each ethnic group, and to
strengthen national unity among the officially estimated one and
a half million strong minority population.316 The government's
priorities were to progress further in the "economic, cultural,
ideological, military and political fields; and to build a
people's democratic administration and strengthen mass
organizations in minority areas".317
The NLHS ceased to exist within the Lao P.D.R. yet its role
remained a vital support for developing polyethnicity, so in
February 1979 the Lao Front for National Construction (LFNC) was
founded to replace the Lao Patriotic Front. The LFNC which is
based in Vientiane acts as the principal mass organization in
Laos. It, like the NLHS, is subject to the leadership of the
LPRP and it also incorporates party found organizations such as
the Federation of Lao Trade Unions, Lao Women's Union, Lao
People's Revolutionary Youth Union, the Federation of Lao
Peasants, the Alliance of Patriotic Neutralist Forces and the Lao
Unitied Buddhist Association under its direction. The membership
of the LFNC consists mostly of representatives from various
political and social groups, including ethnic minorities,
intellectuals, students, monks, and tribal chiefs.318
The chief objectives of the LFNC are to foster (or to
execute in stronger terms) national solidarity and socialist
economic development, ie. the construction of socialism.
The
LFNC aims to reinforce the traditions of national union amongst
the Laotian people, develop the moral and political unity of the
people, and contribute to the building and consolidating of
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popular power and popular culture (see chapter note no.9)
The importance attached to the role the LFNC might play in
unifying the disparate ethnic groups in the country was
emphasized clearly by placing it as the first objective among the
activities of the Front, and covered in Article 17 of the statute
establishing it.
This reads "to work hard [to develop]
polyethnic solidarity and [solidarity] among the [different
Laotian] nationalities."
Point seven of the Front's Action
Programme elaborated on the same theme "security in the ethnic
minority areas must be emphasized, and the need for minority
cadres and intellectuals recognized."
The programme also
stressed the importance of permitting ethnic minorities to follow
their own beliefs and religious practices.
Clearly in some
respects "the creation of a new socialist man" (point six in the
LFNC Action Programme) could be compromised in the cause of
national unity.319
The President of the LFNC until 1991 was Prince
Souphanouvong, he was only replaced once, temporarily, by Phoumi
Vongvichit in 1987. Like the Supreme People's Assembly the vicepresidents of the LFNC represented the main ethnic categories,
as reflected by the inclusion of Faydang Lobliayao (Soung)
Khamsouk Keola (Loum) and Boualang Boualapha (Theung) •320 In the
first Seven-Member Standing Committee there were three
representatives from the minority nationalities.32' Within two
years of its foundation the LFNC had established branches in all
of the provinces and in half of the districts of Laos.
Almost 30,000 Lao Soung war-refugees were resettled near the
Plain of Jars under the direction of the Party following the end
of the war and the LFNC continued on such tasks into the late
1970s. This action was taken so as to protect the Lao Soung and
the Lao Theung from the dangers of unexploded bombs which riddled
their traditional areas of settlement.
Yet following poor
harvest seasons and limited support from the party these
resettled groups, of Lao Soung in particular, began to be
resentful of the new regime. Other groups of refugees who had
fled to the area of the present-day Vientiane Prefecture were
resettled on the Plain of Jars as overpopulation around the
capital led to food and service shortages in 1978 and 1979.
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After the 1975 victory of the Pathet Lao efforts were made
by the government to get Hmong, Mien, Lu and other hill tribes
to leave their widely dispersed mountain abodes for settled
villages, and to abandon their so-called vandalistic technique
of slash-and-burn agriculture.:22 This was considered a vital
part of the socialist transformation of Laotian society with the
move towards cooperatives and collectivization. Tribal peoples
in Luang Namtha, Phong Saly, Udomxai, Luang Prabang and Xieng
Khouang provinces were reported in the KPL to have understood the
practicalities of the Party's policy and were said to have
settled down in the plains to practice wet-rice cultivation.323
The success of the LPRP's revolution to power in a way
stimulated a form of spontaneous egalitarian land reform' in the
northern half of Laos.324 This meant that wealthy ethnic Lao
people voluntarily redistributed their lands at the advice of the
LPRP amongst the poorer ethnic Lao and granted plots of land to
refugees, who were often tribal Tai or Lao Soung, thus beginning
a new process of social acceptance in areas which were
traditionally culturally segregated.
Mountain regions in the east and the north of the country
were inhabited by ethnic minorities whose remote villages were
difficult to reach and whose subsistence economy were regarded
as adding little or nothing to national development. In order
to stimulate their development the LFNC made attempts with the
assistance of government to restrict destructive slash-and-burn
agriculture in order to conserve valuable forests; yet this met
with resistance from hilltribe people. As a result resettlement
in lowland areas proceeded slowly, where it has taken place at
all, for the government recognizes well that the loyalty of the
hilitribes is essential for internal security. Peasant
attachment to their land proved to be strong as popular
discontent grew with the formation of government cooperatives.
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The development and expansion of cultural, artistic and
revolutionary traditions became a major concern of the Party.325
Community groups were well supported in their actions as long as
they promoted a positive attitude to the state's developments.
The LPRP announced that:
"representatives of ethnic groups and religious faiths
who were patriotic and progressive in their outlook
would become genuine allies under the guidance of the
LFNC, through which they would also receive help and
support in every way when working for the good of the
new socialist order."326
Thus the LFNC hoped to operate as a vehicle of reconciliation by
bringing various ethnic peoples together in the planning and
execution of national projects.
The LFNC held its Second Congress in September 1987, with
303 delegates in attendance. Phoumi Vongvichit served as the
Acting President with Boualang Boualapha and Chaleun Yiapaoheu
being the two Vice-Presidents. The LFNC Secretariat was occupied
by Mrs Boungna Phitsavat, Khamtanh Thepbuali, Bolivong Vondala
and Soulot Senkhamphon. Phoumi praised the LFNC for its work in:
"unifying the various ethnic groups under the LPRPTs
leadership and coordinating mass organizations in the
fields of education and training".327
Then in September 1991 a special plenum was held to elect
the present leadership of the LFNC, whose Chairman is Maysouk
Saysompheng (Lu Tai) and the Vice-Chairmen are Vongphet SaikeuYachongtoua, Khamtanh Thepbuali and the Secretary of the Central
Committee Lt-Gen. Samane Vignaket.
They replaced Phoumi
Vongvichit who resigned due to ill health, while Boualang
Boualapha had come in earlier only to replace Faydang Lobliayao
who had died. The membership of the FrontTs Central Committee
was expanded to 94.
The LPRP regarded its successful union of the many
nationalities and ethnic groups of Laos as the result of
combining genuine patriotism with the elements of Marxism-
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Leninism socially suited to the specific needs of Laos.328 To
achieve this, the LPRP paid special attention to the needs of
groups living in remote and backward areas, and to the
psychology, aspirations, customs and beliefs of the various
nationalities in order to promote the broad unity of the Party
and the front and draw the minorities in as active partners in
building socialism.
Care was needed to be taken to include
elders, tribal leaders and clan chiefs in this work and to train
party workers from the various ethnic groups (see chapter note
no.10) 329
By 1980 over 100,000 hilltribe people had fled the Lao
P.D.R., most of them Hmong and Mien who had fought for the
secret army'
In April 1980 the LPRP held a large New Year
Festival so as to unite ethnic minority groups such as the Hmong,
Mien, Black Tai, White Tai, Akha and He into the celebration of
Laotian nationalism and independence. This was done because the
party feared recent resistance propaganda from China, Cambodia
and Thailand was generating dissatisfaction with the government.
Meanwhile Faydang Lobliayao and Souphanouvong had encouraged
Hmong patriotism to the Laotian state at a ceremony celebrating
the Hmong New Year in November 1979. Their speech recommended
that the Hmong adhere to the LPRP's directions by "practicing
self-sustenance, self-sufficiency, austerity and to guarantee
their allegiance to national security". An address of this
nature had never been organized in a such a way before that it
involved the support of the Supreme People's Assembly, the
government and the Central Committee of the LFNC.
The government media also called for improvements in the
living conditions for minority groups occupying the areas along
the northern frontier. Laotian citizens were reminded to ensure
that these ethnic groups were supplied with basic necessities
such as medicines, cloth and salt.33' Nevertheless from 1980 to
1985 approximately 75,000 ethnic Lao and 27,000 members of tribal
minorities left Laos for the United States, Canada and Australia,
mostly due to economic reasons.
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These attempts to bring rebel Hmong groups into the national
fold failed to gain a positive response so the LPRP actively sent
volunteers into Hmong populated districts in early 1981.
Subsequently a conference on nationalities' was organized in
June 1981. 332
As Geoffrey Gunn suggests, it is of surprising interest that
from the lists of Laotian refugees that there are no Lao Theung
peoples mentioned. Thus they appear to have emerged as the major
beneficiaries of the LPRP victory, especially in terms of
military opportunities afforded by their participation in the Lao
People's Army.333
The Third Congress of the LPRP was held in April 1982 during
which the following ethnic figures were elected to the Central
Committee as a result, Oudom Khatthigna (Phuan) , Sithone Manola
(Lao Theung), Thongsavat Khaykhamphithoune (Phou Tai) and Yao
This congress was attended by 228
Phonvantha (Lao Soung?)
delegates and the membership of the LPRP had increased to
approximately 35,000•335 It was estimated that about one fifth
of Central Committee members were of Lao Theung or Lao Soung
descent and the number of women represented in the Central
Committee was raised to four (see chapter note no.11)
Sisomphone Lovansai gave a report on party organization at this
congress, thus signifying he maintained an important role in the
new Laotian state.
In July 1982, following the Third Party Congress, the number
of government ministries was increased up to 14. From these the
Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Sport and Religion, and
the Ministry of Culture were the government bodies responsible
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for spreading the polyethnic values of the Party.336 While the
State Committee for Nationalities was responsible for overseeing
the sharing of political power given by the Party amongst the
various ethnic groups. Thongsing Thammavong took charge of a new
committee responsible for Information, Newspapers, Radio and
Television Broadcasting. Maysouk Saysompheng took charge of the
new Ministry of Industry, Handicrafts and Forestry having
previously been the Minister of Industry and Commerce.3
Ma
Khaykhamphithoune became the Minister of Special Affairs, an
enigmatic position, having previously been the chairman of the
powerful National Planning Committee.338
At the provincial level the representation of minority
ethnic groups in positions of power remained far greater than
their representation on the Standing Committee of the Central
Committee of the Party or in the government. This contradicted
the power structures of the ethnic Lao who had traditionally
controlled authority at the regional level.339 According to
Stuart-Fox four of the seven provincial representatives on the
Central Committee in 1985 were from minority ethnic groups, while
nine of the sixteen provincial Party secretaries were from the
ethnic minority groups'.34°
The composition of the LPRP leadership has been important
in the development of a polyethnic society in Laos. Cooperation
within the elite levels of the LPRP has been encouraged not only
through the perception of common interests in the motivation of
336
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the collective leadership, but also by a common revolutionary
background and outlook.
Following the 1975 victory Faydang
Lobliayao and Sithone Kommadan were hailed as 'heroes of the
revolution' alongside Souphanouvong and Kaysone Phomvihane.34'
Thus this promoted a united multi-ethnic struggle to power for
the Party. Maichantan Sengmany was made a Minister attached to
the Office of the Prime Minister in the first government of the
Lao P.D.R. as well as being responsible for Youth Affairs. Lao
Theung and Lao Soung ethnic groups were represented strongly by
congressional Party organs such as the Central Committee and the
Supreme Peoples Assembly, yet the Lao Loum still dominated the
LPRP's leadership in the Politburo and in the government.
In March 1985 at the national population census, the first
to be held under the LPRP regime and the first truly national
census since 1953, there were no questions relating to ethnicity
included in the official census forms. Party and government
officials were more concerned during this period in developing
a national image and identity than of providing greater
recognition to the various ethnic groups.342
The membership of the LPRP in 1985 was estimated at 43,000.
This was the result of intensive recruiting from the Lao Loum
populations thus offsetting the earlier dominance of Lao Theung
members. Many of these Lao Loum recruits joined the LPRP out of
personal advantage, such as gaining easy access to official
government approvals of business activities, rather than
revolutionary devotion. To counteract this effect and the reemergence of regionalism the party leadership encouraged a strong
programme of political and ideological work so as to filter out
a new group of key cadres.343
"Lao[tian] society as well as the Lao[tians] themselves
are in the process of deep revolutionary
transformations. New factors have made their appearance
yet they are equally becoming a part of the foundations
for the ever rapid march of the revolution on the path
of socialism. The revolutionary forces are rapidly
developing on all fronts".
Kaysone Phomvihane, 2/12/77.
-
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The difficulty experienced in letting wartime emotions cool
and the inability to allow free electoral conditions in the
process of developing democratic socialism has been a result of
the residual antagonisms held by ethnic minorities such as the
Hmong, the southern Lao Theung and the lowland ethnic Lao elite,
and that the LPRP has been without the facilities and the
manpower to develop peacefully Laotian society.

The Development of Polyethnicity as a Historical
Element of Laotian Culture
The cultural revolution of Laotian society was the
responsibility of Phoumi Vongvichit, who was considered the
intellectual of the LPRP leadership.344 This was because he was
the most literate member of the Politburo, and a poet. Phouvong
Phimmasone was another cultural figurehead, having specialized
in Laotian literature since the formation of the RLG.345 Sisana
Sisane and Samane Vignaket were other party officials playing
important roles in the cultural development of Laos (see chapter
note no.12)
Since the politics of the early Lao P.D.R. were
internationally linked to Communist allegiances, most notably
through the Pol Pot regime
Socialist Republic of Vietnam
conflict, it became the duty of the LPRP leadership to promote
national culture as an affirmation of the Laotian state's
autonomy in the community of Soviet Socialist nations.346
-

Ethnicity had been traditionally linked by cultural roots,
such as an adherence to Buddhism or royal lineage, so such a
belief applied only to a slight majority in the Lao P.D.R.
Therefore to include all ethnic groups in a polyethnic society
the LPRP utilized general ethnic categories which allowed
Laotians to associate themselves with a new national role which,
for the first time, was truly made available to them.
The LPRP had to engage in a form of cultural engineering so
as to establish national institutions which would strengthen the
polyethnic identity of the Laotian state. For the fruition of
this task cultural engineers such as Phoumi Vongvichit had to
satisfy certain circumstances.
These were the acceptance of
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social equality as the basic goal of polyethnic harmony, to
clearly describe the structures and procedures which would
institutionalize the notion of the polyethnic state, and to
develop the means, that is facilities and trained officials, so
as to oversee the transformation from inequality and division of
Laotian society to one of equality and unity (see chapter note
no.13).
The utilization of the three main ethnic categories allowed
the LPRP to develop a more even sense of proportionality in the
process of creating a new socialist society. State institutions
such as the LFNC, the Supreme People's Assembly and the LWU have
acted as grand coalitions which promote the polyethnicity of
Laotian society as well as, in theory, the equal balance of power
among Laotian ethnic groups.
Of the two main themes which
dominate polyethnicity in Laos, unity and equality, it is the
latter, equality, which becomes the duty of the cultural
revolution to express, whereas the quest for unity is the chief
concern of the political and military leaders in Laos, since
unity is the "first requisite when a new society must be brought
into being and where the hardships and disciplines of development
must take priority over private preferences" so that they can
provide stability and security for the state.'
The cultural revolution had the task transforming Laos from
an multi-ethnic nation to a social nation. It also had the task
of re-aligning and transforming Laotian historical culture from
one of inequality in relation to status and class, via the recreation of Laotian society, to a new modern historical culture
which emphasized equality.
Thus Kaysone Phomvihane simply
described the party's objective as follows, "The party saw as one
of its chief tasks the building of a new society and the restructuring of the old society"."' The revolutionary nature of
this process had similarities to the millenarian myth of upland
tribal groups, which regards the pattern of the future in the
same three stages.349
Since few Laotians possessed any tangible knowledge of the
many ethnic groups living in Laos, the Ministry of Culture was
required to send teachers and research scholars to various parts
of Laos so as to gather up information about the differences and

LijpLart, Arend, 1)emocracy in Plural Societies: A Comparative Exploration, (New
Haven, Yale University Press, 1990), p. 226.
Kaysone Phoinvihane, Revolution in Laos, (Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1951), p.
I 13 3.
Corlin, Claes, "Common Roots and Present Inequality", NIAS Report, No.17 (1994),
p. 32.
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similarities among the minorities.'50 Journals published by the
LPRP such as 'Vannasin', a popular cultural review, and 'Alun
Mai' (New Dawn), a theoretical journal launched in 1985, sought
to fill the gap in the Laotian public's knowledge of the various
ethnic groups and their differing responses to polyethnicity and
nation-building.
'Vannasin' played an important role by
sustaining traditional customs via the use of print media when
the cultural identities of smaller ethnic groups were at the risk
of being lost forever.
Part of the cultural revolution is the reinvention of
tradition, this the LPRP attempted by linking historical events
such as the bringing of the Prabang, a golden statue of Buddha,
by Fa Ngum, and thus the propagation of the universalist form of
Asokan Buddhist rule, to the victorious revolution of the Lao
Patriotic Forces in 1975 and hence its establishment of an
egalitarian multi-ethnic state.
The That Luang was also
identified as the symbol of the Laotian state and the most
venerated Buddhist shrine in Laos.35' The continuity of these
cultural relics in the national psyche was originally more
important to the progress of the Laotian cultural revolution than
their actual historic identity. Instead it was not until the mid
1980s that heritage studies were encouraged having been fully
researched in Marxist-Leninist terms.
The Buddhist Sangha was the chief cultural obstacle of the
LPRP when it began its restructuring of ethnic Lao society along
socialist lines.
A committee of Party faithful monks was
convened by the LPRP so as to modernize Buddhist scriptures along
Marxist-Leninist lines.352 Nevertheless in the wake of these
changes the majority of Lao monks remained in Laos following the
LPRP victory in 1975.'' The integrity of Laotian society rather
than religion became the Sangha's new duty under the LPRP as the
NLHS developed version of Laotian Buddhism, which was penned by
Phoumi Vongvichit and Khamtan Thepbuali, and the socialist
revolution, as adapted by Kaysone Phomvihane and Sisomphone

... Chagnon, Jacqui and Roger Rumpf, Education: The Prerequisite to Change in Laos,
in Stuart—Fox, Martin, ed., Contemporary Laos, (St. Lucia, University of Queensland
Press, 1982), pp. 176-177.
n Before 1975 Luang Prabang had been regarded as the cultural centre of Laos due
to the monarchy's role as the protector of the Buddhist faith.
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Before 1975 there were 15,000 monks registered in Laos, following the LPRP victory
there were 12,000 monks listed in the Lao P.D.R..
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Lovansai, were viewed as working together for the same cause (see
chapter note no.14). The LPRP reformed the Buddhist Sangha into
the Sang Lao (Lao United Buddhists Association), which has since
taken an important role in assisting administration at the local
level.
In areas where Party cadres had failed in encouraging
collectivization in the late 1970s Laotian monks trained in the
Party's beliefs were able to persuade farmers to form
cooperatives in the early 1980s, yet such activities were not
acceptable in non-Buddhist communities.355 Thus the Sang Lao
became a vehicle for the promotion of Laos' polyethnic version
of socialism.

A New Society
The Second Indochina War displaced an estimated one million
people in Laos (about one-third of the total previous
population)
Thus these people either could return to their war
ravaged villages and start over again slowly or settle in new
areas alongside other ethnic groups in a new society.
.

In May 1976 around 1300 undesirables, consisting of
Vientiane's prostitutes, drug addicts, gamblers, hippies, thieves
and lost children, were taken to the islands of Don Tao and Don
Nang in the Ngum River Dam for re-education. Thousands more were
gathered from other cities in Laos, bringing the total to nearly
50,000, to be rehabilitated of their social plagues'.356 Their
period of re-education involved being trained to undertake
honourable tasks such as cooperative farming whilst living under
spartan conditions.
Drug addication was widely found amongst the northern
Laotian ethnic groups, namely the Lao Soung, where an opium
orientated economy encouraged its use. In contrast most Southern
Laotian ethnic groups, namely the Lao Theung, never possessed or
even experienced the use of narcotics, although the custom of
binge drinking rice wines and rice whiskeys at bouns was
widespread.

The Most Venerable Thonglchoune Anantasounthone was the President of the Sang
Lao from 1978 until the mid 1980s. Thongkhoune had been a monk at the Wat That Luang
in Vientiane throughout the RLG regime.
"Laos: Mixing Marx and Buddha", Asiaweek, (September 7, 1986), p. 64.
Brown, MacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff, "Laos in 1976: Faltering First Steps Towards
Socialism", AS, (1977), p. 110.
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The traditional baci ceremony underwent some modification
as well under the new government of the Lao P.D.R.. For example
among the ethnic Lao community women are now permitted to
officiate at the baci ceremonies whereas before only men were
allowed to administer bacis under Buddhist custom (although in
communities such as the Tai Dam, women had always been permitted
to officiate baci ceremonies)
Traditional attitudes which
underlie the baci such as marital fidelity, respect of children
for their parents, and the observation of virtues by monks have
been harnessed by government cultural authorities to strengthen
the moral stance of the regime.358
.

The spiritual integration of the individual in the national
community has also been encouraged as a major aspect of the baci
ceremony. The baci ceremony expresses traditional Laotian values
of avoidance of conflict and aims at promoting consensus within
the social fabric and strengthening community ties.359 The use
of floral arrangements which accompanies most baci ceremonies has
been an important cultural continuity under the LPRP. This is
because the fresh flowers symbolize a new start, a renewed sense
of wholeness and integration.360
The buffalo sacrifices of the Alak tribes and other ethnic
groups have been maintained and publicized widely as they
symbolically represent the atonement of bloodshed and violent
death.361
Thus they signify and extend the LPRP's hope for
national peace and greater unity.
In contrast, the chicken
sacrifices have been discouraged since they are regarded as
unproductive and also incite groups who are resistant to the
Party's policy of collectivization, to slaughter their livestock.
The LPRP discouraged taboos and religious groups which were
regarded as not advancing the progress of production. An example
of this is the banning of rites before spirit altars in 1976.
These events had previously involved the wasteful use of
offerings and animal sacrifices, which were mostly dedicated to
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rain deities.362 Yet ceremonial gatherings and religious worship
were generally left undisturbed after receiving the support of
the Party (see chapter note no.15) 363 The Boun Bang Fay festival
was prohibited by the LPRP until 1979 out of fears for internal
security, in relation to the explosives used in making the
rockets.
Dances such as the fawn' and lamvong', Laotian opera or
"lam luanq' and singing were widely promoted by the LPRP as
traditional folk arts.
Likewise the wearing of traditional
costumes, which incorporate local textiles and silvercraft, has
become a national custom throughout all of Laos.
Previously
southern Lao Theung groups were too poor to afford items made of
silver and they were charged high prices for the supply of cotton
to make cloth.
On the tenth anniversary of the Lao P.D.R. in December 1985
Kaysone announced that traditional culture had been preserved
through schools of dancing, music and handicrafts.
Radio
telecommunications promoted Lao as the national language while
provincial stations also transmitted broadcasts in minority
languages such as Hmong and Tai Dam.364 Since most of the upland
tribal peoples still spoke their native tongues as their first
language they were able to safeguard their cultural and ethnic
identity right into the present.
Following ten years of the LPRP's leadership little had
really changed in the lives of peasant farmers and tribal
minorities. Both groups still maintained their traditional ways
and customs. The only difference was that they celebrate and
perform them in a Hsocialist!I manner, which in reality is not too
overbearing (see chapter note no.16)
In a similar vein to the few ethnic Lao who endured the
sacking of Vientiane in 1828, the Laotians who remained citizens
of the Lao P.D.R. in 1975 have had to construct for themselves
a new national identity. For this to occur successfully the LPRP
has needed to identify historical, linguistic, cultural and
ethnic components, in some judicious mix, thus providing the

Sore. AmpLay, The Three Revolutions in Laos, in Stuart--Fox, Martin, ed.
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CHAPTER THREE: NOTES

Note No.: 1
The seminar is another form of re-education which is
utilized by the LPRP. It usually lasts a full week and occurs
once a year.
Seminar participants are divided according to
ethnicity, level of education and occupation. In 1982 important
discussions were held at such seminars concerning the execution
of the 'Three Revolutions'
It is important to note that the
revolution in culture in order to create a new socialist person
was pursued with enthusiasm by the LPRP. Five immediate goals
were listed in the 1982 seminars. The last of these goals placed
its emphasis on socialism and education with the need "To train
leading cadres, managers, scientists, technicians, and skilled
workers"
.

•

Note No.: 2
Re-education camps were established in Attopeu, Sekong,
Savannakhet, Xieng Khouang, Houaphan and Phong Saly provinces.
Between 30,000 and 40,000 'reactionaries', persons who had worked
under and with the Royal Lao Government, were brought to these
camps. Most of these individuals undertook or were forced to
undertake political re-education and experienced the harsh
lifestyle of upland peasants. After five years most of these
people were released from the camps while some remained in the
camps for up to 15 years.

Note No.: 3
In Kammu and Hmong villages translators had to be used in
a health survey conducted in the provinces of Xieng Khouang and
Luang Prabang in April, 1991. Many Kammu knew Lao but had little
need to use it while the Hmong had very few fluent speakers of
Lao; those who did were mostly men. Meanwhile Phou Tai, So,
Yuan, and tribal Tai peoples who were interviewed in the same
survey in Khammouane, Xieng Khouang and Luang Prabang provinces
had no difficulty speaking with the research team.
Thus the
education or acceptance of Lao as the national language remained
and remains a hurdle in some ethnic groups as they become a part

Cooper, Robert, Laos 1982, in Southeast Asian Affairs 1983, (Singapore, ISEAS,
1983), pp. 189 191.
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of the polyethnic society.367

Note No.: 4
The southern and northern provinces of Laos in 1985 had a
higher proportion of women in the general population by a ratio
of 53:47. While in the central provinces the proportion of men
and women was nearly even. The Vientiane Prefecture unlike the
other provinces had a slightly higher proportion of men in the
population at a ratio of 51:49. The provinces with the youngest
populations on average were Xieng Khouang, Bolikhamxai, Houaphan
and Vientiane, while surprisingly the underdeveloped province of
Luang Namtha had the oldest population followed by Vientiane
Prefecture, Udomxai and Bokeo.368 In 1990 there were 2,106,000
females and 2,034,000 males in Laos.369

Note No.: 5
The association of traditional craft skills with women has
seen the Lao P.D.R. government provide economic support to
develop this commercial and cultural field. The development of
the Laotian textile industry has resulted in strong economic
gains for women's co-operatives, and members of the LWU assist
as translators in research trips to isolated communities and in
NGO surveys.

Hewison, Kevin and Nongluk Tunyavanich, "Socio-Cultural Aspects of water Supply
and Lnvironmental Sanitation in Nine Villages in the Lao P.D.R,.', Thai-Yunnan Project.
Newsldter, No23 (December 1993), pp. 1415.
Taillard, Christian, Le Laos: Strategies dun Etattampon, (Montpellier, RECLUS,
1989), p. 194.
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Note No.: 6
Kaysone Phomvihane also described the role of the LPRP as:
vv striving to tighten unity among the nationalities and
tribes, taking into consideration the special aspects of
each tribe and the harmonious interests of the Laotian
people in the struggle for a bright future u.370

Note No.: 7
The Political Report delivered by Kaysone Phomvihane at the
founding of the Lao P.D.R. presented the following list of Social
and Cultural tasks in its programme concerning internal affairs.
"1. To completely wipe out the depraved, slavish mentality of
Imperialism and to build up a national cultural background
which is democratic and progressive.
To control and develop the broadcasting network and
information agencies; to alter the press; to spread as far as
possible the news of our victory and condemn the new designs
of the enemy; to mobilize the masses to intensify the
struggle to victoriously complete the political tasks at
hand.
To alter existing newspapers and help mass organizations
to edit new newspapers; to improve the quality of newspapers
in order to educate the masses.
To write article[s] and translate political works, having
patriotic and democratic values as well as books pertaining
to revolutionary theory destined for the cadres and masses.
To examine different methods to improve the quality of the
professional circus troupes of the revolution. At the same
time, the mass movement in the cultural, artistic and
literary spheres must be developed and create a new mode of
existence which is both civilized and progressive, in order
to elevate the intellectual and artistic level of the masses.
To take all opportune steps to completely wipe off the
last traces of the slavish, reactionary and mentality of the
people. .to completely destroy social hazards such as
gambling, hippies, prostitutes, bars, to gradually crush all
habits and customs which harm the production, health and
lives of the people.
To study and collect antiques and art pieces and to build
national art museums, to collect literature and historical
data to bring to light the capabilities of the Lao[tian]
nation in the construction and defence of the homeland.
.
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g) To examine and prepare lists, to repair and maintain
historical monuments, the precious heritage of the nation...
2. To establish and develop the base for national education
of a demicratic and progressive character, so that they may
march ahead and increase the level of awareness of the people
of all ethnic groups and may train the rank and file of the
cadres to render them worthy of the task of national
reconstruction and defence.
To construct schools in all villages and localities; to
rapidly eradicate illiteracy among the people, particularly
the youth; to raise the cultural level of the soldiers,
cadres and workers. The base of cadres should have at least
a diploma in primary education, the cadres at the district
level, a diploma in secondary education. To strive to raise
the cultural level of the youth, particularly those in the
armed and defence forces.
To modify and publish again the text-books. The teaching
programme should be uniform all over the country.
To consolidate and establish professional schools to meet
the demands of economic reconstruction and development in the
immediate future.
Uniform teacher's training centres should be established.
To prepare all the necessary conditions for the establishment
of multi-purpose universities for re-orientation courses for
teachers and to train the different branches of the cadres...
The monks, novices and other religious heads must have the
liberty to follow their religion.
To control the Pali schools and private schools and to
issue them directives so that they work in conformity with
the national educational policy... 371

Note No: 8
In 1983 the highest densities of land cultivators were in
Vientiane Prefecture, Sekong and Bokeo. This showed that large
agricultural development programs were in progress in Vientiane
Prefecture while in the other provinces low levels of development
had most members of the population active in farm production.
Udomxai province had the lowest density of land cultivators
followed by Champassack, Saravane, Vientiane, Xaignabouri, Luang
Namtha and Phong Saly. This showed that farming methods were
well established in Champassack, Saravane, and Vientiane
provinces while agricultural development in the other provinces
was at a low level. All other provinces in Laos experienced an

Documents of National Congress of the People's Representatives of Laos, December
2, 1975, Embassy of the Lao P.D.R., Delhi, in Brown, MacMister and Joseph J. Zasloff,
Apprentice Revolutionanes, (Stanford, Hoover Institution Press, 1986), pp. 307-308.
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average density of land cultivators, thus they only adopted low
scale agricultural programs. From the period 1976 to 1983 the
areas which saw the greatest increase in land cultivation were
Xieng Khouang and Xaignabouri, followed by Attopeu, Saravane,
Savannakhet, Vientiane, and Bolikhamxai. The provinces with the
lowest increase were Sekong, Houaphan, Champassack, Phong Saly,
Bokeo and Luang Namtha.372
In 1985 the highest urban population densities per province
were, in descending order, Vientiane Prefecture and Savannakhet
then Luang Prabang and Bokeo. Following them was Champassack,
Khammouane, Bolikhamxai, Vientiane, and Luang Namtha. Then came
Attopeu, Sekong, Xieng Khouang, Phong Saly and Xaignabouri.
Those provinces with the lowest urban population were Saravane,
Houaphan, and Udomxai.
Rice is the main crop cultivated in Vientiane Prefecture,
Champassack, Savannakhet, Saravane, and Khammouane. While cotton
is the main crop grown in Sekong, Houaphan, Luang Prabang, Phong
Saly, Luang Namtha and Udomxai. The highest number of
cooperatives are in Champassack followed by Xieng Khouang and
Xaignabouri. Those provinces with a lower number of cooperatives
are Sekong, Attopeu, Bolikhamxai, Vientiane, Luang Prabang, and
Udomxai.

Note No.: 9
The Ten-Point Program adopted by the Congress of the LFNC in
February 1979 listed the following objectives in the task of
building a polyethnic society.
Point No. : 5
"Develop culture and education; Mobilize the people of various
nationalities to persist in building new cultural and
educational establishments with socialist contents and with
national, scientific and mass characteristics; encourage a
broad, profound and continuous cultural training movement
among the entire population; simultaneously step up
supplementary, compulsory, formal and vocational education;
take education one step ahead of other tasks with a view to
making the people throughout the country enjoy the new
culture and education, contribute to building socialist
education and profoundly understand the socialist line of
thinking in the educational and cultural fields; promote and
expand the patriotic tradition; guarantee the successful

nlaillard, Christian, Le Laos: Strategies dun Etat—arnpon, (Montpellier, RECLUS,
1989), P. 196.
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implementation of the task of building and defending the
socialist country.
Point No.: 6
"Build new socialist men: The mobilization to build the
Lao[tian] people into new socialist men is an integral part
of the ideological and cultural revolution. The LFNC must
constantly pay close attention to this task in order to
thoroughly teach the people of all nationalities about
patriotism, idealism and socialist qualifications; to further
enhance a sense of collective mastery; and to develop
patriotism and the love of socialism, the genuine
internationalist spirit, the sense of perseverance in working
hard and studying culture, science and technology, and the
sense of mutual assistance and unity in carrying out
production, fighting and fulfilling other tasks.
The LFNC must restore and enhance our fine national
traditions and customs, build a pattern for a new,
progressive, glorious, happy and civilized way of life;
persevere in fighting to wipe out the vestiges of the
feudalist way of thinking, ...; gradually do away with
superstitious beliefs and backward traditions and customs
which adversely effect production and the people's
livelihood; and pay attention to building and educating a new
generation of youths."
Point No.: 7
"Exercise equal rights among the nationalities and the right
to freedom of religious belief: The LFNC must mobilize the
people of all nationalities to strictly implement the policy
of promoting unity and equality among the people of all
nationalities throughout the country; build zones of ethnic
nationalities with strong unity, a prosperous economy and
good public security so that they will together advance with
firm steps towards socialism; strive to do away with any
sense of vengeance and all backward vestiges of the
imperialists, feudalists and their henchmen;
help the people of all nationalities to promote unity, love,
respect and assistance among themselves so that they will help
one another to develop the economy and culture and improve
their living conditions; have as a main objective the
organization of training and orientation courses for cadres,
students and intellectuals of all nationalities; promote and
assist progressive tribal chieftains, old people and members
of various nationalities by encouraging them to enhnce their
role in uniting and mobilizing the people of all
nationalities to defend and build their socialist country;
try to explain to the people of all nationalities how to
correctly exercise their right to believe in any faith;
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safeguard the right of clergymen and adherents to all faiths
to perform religious or traditional rites; protect the
temples, churches and property of all religious faiths as
171
well as our national heritage;
.

.

."

Note No. : 10
The representation of the various ethnic groups in the
leadership and membership of LPRP organizations became an
important theme soon after the establishment of a national
government. The LPRP stated that it was "constantly developing
its activities aimed at improving training among ethnic minority
groups and consolidating the educational system and assistance
in the cultural sphere in the various areas inhabited by ethnic
minority people. It also continued to train cadres of various
tribes, for socialist construction u.374

Note No. : 11
The Party Secretariat was expanded from four to nine seats
and the Central Committee was enlarged from 27 members to 55•375
These changes increased provincial and ethnic minority
representation in the central organs of the LPRP as well as
allowing younger capable cadres, especially those associated with
military and security affairs, to replace aging 'old guards' of
the party.3'6
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Note No. : 12
In March, 1983 Sisana Sisane, who was the then Minister of
Culture, was relieved of his portfolio for being vocally critical
(he was actually inebriated after having drunk large quantities
of rice wine, as is the custom at a boun) of a group of visiting
Soviet entertainers.
As a result he was sent to Houaphan
province to serve as a central government representative.377
Sisana had been sent to Hanoi with Khamphay Boupha in 1980 for
a two years of political study.
Note No.: 13
This slightly modified table, originally constructed by James G.
Kellas, provides the characteristics of ethnic and social
national ism

POLITICS

ECONOMICS

CUL TURE

Power expectations/
Material
Psychic
incomet
capabilities
interests
-------------------------------------------------------------Democracy:
Uneven development
Search for
nation-state
and cultural division identity:
consociational
of labour
1. increased
democracy under the
literacy
direction of the LPRP
Formation of
organizations

Formation of
organizations

Formation of
organizations

Nation-building:
1. internal
colonialism

Decline of class
divisions:
1. Growth of status
divisions in relation
to the LPRP

Increased
cultural
homogeneity

State power versus
provincial/regional
power
Consumerism:
1. centralization

Revival of
ethnic
cultures
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Note No. : 14
Kaysone Phomvihane stated in his December 1, 1975 Political
Report that
"Eminent monks, novices and other religious men, try your
best to participate in the task of increasing the
patriotic love and solidarity ties among the people.
Mobilize the people in the task of production and
saving.
Help raise the level of education and culture
of the people. Participate in finding means to educate,
correct those who misunderstand the situation and who
are
astray leading a decayed way of life and change them
to
become good citizens".379

Note No. : 15
National holidays which are celebrated in the Lao P.D.R. are
as follows:
January
International New Years Day: January 1
Lao Patriotic Front (Neo Lao Haksat) Day: January 6
Boun Khoon Khao; festival celebrating the planting of new
rice.
February
Wat Phu Festival
Makha Buja; festival celebrating Buddha's first sermon
That Sikhottabong; Buddhist temple festival in Khammouane
March
International Women's Day: March 8
Lao People's Revolutionary Party Day: March 22
Apr i 1
Boun Pimai; ethnic Lao New Year: April
May
International Labour Day: May 1
Visakha Buja; festival celebrating Buddha's enlightenment
Boun Bang Fay; rocket festival
June
International Children's Day: June 1

Kaysone Phomvihane, "Political Report presented by Mr Kaysone Phomvihane at the
National Congress of the People's Representatives in Laos, (December 1, 1975, condensed)
Journal of Contemporary Asia, p. 118.

July
Boun Khao Watsa; beginning of Buddhist Lent
August
Lao Issara Day: August 13
Liberation Day: August 23
September
Boun Khao Padabdin; Buddhist day of memorial for the dead
October
Freedom from the French Day: October 12
Boun Ok Watsa; end of Buddhist Lent
Lai Heua Fai; water festival
Boun Xuan Heua; Vientiane boat races
November
Festival of the Stupas; includes the That Luang Fair
cultural festival, a procession of ceremonial miniature
stupas to Wat Si Muang, another procession from Nat
Nongbon to the That Luang, a fireworks display and
finally another series of processions to the Nat Ongteu
and Nat Inpaeng.
December
Independence Day: December 2

Note No. : 16
Laotian Buddhists celebrate and honour a full calendar of
festivals yet the majority of these are not sponsored by the
state.
Similarly the Black Tai, Mien and Hmong have various
religious carnivals yet the celebration of these festivals is
limited to their specific communities.

Chapter Four: LAOS LIBERALIZED UNDER THE NEW MANAGEMENT
MECHANISM 1986-1994

Since the late 1980s Laotian historians such as Outhine
Bounyavong, Houphanh Rattanavong, Khampeng Ketavong, Saveng
Phinith, Souneth Phothisane, and Mayoury and Pheuiphanh
Ngaosyvathn have been retracing ancient Laotian culture and
analysing Laotian traditions.380 This is because the major
difficulty in developing a polyethnic society and culture has
been classifying the various peoples according to their
backgrounds. Histories of Laos in the past never encompassed all
the peoples of Laos and thus only in the open environment of the
late 1980s have Laotian scholars been able to begin this process
successfully. Under the government of the LPRP the writing of
history is considered a highly political act as the
interpretations of historians must conform with the policies of
the LPRP. Thus the new enthusiasm in historical literature and
ethnicity signifies the party's continued emphasis on developing
polyethnicity as a unifying element in modern Laotian society.
The LPRP has been in the position to influence polyethnic
construction in Laos through the assemblage of information about
ethnic groups and sponsoring research which has allowed the
production of identities for the three main ethnic categories.
Through selecting a suitable version of Laotian history in
the past to support the present state system, historians in the
Lao P.D.R. came under the criticism of inventing history. Yet
in the era of the NMM it has been proven that there are
widespread records of ethnic settlements with distinct cultures
and a more complex history of interaction between these groups
in the boundaries of modern Laos than was previously understood.
The reason behind this gap in Laotian history was that the
majority of Lao Soung and Lao Theung groups had no writing system
or centralized form of government, thus only in the present can
they record extensive oral histories transforming them from myths
into historical fragments.
The LPRP identifies in its national political line that the
Laotian people have a "rich and ancient culture" which it
Thus the
believes to have been "checked by colonialism".381
cultural revolution directed by Phoumi Vongvichit was intended
to revive Laotian culture in the socialist transition.
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An important part of promoting a polyethnic society is
clarifying the distinction between Laotians and Thai people,
namely the Isan Lao. Historical studies made by the Committee
of Social Sciences (CSS) commonly aim to reinforce the party's
claim that Laotians enjoy a separate identity and hence this
belief forms the psychological base for the modern state and
challenges any "superior-inferior" attitudes kept by their Thai
neighbours (see chapter note no.1)
The number and availability of newspapers and journals rose
rapidly in the early 1990s as literature and cultural awareness
were expanded as part of the NMM liberalizations.382 Traditional
folk tales and legends adapted from the Hindu-Buddhist epics such
as 'Sinxay' began to gather wide circulation throughout Laos
promoting moral values and harmony amongst the various ethnic
groups.383 Outhine Bounyavong is and has been an important figure
involved in the study of historical themes of polyethnicity in
Laos through his research of cultural institutions and customs
that hold Laotian communities together' 384 Linking aspects of
the old culture with the new has been important in stimulating
interest in the historical culture of Laos.
Thus the refurbishment of pagodas in Phong Saly and Houaphan
provinces has been a major program of the Ministry of Culture
following the introduction of the NMM although the repair of
historical sites began immediately after the halt to aerial
bombing in 1972. Officially there are 2,812 pagodas in Laos, 373
of which have already been renovated or rebuilt since 1975.
Laotian communities can, also under the NMM, construct a pagoda
and with the permission of district officials invite monks to
take up residence.385 Thus the LPRP's policy towards Buddhism has
softened substantially since the hardline period following the
1975 victory. Members of the LPRP are now permitted to enter the
Sang Lao for limited periods in order to perform traditional
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funeral ceremonies for close relatives. 386
Under the NMM Laotians, most notably Buddhists, have
experienced greater cultural freedom as a more open political
environment has allowed for respected Buddhist patrons such as
Bhumibol Adulyadej, the King of Thailand, to fund the
refurbishment of Laotian temples, and Laotian citizens to devote
more time and money on the Buddhist lifestyle. Nevertheless in
the early 1980s LPRP party leaders such as Phoumi Vongvichit had
recognized that "the practice of Buddhism in Laos could not be
separated from the life of the national community".387 Thus
Buddhism had only been curbed by economic and security concerns
of the state rather than for cultural reasons. Closer cultural
relations between Laos and Thailand were formally extended in
June 1992 when Thailand ceased to openly harbour anti-LPRP
Laotian resistance forces. And in February, 1994 the Ministry of
Information and Culture began work on constructing a 'National
Ethnic Culture Park' which is designed to demonstrate and
preserve the traditions of the various ethnic groups in Laos.

Polyethnicity in the Socialist Transition
The adoption of chin thanakan mai, or 'new thinking' or 'new
imagination', in the late 1980s has resulted in the LPRP shifting
away from its policy of koi koi bai, or 'slowly slowly
socialism', to a newer liberalized society.388 Laos has been
unique in the contemporary communist world in that in its new
period of reform has been guided by the same revolutionaries who
helped establish the PPL and the Lao P.D.R..
The LPRP identified economic equality as the basis of
political, cultural and social equality.389 Collectivization in
the liberated zones had taken place successfully because
The economic
officials who preached it also practiced it.
development level of Laos varies from area to area and from
ethnic group to ethnic group.39° Since colonial times the Lao
Theung have been the poorest of Laos' peoples and even in the
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Map No 7 Southern Laos: At Lopeu - Sekong, ChainpassaC1 and Saravane
Remote and Developing Provinces
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1990s this fact remains true.
The government of the Lao P.D.R. has been making great
efforts since the 1980s to develop effective administrative and
economic links throughout Laos. This has seen some districts
such as Xienghone-Hongsa become special development zones while
other provinces like Sekong have been supplied with their first
reliable links to the central government (see chapter note no.2)
Nevertheless in 1990 less than 20 percent of the national
population lived and worked in urban centres.
The LPA has
had an important role in developing minority areas through the
provision of education, medical care and the construction of
public facilities via its Mountain Area Development Company.391
in 1986 Sisomphone Lovansai became the Acting Chairman of
the Supreme People's Assembly. At the Fourth Congress of the
LPRP in November 1986, Maichantan Sengmany was made a full member
of the Politburo along with Samane Vignaket.392 Maysouk
Saysompheng was made the Minister in charge of the Prime
Minister's Office. While Oudom Khatthigna the party secretary
for Xieng Khouang province was elected as an alternate member of
the Politburo.393 This was probably done as a gesture to the
highland ethnic groups of that region, following the death of
Faydang Lobliayao in July, who was aged 76. Hence displaying
that they still had an influential presence in the highest levels
of the LPRP in the era of the NMM. Thus the membership of the
Politburo was increased to thirteen (11 full and 2 alternate
The representation of women on the Central Committee
members)
in 1986 increased from three to five.
In September, 1987 Phoumi Vongvichit replaced Souphanouvong
as Chairman of the LFNC. Kaysone Phomvihane urged the LFNC to
unite all ethnic, religious and class interests behind the NEM
in 1987 since public despair with the government's progress had
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increased in the absence of Souphanouvong. In February, 1988
Souphanouvong returned to the position of President in the LFNC
(see chapter note no.3)
During 1988 Yao Phonvantha, the former Minister of Finance,
became the Second Deputy Chairman of the State Committee for
Economic Planning. Oudom Khatthigna was promoted to the post of
Minister of Transport, Communications and Post.
Thongsavat
Khaykhamphithoune, a relative of Ma Khaykhamphithoune, was also
given a high appointment in becoming the First Deputy Foreign
Minister having previously served as the Deputy Minister in
charge of the Office of the Presidency, and as the ambassador to
the Soviet Union.395 His appointment signalled that he would
often serve as acting minister since Phoune Sipraseuth's health
was declining.
In March, 1989 national elections to the Supreme People's
Assembly, which were to replace the National Congress of People's
Representatives, were held. All the candidates to the various
elections had been approved previously by the LFNC. Government
officials reported that the voter turnout for these elections was
The number of Supreme People's Assembly
over 98.44 percent.
representatives was increased from 45 to 79 members, thus
signifying an enlargement of the Assembly's official
responsibilities.G The ethnic representation of the 1989
Supreme National Assembly members was again dominated by the Lao
Loum who had 66 candidates elected while the Lao Theung had only
9 and the Lao Soung had just 4 elected.391 A narrow majority of
the elected members were from the outlying provinces while
representation from the central party administration was
increased (see chapter note no.4) 391
.

The LPRP held its Fifth National Congress in March 1991,
during which several party old guards such as Phoumi Vongvichit,
Sisomphone Lovansai and Souphanouvong retired from the executive
offices of the party.
On April 14, 1991 the Supreme People's Assembly adopted a
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new constitution, comprising ten sections and 80 articles.399
Since May 1984 a Fifteen-Member Constitutional Drafting Committee
under the direction of Sisomphone Lovansai and Souphanouvong had
been examining the special social and cultural, as well as
political, characteristics of Laos so as to design a charter
which would be relevant to the needs of the Lao P.D.R. 400 Then
in March 1989 Nouhak Phoumsavanh had led a new committee
consisting of six LPRP members and six National Assembly members
in the actual formation of the constitution.40' The new
constitution provided for a National Assembly and confirmed the
leading role of the LPRP. The opening sentence of the preamble
in the 1991 Constitution clearly defined the central role of the
development of a polyethnic society in the Party's beliefs.
"The multi-ethnic Lao[tian] people have existed and
developed on this beloved land for thousands of years."
The first chapter of the Constitution which defines 'the
Political Regime of the Lao P.D.R.' mentions the multi-ethnicity
of state in the first three articles and again in Articles number
seven and eight. Article number one links the sovereignty of the
state with the unity of its multi-ethnic people. Article number
two emphasises the that all power in the state is exercised
democratically amongst and by, the multi-ethnic people of Laos.
Article number three associates mastery of the state by the
multi-ethnic people of Laos under the direction of the LPRP.
The role of the LFNC in building a polyethnic society in
Laos is recognized in Article number seven. In Article number
eight the preservation and recognition of Laos' multi-ethnic
culture is acknowledged as well as efforts to improve the socioeconomic standing of the various ethnic groups within Laos.
The second chapter of the Constitution which defines 'the
Socio-Economic System' has two articles which refer to the
development of Laos' multi-ethnic people.
Article number
thirteen defines the state's objective to improve the living
standards and social well being of all its ethnic peoples.

The new constitution was not officially promulgated until the August session of the
National Assembly.
400
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Article number nineteen focuses on the state's obligation to
develop education and to make education available to all ethnic
groups. The development and refinement of Laos' various cultures
and traditions into a national identity is also mentioned.
The third chapter which defines 'Fundamental Rights and
Obligations of the Citizen' states in Article number twenty-two
that all peoples of various ethnic origin are equal before the
law.
Thus theoretically removing the superior-inferior
relationship which had been biased towards the ethnic Lao in the
past. Chapter number five defines the role and position of the
President of the State. In Article number fifty-two it states
that the president is to represent the multi-ethnic Lao[tian]
people as the Head of the Lao P.D.R.
Finally in chapter eleven of the Constitution the national
emblems, language and anthem of Laos are defined. The That Luang
replaces the sickle and hammer as the leading icon of the Laotian
state. Article number seventy-five enforces the use of Lao as
the national language while the description of the national
emblem in Article number seventy-six places a special emphasis
on the national motto which has been modified to "Peace,
Independence, Democracy, Unity and Prosperity".
The President under the new constitution has the right to
appoint governors as the chief officials in each province. The
position of governor replaced that of the former chairman of the
administrative committee who was elected previously by the
Party.402 This alteration may either remove or increase the power
of the Lao Theung and Lao Soung leaders in the state
administration, as loyal members continue to be backed by the
Party or that new technocrats may displace them in an effort to
improve state bureaucratic efficiency.
The LFNC in 1991 was responsible for proposing and
confirming the names of candidates eligible to contest the
elections to the Supreme People's Assembly, or the newly renamed
National Assembly, which were held on December 20, 1992. ° There
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was a strong voting turnout for these elections with 93.3% of all
eligible voters participating.404 Results from these elections
were not confirmed until late January 1993 due to transport and
communication difficulties in the various provinces, with 85
candidates elected to the National Assembly from an original
field of 154. 0
From the list of candidates 30 were elected from the central
administration and 55 were elected from the local administrations
of the various provinces. The number of women elected to the
National Assembly was eight, which was a slight increase from
five in 1989. Ethnically the elected candidates were arranged
as follows: 52 Lao Loum, 16 Lao Theung and 17 Lao Soung.406 It
is important to note that all of the Lao Soung candidates were
elected into the Assembly while nearly less than half of the Lao
Loum and the Lao Theung candidates were elected to the
Assembly.407
The LPRP's official journal, Pasason' (The People), listed
four criteria to be fulfilled by the newly elected Assembly
members. The first three criteria emphasized the importance of
the people's interests while the fourth encouraged members to
"Maintain a certain level of cultural understanding so as to
fulfil their tasks as the people's representatives".406
In February 1993 the LPRP held its Sixth National Congress
which was for the first time led by Khamtai Siphandone.
It
promulgated the LPRP's Socio-Economic Development Plan for the
1990s.
Samane Vignaket, who represented the province of
Champassack, was elected as the Chairman by the newly elected
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members of the National Assembly, replacing Nouhak Phoumsavanh.409
He was the former chief of the Lao People's Army General
Political Department and Minister of Education. Oudom Khatthigna
took up the chairmanship of the Committee for Rural
Development.410 Vongphet Saikeu-Yachongtoua also took up a
position on the National Assembly as a Vice-Chairman, along with
Khambou Sounisai. Meanwhile Thongsing Thammavong maintained his
position. 411
In the 1990s Laos stands out as a regional exception in that
it has moved towards a more pluralistic government, although
firmly under the guidance of the LPRP. Recently, in the mid
1990s, the number of officially listed ethnic groups has been
increased to over 100 with the major categories being expanded
into 5 main streams, which suggested that the LPRP was providing
greater recognition to individual groups and countering claims
that as the regime aged ethnic identities would become lost.

New Obstacles to the Acceptance of Polyethnicity in Laos
The victory of the LPRP in 1975 saw the unity of the Laotian
state re-established yet in the ten years which followed the
compromises necessary to extend the national political culture,
that had been promised by the NLHS, were withheld out of fear for
the internal security of Laos and due to the lack of skilled
party and government agents. Elements of social transformation
and dislocation have taken place in Laos, without the command of
the party, as a result of modernity and change associated with
outside influences.
The rise in personal wealth from the economic
liberalizations of the NMM has seen social cleavages between the
Lao Loum and upland ethnic groups widen and some cultural groups
go into decline (see chapter note no.5)
Yet the relatively
small size of the Laotian national population provides hope that
these new stresses can be controlled so as not to see a reversal
of the values promoted in the polyethnic ideology of the LPRP.
.

An open Laotian economy has encouraged some ethnic groups
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and forced others out of their traditional 'homelands', yet in
making this move most ethnic peoples have been able to maintain
their traditional culture.412 Counities consisting of former
upland refugees such as the Hmong in Vientiane province are being
culturally impacted upon by modern technology. The most notable
example is medicine which has challenged the need for shamanisn.
Shamanic rituals such as the sacrifice of pigs and chickens are
as a result of modernity becoming less common. This may result
in a form of ethnic marginalization as minority groups allow for
changes to their culture and their political representation in
the face of new technology.
The Fifth Ordinary Session of the National Assembly in 1994
stated in its Orientation and Plan for 1994-1995 Socio-Economic
Development a determination to complete its program for the
termination of slash-and-burn cultivation. Swidden farming would
be replaced by the allocation of fixed jobs in rural production,
forestry protection, and watershed forest protection.
The
development of hydroelectric dam projects were also proposed in
areas inhabited by upland tribal groups in the provinces of
Sekong, Attopeu, Bolikhamxai and Udomxai. The Socio-Economic
plan would continue the aim of raising living standards of rural
and mountain people, but its rapid pursuit of this program may
create hostility among ethnic groups who are reluctant to change
their ways. Groups such as the Hmong, in particular, regard this
as a re-emergence of internal colonialism.
The control of unemployment and underemployment will be a
difficult hurdle for the government as it attempts to readjust
Lao Soung groups from their semi-nomadic lifestyle.
Prostitution, rising crime levels and a widening obsession with
material goods are some of the old 'social plagues' re-emerging
in Laotian society. Thus the LPRP is cautiously assessing any
cultural developments with outside groups so as to counter any
unwanted social changes before allowing them to happen.413
The LPRP's target of introducing compulsory education for
all by the year 2000 seems an unlikely prospect since training
facilities for teachers remain inadequate and salaries also
remain low.414
Thus shortages of well trained teachers will
probably continue within the Laotian education system.
Even
though levels of illiteracy should be reduced, it seems that
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national standards will not be radically improved in the short
term.
The failure of the LPRP to announce an amnesty for those
Hmong refugees who fought on the side of the RLG during the
Indochinese wars and those who continued to resist after 1975,
stalls efforts towards any conclusive form of social harmony
being established in Laos. Fears of persecution among the Hmong
encourage them to remain militant, and paranoid about the Laotian
government; thus thousands of refugees continue to stay in border
camps and to take part in aggressive rebel activities.415
Ethnic opposition will continue to be generated in Laos as
efforts to manipulate ethnic relations in the name of nationbuilding create fears of centralization and domination. Ethnic
tensions will also persist as Lao Theung and ethnic Lao peoples,
in particular, try to cooperate in the fulfilment of national
goals, since currents of the traditional superior-inferior
relationship continue (see chapter note no.6)
Thus primordial
loyalties within ethnic groups in Laos continue to have deep and
strong roots. Ethnic leaders and, in the case of the ethnic Lao,
regional oligarchies have and will continue to both assist and
resist the construction of an integrated Laotian state.
.

Some ethnic minorities have reason to revolt. The Hmong
have suffered grievously at the hands of both the Vietnamese and
the various Laotian armies.416
The Hmong practice of opium
cultivation has always been the source of their relative wealth
and given them an importance in the modern history of Laos out
of all proportion to their population when compared with the Phou
Tai and Tibeto-Burman groups.417 Nevertheless the LPRP has
granted the Hmong permission to cultivate opium under government
supervision (see chapter note no.7)
The Laotian state still maintains a high degree of
segmental isolation' most notably in provinces such as Sekong,
Attopeu, Phong Saly, Luang Namtha and Bokeo even though it has
strived to establish a national government which is capable of
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executing direct rule.4T8 The study and management of ethnicity
in Laos is a complex task as ethnic groups operate in both fluid
and static environments, thus categorizations develop ambiguous
meanings and the only way to secure a national identity is
through the promotion of polyethnicity. The inanimate nature of
Laotian regional politics and the deferential behaviour of
regional leaders to the party leadership will allow for the
process of developing Laotian polyethnicity to be a pervasive
force.
The Thai-ification' of Laos in the cultural sphere has been
taking place rapidly since 1993 • 419
This form of cultural
imperialism has been acting via the media predominately as
Laotians are now freely exposed to Thai television, radio and
video. Phoumi Vongvichit, a Politburo conservative, was opposed
to the decadent cultural influences of Thailand yet since April
1994 Thai-Laotian relations have been moving together swiftly.
The notion of the polyethnic state has not been allowed to
decay by the LPRP via a process of political stagnation as has
occured in the former Soviet Union and to a much lesser degree
in Vietnam, instead polyethnicity has been continued with
enthusiastically in the process of social modernization.
The probably unavoidable gap between NLHS promises to the
hilitribes during the war of liberation, and government
performance, since the LPRP regime took power, has added to
tribal dissatisfaction.42° At the first nationwide conference of
LPRP cadres held in Vientiane in August 1995 Thongsing Thammavong
announced that the party had identified shortcomings in the
actions and roles of cadres as they struggled to meet the new
political demands of the state under the NMM. This was because
cadres, due to a lack of advanced educational facilities, found
their knowledge and skills constrained' while operating in an
open market system •421
Since Nouhak Phoumsavanh, the present President of the Lao
P.D.R., is of a peasant background, social development in Laos
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will continue to be identified with Marxist-Leninist theory and
thus evolve gradually in the new world balance.
Maichantan
Sengmany and Samane Vignaket will also remain to be strong forces
of conservatism in Laotian politics. The appointment of military
figures to key posts in the government will also provide Laos and
the LPRP with continuity and stability.
The high representation of minority groups in the military
has secured Laos against regional rebellion unlike Burma.422 In
a state visit to Laos in June 1994 members of Burma's State Law
and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) regime acknowledged the
progress of the Laotian government. Senior General Than Shwe,
the SLORC chairman, noted that the Lao P.D.R. had promulgated its
first constitution in 1991 "promoting the unity of the Lao[tian]
people and enhancing the leadership of the government in building
a people's democracy" . 423 Laos' managament of its multi-ethnic
population has also received the respect of China and Cambodia.
Vietnam continues to playing a guiding role while Thailand
critically analyzes Laos' progress.
The role of Laotian leaders such as Sisavet Keobounphanh,
Khamtai Siphandone and Samane Vignaket in the future development
of polLyethnicity will be vital as they enhance their strong
working relationships with the elites of neighbouring states.
Meanwhile the influence of ethnic leaders such as Oudom
Khatthigna (Phuan), Maysouk Saysompheng (Lu), Maichantan Sengmany
(Kammu) , Asang Laoli (Akha) and Vongkhet Saikeuyachongtoua
(Hmong) in the balancing of concerns on the domestic front will
also aim to bring peace and prosperity to Laos.
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CHAPTER FOUR: NOTES

Note No.: 1
Examples of continued Thai arrogance towards the Laotian people
can be best displayed in these quotes
"Associating with Lao is like keeping gibbons as pets. You
never know when they will bite. You embrace them they may
bite
they have no self control..
The Lao have a long-standing inferiority complex. Since
the dawn of history, they have never been their own masters.
If they were not ruled by the Thai, they were ruled by the
Vietnamese, but mostly by the Thai and the Thai handed them
over to the French. When the Vietnamese became independent,
they went to them. This inferiority complex must always
cause trouble..
--

"It is now 200 years, we should cross over and burn Vientiane
once more. There is no need to declare war
just go across
and burn it; when its done come back. I don't think friendly
relations can happen between Thai and Lao. The Thai side
must remain strong. If we want to be countries like elder
and younger brother, the elder brother must be strong, make
the younger brother fear. There is no use being too
compliant like this. If you go to war, do it properly, break
them completely. Don't fight letting the Lao win like this."
--
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Note No.: 2
The main forces of foreign aid and development in Laos have
been bilateral organizations such as the Swedish International
Development Authority (SIDA), non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) such as the Quakers, and multilateral organizations such
as the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) •425 All these
groups have been involved in social and cultural development in
Laos. NGOs tend to be associated with providing education in the
major centres where the LPRP can keep an eye on their activities
as many are missionary related.
Since elements of Western

424 Gunn, Geoffrey C. Laos: Mflitary- Civilian Relations, in Ahrnad, Zakaria Haji and
Harold Crouch, eds.
Military-Civilian Relations in Southeast Asia, (Singapore, Oxford
University Press, 1985), p. 229.
425

Other bodies involved in developmental operations in Laos include the UNHCR,
UNESCO, UNICEF, Save the Children Fund, AusAID, DANIDA and the Japanese International
Cooperation Agency (JICA).
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Christianity are regarded by the LPRP as still being poisonous
to Laotian culture, this attitude is condoned, although the
Commonwealth of Independent States (formerly the Soviet Union),
Australia, France, Japan and Sweden have all assisted in
constructing cultural facilities.
In August 1994 a special training course on defusing
unexploded ordnance was opened in Xieng Khouang province. This
project received finance to the sum of $10.6 million from the
Mennonites, a United States NGO, and was given technical
assistance from the British government.426 The Minister of Labour
and Social Welfare, Thongloune Sisoulith, called upon the UNDP
in July 1995 to establish an Unexploded Ordnance Trust so as to
reestablish returned Laotian refugees and to fully develop the
agricultural potential of areas such as the Plain of Jars.427 The
Asian Development Bank (ADB) put forward over $12 million in
funds to improve Laotian educational facilities and teaching
standards in November 1994.

Note No.: 3
In early 1988 a new electoral law was promulgated. In June,
1988 'People's Councils' elections were held throughout all 113
districts.
On November 20, 1988 provincial and municipal
elections were held in all 16 provinces (khoueng) and the
independent prefecture (kamhaeng nakhon) of Vientiane.428 In July
the Lao People's Revolutionary Youth Union held its Second
National Congress in Vientiane.

Note No.: 4
The educational background of these elected candidates was
of a high standard, with 28 having gained some form of further
education and 21 having attended university. Forty-five newly
elected Assembly members were classed as intellectuals and
another three were listed as skilled individuals from the
business sector.429

426

Domnien, Arthur J.,
(1995), p. 89.

Laos in 1994: Among Generals, Among Friends", Asian Survey,

427

KPL News Agency Vientiane, July 14, 1995, "Laos: Minister calls for funds for
unexploded ordnance claering", EEC Summary of 1orld Broadcasts, (July 17, 1995).
428
429

Only six percent of the provincial candidates were women.
Wulf, Annaliese, Nelles Guides CarnbodiaLaos, (Munich, Nelles, 1994), p. 191.
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Note No.: 5
Examples of this can be seen in the reduction of
professional artist groups which fell from seventeen in 1992 to
eight in 1993.
These groups under the management of local
government authorities also shrank from eleven in 1992 to just
two in 1993. Cultural performances have also fallen in number
with 249 shows being held in 1992 and only 222 in 1993. °

Note No.: 6
The existence of prejudices against minority upland peoples
continued strongly in the Vientiane prefecture as Lao Loum people
commonly regarded the "Lao Soung, namely the Hmong, as 'clever
but dirty' while the Lao Theung were considered as 'stupid and
431
dirty'

Note No.: 7
In 1978 the government of the Lao P.D.R. terminated a
US$200,000 opium crop substitution program under UN auspices, as
the UN drugs agency opposed bringing Hmong tribes down to the
plains.432 This arrangement enabled the government to contract
with Western and former Soviet bloc pharmaceuticals firms for
Laotian opium exports.

Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, Basic Statistics about Socio-Economic
Development in the Lao P.D.R., (VienUane, National Statistical Centre, 1993), p. 88, Table
430

72.

Chagnon, Jacqui and Roger, llumpf, Education: The Prerequisite to Change in Laos,
in Stuart-Fox, Martin, ed. Cont.emnporary Laos, (St. Lucia, University of Queensland
Press, 1982), p. 175.
431

Clianda, Nayan, 'Laos: Back 1,o the drawing board', Par Pastern Economic Review,
Vol.101, No.36 (September 8, 1978), p. 33.
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Conclusion: A SECURED SOCIETY
In this study of Laotian history the writer has traced the
sources and patterns of development which have progressed to
create what is now referred to as the 'polyethnic' society of
Laos. Polyethnicity in Laotian history has matured from bias and
ignorance into the foundation of a modern state. Polyethnicity
has been constructed in Laos via a discourse of identity,
legitimacy and historical origins, which was first envisageb by
the Lao Issara then fully developed by the Pathet Lao and the
LPRP.
The process of developing a nationally integrated Laotian
society was based on the ideals of the Lao Issara and listed as
one of the chief ambitions of the Lao Patriotic Front. Whereas
the Royal Lao Government displayed little concern for the ethnic
minorities, regarding them as primitive communities in the
traditional 'superior-inferior' relationships which characterized
Lao society, or more correctly, the Kingdom of Luang Prabang and
the principality of Champassack.
From the beginning, this thesis has endeavoured to show the
transparent nature of polyethnicity in Laos and the historical
origins of polyethnicity in Laos. From 1954 to 1974 sections of
the Laotian state under the Pathet Lao's control strove to
develop and live as equals in what was idealized as a polyethnic
society. In contrast, the Royal Lao Government encouraged social
divisions to occur through its failure to involve ethnic
minorities in a proper political role in the state's development.
The Hmong communities were treated as semi-autonomous by the RLG
thus destabilizing the fragile unity of the new Laotian state.
The decision to support the military actions of the Hmong under
the control of General yang Pao showed that the RLG did not
desire to command and govern all the peoples of Laos itself.
Instead the RLG was willing to play groups against one another,
rather than dedicate its authority to building a national
identity for its newly united peoples.
With the advent of the Lao People's Democratic Republic in
1975 action was taken to unite and form a polyethnic society on
a national scale. This involved re-education, placing ethnic
minority leaders in positions of government power, redefining
traditional relationships, and redistributing funds and resources
amongst all Laotians. Thus finally merging the peoples of Laos
successfully into a single political entity, though its
effectiveness was certainly questionable.
The Pathet Lao and the LPRP have through the use of
education and ethnic integration succeeded in creating a stable
Ethnic sentiments have been
foundation for the Lao P.D.R..
altered to fall under either a new national identity or one of
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the three ethnic categories.
The political engineering of a polyethnic society in the Lao
P.D.R. has been a major success for the LPRP as it has provided
both itself and the government with the legitimacy needed to
rule. This has been achieved through the involvement of the
multi-ethnic national community in various organs of the party.
Community leaders from the various ethnic groups such as
Maichantan
Sengmany,
Oudom
Khatthigna,
Thongsavat
Khaykhamphithoune, and Maysouk Saysompheng have risen through the
party ranks to become equals alongside the ethnic Lao in the
control of state power. In fact minority figures have gained
important positions in both the cultural and political fields
directing such offices as the LPRP Political Commission, the LPRP
Economy and Finance Commission, the LPRP Propaganda Commission
and the LPRP Security Commission.
Culture even more than societal change has been a primary
concern of the LPRP since its inception. Party intellects such
as Souphanouvong, Kaysone Phomvihane, Phoumi Vongvichit, Sisana
Sisane, Sisomphone Lovansai and Khamtai Siphandone have risen
through the levels of the LPRP on there understanding and
practice of polyethnic values. They have also relied upon the
examples given by the Vietnamese and Phetsarath while working
with cultural leaders and historians such as Maha Sila Viravong
so as to provide a wide basis for their beliefs. In the present
leadership of Laos cultural ideologues such as Thongsing
Thammavong and Osakan Thammatheva continue to develop
polyethnicity and history as central elements of the Laotian
state.
The evolution of a post-Cold War era has lessened the
pressures on Laotian identity and national integrity which were
generated by Laos' traditionally vulnerable strategic position,
thus diminishing the interference of outside forces in its
internal social development.
In twenty years the LPRP has generated a sense of a Laotian
national identity through its successful acceptance and
encouragement of a polyethnic society. This new Laotian
nationalism bases itself on the equal participation and
recognition of all ethnic groups in the activities of the Laotian
If the Lao Loum dominated leadership of the LPRP had
state.
reneged on its political and social associations in the same
fashion as the Vietnamese Communist Party, it probably would have
experienced further internal violence and its control over the
state would also have become heavily dependent on the assistance
of the VCP (see concluding note no.1). Yet this has not been the
In the 1990s Laos exists as a cohesive nation with a
case.
definite, independent standing.
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Laos in the 1990s has been able to strengthen the
nationalism of its polyethnic society by adopting a more
independent line when formulating government policy, since it is
no longer subservient to the directions of the Soviet Union nor
is it dominated by Vietnamese methods.
Thus a process of
rapprochement initiated in the 1950s has been easier to achieve
with Laotians enjoying a new social mobility which has
contributed to polyethnic assimilation and greater closeness
amongst ethnic groups.
Increased funding and trade from foreign investors has
allowed the LPRP to pursue a program of improved national
welfare, whereas before this there had only been unkept promises
which threatened national unity. New education facilities and
a strong cultural awareness, sparked by tourism, have also moved
to unite the ethnic groups of Laos into a proud and revived
society.
The LPRP has been careful to oversee that the recognition
of polyethnicity in Laotian history is more than a dominant form
of social mythology with continued links with the past. Whereas
the history of the Kingdom of Laos was filled with myth and
exposed the re-created state of Laos in the 1950s to critical
opinions of neighbouring states, namely Thailand.
The LPRP will continue to need to balance its membership and
policies in the future as it reconciles the lingering
contradiction between national unity and and the cultural
diversity of the pluri-ethnic people of Laos.
Yet the party
leadership remains confident in its achievements thus far as made
evident by Nouhak Phoumsavanh's speech on the lead up to the
LPRP's Seventh National Congress and the 20th Anniversary of the
founding the Lao P.D.R.:
!One of the most outstanding achievements is that the
people of all ethnic groups and strata have
united, .both materially and spiritually. [thus
forming a] oneness of mind following the implementation
of the political lines of the Party and Government.
This [has been] an important factor ensuring the
political stability and social order." 433
.

.

..

Interview with H.E. Nouhak Phoumsavanh, President of the Lao P.DR., Senior
Correspondent of the New York Times, Southeast Asia Discussion List, September 22, 1995.
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CONCLUD ING ENDNOTE S

Note No: 1
At the Macao Congress in 1935 the ICP passed a resolution
in which minorities had the right to join and leave the "Union
of Soviet Republics of Indochina", also referred to as the
Federation of Indochina.
Thus as Geoffrey Gunn states
minorities theoretically had the right to form independent
states and to adopt the political regime of their choice' but
with the conclusion of the Vietnam War the VCP abolished the
Thai-Meo, Viet-Bac and Lao-Ha-Yen autonomous zones which were
occupied by various hilltribe groups.434 This was because the VCP
had realized that its ideological rift with the CCP could lead
to instability and insurgency if the autonomous zones were
sustained.

a Guiin,
Geoffrey C., PoliLical Struggles in Laos (1930 1954).
Duang Kamol, 1988). p. 76.

(Bangkok, Editions
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A:
No.1 : Ethnic Groups in Laos
NAME

ETHNONYMS

REGION

LAO LOtJM
E up a
Kaleung
Kuan
:
Nung
:
Phuan
:
Saek
Tai Khao
Tai Dam :

Khouen
Nyang, Nong, Nhang 133
Pouan, Pou Sun, Nho?

Tai Noir

436

TAI NEUA tribes (Nua)
Tai Ae
Tai Bo
Tai Et
Tai Houn
Tai Khang: Xiengdi
Tai Kwan
Tai Men : Maen
Tai Meuy : Mueai
Tai Nouan
TaiOh
: TaiO
Tai Pao
Tai Phong: Phon Tai, Tai Pong
Tai Phun
Tai Porong
Tai Poua
Tai Senkap
Tai Sot Bau
Tai Souei
Tai Soun : Taisum
Tai Yuang

°

Central uplands groups
(Phou Tai)

The Nung speak a Chinese dialect.

Sometimes there is mention of another Tai ethnic group cafled the Tai Deng (Red
Tai) but no such group exists. Instead the spread of this incorrect name has been the
result of transferring the Vietnamese term for black which is defl into the nomenclature
of Lao ethnology by foreigners, assuming that den was the Thai word kiig which means red,
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LAO LOUM (continued)
Lao
: Laotian Tai
Lao Huay
Lao Ngiaw
Tai Lu : Lue
Yuan
: Youanne, Khon Muang, Northern Thai

Mekong River
groups

LAO SOUNG

Akha : Co, Egaw, Kho, Kha Mo, Iko
Hanyi : Yi
Ho
: Yunnanese, Haw
Lahu : Co Sung, Coxung, Khu Xung,
Muhsur, Mussur, Mussuh,
Musuh, Musur, Musoe,
438
Musso, Muso, Musseux
Lisu : Houo-Ni, Lissaw, Lishaw
Lolo
Nosu
Mouni
Shan : Tai Yai
Sila
Xapho
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Northern border
groups
(Tibeto-Burmans)

Hmong
M'nong, Mung, Mong
Mien
Nan, Mun, Zao 439 } Central highlands groups
Phou Noi : Kha PTai

43?

there are many Akha tribes such as Lu Ma, Muc Chi, Nu Quay, Oma (0 Ma, Ouma),
O'pa (Chop Pia), Pu Li, and Pusang (Pu Sang).
The Lahu, Lisa and Akha peoples all belong to the Yi branch of the Lob-Burmese
language subgroup. The Lahu, like the Hmong, are divided into subgroups namely the Black
(Lahu Na), Red (Lahu Nyi), white and Yellow (Lahu Shi, or Musso Luang). The name Musso
means 'hunter' in 1"
The Mien of northern Laos are divided into two main groups the lu-Mien and the
Lantien Mien (Lantene). The lu-Mien were the first group to migrate into Laos. The Lantien
Mien entered Laos much later and many became labourers for their wealthy cousins the luMi en.
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LAO THEUNG (Phou Theng)
Al a k
Chali
Chatong
Chieng :
Halang 440
Inthi
:
441
Jeh
:
Kacheng :
Kado
Kakang
Kalum
:
Kanay
Kasseng
Kat (t) ang
Kate
Kien
Loven
:
Love
:
Mangtong
Nghai
:
Ngo
:
Nya Hon :
Oy
:
Rengao
Salao
S apuan
Sedang :
Sork
Suay
:
Tahang
Talieng
Tong
Veng
:
Yai Kayon

Cheng
Inte
Ye
Kageng

Kaluem

Boloven, Laven, Lavai, Lavei
Brao, Lave

Southern
upland
groups
(Montagnards)

Ngeh, Nghe
Nho
Nyaheune, Nha Heun, Nia Hune, Hoen
Ci, Tao-Oi, The

Hadang

442

Souei, Kouy, Kul, Koui

Ven, Veh

Sources: Carroll, Halpern, Lafont, Lebar, Ratnam, Stuart-Fox and
Taillard.

°° The Halang were skillrw at panning
for go]d.
441

This group according to Halpern may include the Duane, Halang Doan, Menam, Noar
and Sayan tribal peoples.
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The Sedang mined iron which they used to make weapons and tools,

LAO THEUNG (continued)
Bo

Sek
Sida
So : MaKang
Sou : Souk, Sue

} Khammouane
} Highlands
} groups

Bru

: Brou, Baroo, Kalo, Ca-Lo, Leu, Mangoong,
Muong Leung, Tri
Katu
: Katou, Ataouat, Teu, Cao, Kao, Khat, Kato
Pacoh : Pa-koh, Pako, Poko, Pocoh, Khas Pakho
Phuang : Phoung, Dung
Tahoy : Tahoi, Ta Hoi, Tau-oi, Ka-Ta-Oi

}
}
}
}

Groups
from the
Ai Lao
Pass
region

Bit
Hoc

: Kha Hok
: Ka Mu, Kamu, Kemu, Kh'mouk, Khmu,
Kha Khmou, Kha Khmu, Kha Mooh,
Kha Mou, Kha Mu, Khas Kmous, Khmou,
Khas Thuong, Khamou, Khamu, Khas Laos
Khmu, Kho'Mu, Kmou, Xa-Kao, Kamuk
Kha Haw : Kui
La
Laha
Karnmu

Lamet
Samtao
Seng
T'in

: Rameet

} Northern
} uplands
} groups

: Thin, Htin, Maal, Mal, Lawa, Lua,
Lwa', Kha Phai, Prai, Pray
Khon Pa : Mlabri, Phi Tong Luang, Yumbri, Plo

Note: These names below are of other Laotian ethnic groups. Due
to the lack of cross references it has not been possible to check
on them fully for an overlapping of names, their whereabouts in
Laos, or to which of the three main categories they belonged
officially.
The Lao Ministry of Culture has only recently
started recognizing more than the original 68 ethnic groups
identified by the RLG. TailiLard claims an official ethnographic
catalogue from 1973 lists there being 35 Lao Theung groups, 12
Lao Loum groups and 11 Lao Soung groups, thus only providing us
with 58 ethnic groups.
Miscellaneous Ethnic Groups: Kha Banchu, Bet, Kalom, Kri, Maling,
Pala, Phuvan, Kha Rok, Kha Sela, Kha Side, Thai Nai, and Tu.

The Sou are a group that resulted from intermarriage between the Phou Thai and
the So. The Sou and the Phou Thai claimed the territory of the Pheng My, a 1onKhmer
group which lay west of the Al Lao Pass around the 18th century, This they divided into
rrivangs or lesser principalities of Vang, Champone, rfchepone (Na Bon) and Phong.
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No.2 : Ethnic Composition of the Population of Laos 1955
Ethnic Group
Lao-Tai*
Kha* *
Hmong-Mien
Vietnamese
Chinese
European
South Asians

Survey Count
856, 000-865,000
210,000-258,000
52,300-52,900
8,000
32,350
8,000
500

Percentage of Pop.
77-74%
19-22% (low estimate)
,1

0
'± 0

*

It is unknown if Tai here includes the White Tai, Black Tai and
Tai Lu ethnic groups also.
** Now referred to as the Lao Theung ethnic group which includes
the Karnmu.
Source: Halpern, Joel M., Economy and society of Laos: a brief
survey, (New Haven, Yale University Monograph Series, 1964)

No.3 : Laotian Ethnic Communities

-

Generalized Structure

The average size of a Lao Soung family ranges between five and
fifteen persons and their villages average in size from 10 to 50
households.
The average size of a Lao Theung family ranges between five and
six persons and their villages average in size from 40 to 60
households.
The average size of a Lao Loum family ranges between five and
eight persons and their villages average in size from 50 to 200
households.

Common Roots and Present Inequality",
Source: Corlin, Claes,
NIAS Report, No.17 (1994), p. 15.
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No.4 : General Characteristics of the Main Laotian Ethnic
Divisions

Topic

Ethnic Lao

Lao Theung

Tribal Tai

% of

551-0

25%

10%

Religion

Buddhism

Animism;
some Buddhism

Animism,
Taoism and
Confucian

Language

Lao; some
Tai dialects

Mon-Khmer
dialects

T'ai-Kadai
dialects

Culture

India, Siamese,
Sinitic and
French.

Native, Indian
and Vietnamese.

Sinitic,
Vietnamese
and Lao.

Locale

Riverine
lowlands

Mountain slopes

Mountain
valleys and
table lands.

Occupation

Industrial,
Swidden farming
service and
wet rice farming

Wet rice
farming

Ban Social
Structure

Collective; and
Headperson

Extended family;
and Semi-nomadic

Collective;
Headperson

Dislike

Distrust

Population

Relation with
Ethnic Lao

Regional
loyalty
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Topic

% of
Population

Hmong-Mien
5O

Tibeto-Burman

C)

Rel i gi on

An im i sm;
some Buddhism

Animism

Language

Sinitic
dialects

Tibeto-Burman
dialects

Culture

Sinitic

Tibeto-Burman

Locale

Altitudes
above 3,000 m

Upper valleys
and mountains

Occupation

Swidden farming;
and traders

Swidden farming;
and some traders

Ban Social
Structure

Clans; Nomadic;
and Headperson

Extended family;
and Nomadic

Relation with
Ethnic Lao

Distrust
Trade

Indifference
Trade

Source: Adapted from Howard, Eddy James, The Neutralization of
Laos, 1959-1962,
(Norman, University of Oklahoma, 1971), p.
113.
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No.5 : Number of Ethnic Groups in the Provinces of Laos
(1994 estimates)
Province

(Alternative Spelling) Number Dominant Group

Vientiane
Luang Prabang
Phong Saly
Luang Namtha
Udomxai
Bokeo
Houaphan
Xaignabouri
Xieng Khouang
Bolikhamxai
Kharnmouane
Savannakhet
Saravane
Champasak
Attopeu
Sekong

(Vieng Chan)
(Louang Phrabang)
(Phongsali)
(Houa Khong)
(Oudomsay, Xay)
(Houayxay)
(Hua Phan)
(Sainyabuli) a)
(Xieng Khuang)
(Bolikhamsay)b)
(Kharnmuan)
(Salavan)
(Champassack)
(Attapu)
(Xedon)

Source: Cummings, Joe,
Lonely Planet, 1994)

7
12
22
39
23
34
30
13
22
14
15
12
12
21
14
14

Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao
Lao

Loum
Loum
Soung
Soung/Theung
Theung/Soung
Soung/Theung
Loum/Soung
Loum/Theung
Loum/Soung
Loum
Loum
Loum
Theung
Loum
Theung
Theung

Laos: a travel survival kit,

(Hawthorn,

Note: a) also Sayaboury, Xayabury, Sayabuly and Xayabouly
b) also Borikhane, Bolikhane, Borikhamsay and
Borikhamchai
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No.6 : Number of District Divisions per Province in Laos
,-

1QQ'

Province
Vientiane
Vientiane (Prefecture)
Luang Prabang
Phong Saly
Udomxai
Bokeo
Houaphan
Xaignabouri
Bolikhamxai
Khammouane
Savannakhet
Luang Namtha
Champassack
Saravane
Attopeu
S e kong
Xieng Khouang
Xienghone-Hongsa
LAO P.D.R.

Provincial Capital
Phone Hong
Vientiane
Luang Prabang
Phong Saly
Nuang Sai
Houei Sai
Xam Neua
Xaignabouri
Paksane
Thakhek
Muang Khanthabuli
Namtha
Pakse
Saravane
Attopeu
Thong (Lanam)
Phonsavan

No. of Muangs
10 (a)
8
11
7
7
5 (b)
6
5
6
8
13
5
10
8
5
4
8
4
130

Note: a) A new district, entitled Khoun, was established in
Vientiane Province in January, 1995.
b) Two districts of Udomxai province (Parktha, Pha
Oudom) were joined to Bokeo province sometime between
1992-93.
Source: Lao People's Democratic Republic, Basic Statistics about
the Socio-Economic Development in the Lao P.D.R., (Vientiane,
National Statistical Centre, 1993), p. 24, Table 18.
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APPENDIX B
No.1 : Officers of the Committee of Lao Resistance in the East
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
0 Anourak
Som Phommachan
Pho Luanglao
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
Faydang Lobliayao
Boun Lieng
Apheuy Keobounheuang

President
Vice-President; Commander of Forces
Administrative Director
Treasurer
Committeeman
Committeeman of Lao Soung
Committeeman
Committeeman of Lao Theung

No.2 : Command Branches of the Lao Resistance Committee
Xam Neua Branch
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
(King) Boun Nhong Vorasane
Thao Ke

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Military Committeeman

Xieng Khouang Branch (based at Muang Sene, Vietnam)
Faydang Lobliayao
Nhiavu Lobliayao
Thit Khamphong Boutdakham
Nha Foung (Nhia Fung)

: Chairman
Vice Chairman
: Committeeman
: Committeeman; Secretary

Thakhek Branch (based in the Xe Bangfai region)
Say Phetrasy
Tasseng of Tha Fai Ban
Village Chief of Ban Sop
Khone
(Boun Khongboun?)

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Committeeman

Savannakhet Branch
o Anourak
(Pho Luang?) Lao
Apheuy Keobounheuang

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Committeeman

"

Zasloff, Joseph 1, The Pathet Lao, (London, Lexington, 1973), pp 102103

No.3 : Neo Lao Issara Officials 1950
Central Committee
Prince Souphanouvong
Ba Mci
(Lao Theung)
Phoumi Vongvichit
Nhiavu Lobliayao
(Hmong)
Phoune Sipraseuth
Faydang Lobliayao
(Hmong)
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Lofoung Pablia
(Hmong)
Prince Souk Vongsak
Phra Maha Kham [May Khamdi]
Kaysone Phomvihane
Thit Mouane Saochanthaia [Mun]
Khamtai Siphandone
Khamfeuan Tounalom 446
Maysouk Saysompheng
(Lu)Sithone Koinmadan
(Loven)
Meun Somvichit
Som Phommachan
Ma Khaykhamphithoune (Phou Tai) Sisana Sisane
Singkapo Sikhotchouniamany
'

Note: all the committee members in the lefthand column were
former members of the ICP. Zasloff and Brown also suggest that
Thit Mouane Saochanthala, Sisana Sisane and Nhiavu Lobliayao were
also possible members of the ICP.

No.4 : Provincial Representatives of the Neo Lao Issara
Attopeu (and Sekong):
Phoune Sipraseuth
Chaleum Sotisana
Boun Khong Manivong

Khamtai Siphandone
General Seum

Khammouane (and Bolikhamxai):
Khamfeuan Tounalom
Singkapo Sikhotchounlamany
Sot Phetrasy
Som Phommachan
Nakhonkham Bouphanouvong
Oune Heune Phomsavan [Phounsavath] 448
Apheuy Keobounheuang (Lao Theung)

Khamtai Siphandone and Phoune Sipraseuth had represented Attopeu at the First
National Resistance Congress in August 1950. Khamtai was actually a local from PaRse.
Khamfeun Tounalom had served with the Lao Issara in Bangkok until mid1948 when
he returned to eastern Laos Lo take part in resistance activities.
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Som Phommachan had been the Lao Issara military chief for the Nape district,

448

Oune fleune was the Front representative of Paksane. He became the Deputy
Minister of Information, Propaganda, Culture and Tourism in the founding government of
the Lao P,D,R. until he was dismissed during a series of party purges in 1978.
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Savannakhet:
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
ToulLane Chomphak [Tulan]
Nakhonkham Anourak 450
Boun Nhong Vorasane
Vientiane:
Souk Vongsak
Meun Somvichit
Thongchanh Oupalavanh
Outama Chounlamany 453
[Irita? ]

Sisana Sisane
Maha Phamone

Phoumi Vongvichit
Sali Vongkhamsao
Sithon 452

'

Houaphan:
Kaysone Phomvihane
Ma Khaykhamphithoune (Phou Tai)
Sawath
[Chanthavong?]
Xieng Khouang:
Faydang Lobliayao (Hmong)
Lofoung Pablia
(Hmong)
Thit Khamphon Boutdakham
Source: Langer and Zasloff,
1970, p. 234.

Maysouk Saysompheng
Mrs Khamla Keobounphanh
Phiahom Sombat (Hmong)

Nhiavu Lobliayao (Hmong)
Pa Tou
(Hmong)

North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao,

Toulane was formerly the head of the Lao Issara intelligence service,
Nakhonkham, who was the cousin of Thao 0 Anourak, was a district military chief
who had functioned in political and military activities for the Lao Issara.
451

Thongchanh became the Governor of the National Bank with the founding of the Lao
P.D.R. until he was dismissed in a series of party purges held in 1978.
452

This may either refer to Sithone lKommadan or Sithon Ratchakhun, a Lao Issara

activist.
Outama became the Deputy Minister of Education, Sports and Religious Affairs in the
founding government of the Lao P.D.R..
This may be Prince Pouang Savath who participated with the Lao Issara
government- inexile. Savath had returned to the side of the RLG by 1955.
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No.5 : Neo Lao Issara Central Committee Officials c.1959
Am Lo
(Lao Theung)
Am Vu
(Lao Theung)
Apheuy Keobounheuang (Lao Theung)
Ba Noi
(Lao Theung)
Nhiavu Lobiiayao
(Hmong)
Faydang Lobliayao
(Hmong)
Nhia Fung
(Hmong)
Lofoung Pablia
(Hmong)
Maysouk Saysompheng
(Lu)
May Khamdi
(Lu)
Nhia Fung
(Hmong)
Sithone Korrimadan
(Loven)
Sisomphone Lovansai
(Tai Dam)
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
(Phou Tai)
Phao Phimphachanh "
Kaysone Phomvihane
Khamfeuan Tounalom 458
Singkapo Chouniamany
Mrs Khamia Keobounphanh
Sisavet Keobounphanh °
Mrs Khampheng Boupha
Khamphoui Keoboualapha
Thit Mouane Saochanthala

Boun (Khongboun)
Bounthay (Mrs)
Meun Somvichit 455
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Pho Peng (Phen)
Chaleum Sotisana
Kham Phoumi
Sisana Sisane
Phomma Douangmaia
Ka Lang
Souphanouvong
Phra Maha Kongsy
Khamtai Siphandone
Souk Vongsak 456
Phoumi Vongvichit
Phoune Sipraseuth
Khamphet Phoummavan
Som Phommachan
Maha Khamphan Vannavong
Khamphay Boupha
Thongchanh Oupaiavanh
Thavone Sichaleune

Source: Kooyman, Mary and Martin Stuart-Fox,
Historical
Dictionary of Laos, (London, Scarecrow Press, 1992), P. 247.

Meun Somvichit held the position of governor for Vienhane Municipality following the
victory of 1975, then he became the chairman responsible for the Committee of Social
Welfare and National War Veterans in 1982.
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Souk Vongsak died in February 1983 after serving as Minister of Public Health in the
Lao P.D.P. until 1982.
151

Phao Phimphachanh became the governor of Vientiane province in August 1975 and
held the position of second secretary for the LPRP Committee in Vientiane province

following the establishment of the Lao POP..
458

Khamfeuan was made the Secretary of State for Economy and Planning in the
Second Coalihon Government, It is possible that he played a role in drug rehabilitation.
Singkapo served as the political chief of the Patriotic Neutralist Forces from the
Xieng Khouang regional headquarters.
460

Sisavet was a former ICP member.
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APPENDIX C
No.1 : Lao P.D.R. Cabinet Members 1976-1982
President
Prime Minister and Party
General Secretary
Deputy Prime Ministers
(Finance)
(Education, Sports and Culture)
(Foreign Affairs)
(Defence)
Minister of Foreign Affairs
(1982) Acting
Minister of the Interior
(1979-1980)
(1981) Acting
Minister of Information,
Propaganda, and Tourism
(1980-1981) Acting
Minister of Public Health
Minister of Justice
Minister of Agriculture
Minister of Communications,
Public Works and Transport
Minister of Industry and
Commerce
Minister of Telecommunications
and Posts
Ministers attached to the
Prime Minister's Office
(Until 1980)
(Until 1979, returned 1981)
(1981)
Chairman of National Planning
Committee
(1981)
Chairman of Nationalities
Committee

461

Souphanouvong
Kaysone Phomvihane
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Phoumi Vongvichit
Phoune Sipraseuth
Khamtai Siphandone
Khamphay Boupha
Somseune Khamphithoune
Maichantan Sengmany
Sisavet Keobounphanh
Sisana Sisane 461
Oun Heuane Phomsavan
Souk Vongsak
Kou Souvannamethi
Khamsouk Sayaseng
Sanan Soutthichack
Maysouk Saysompheng
Mrs Khampheng Boupha

Saly Vongkhamsao
Sisavet Keobounphanh 462
Chanmy Douangboudy
Maichantan Sengmany
Thongsavat Khaykhamphithoune
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
Saly Vongkhamsao
Nhiavu Lobliayao

Sisana was sent to Hanoi in 1980 for political refreshment courses along with
Khamphay Boupha who was Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs at the time,
° Also Military Chief -ofStaff.
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Governor of the Bank of the

Lao P.D.R.
(1980)
(1981)

Thongchanh Oupalavanh
Nouphanh Sidphaxay
Sot Phetrasy

No.2 : Changes made to Cabinet and Administrative leadership
in 1982-1985
1982
Minister of Commerce
Wanthong Sengmuong 463
Minister of the Interior
Sisavet Keobounphanh
Minister of Finance
Yao Phonvantha
Minister of Public Health
Khamliang Pholsena
Minister of National Construction Khamphon Boudakham
Minister of Information and
Sisana Sisane
Culture
Minister of Materials 464
Thongsouk 5aysangkhi465
(Acting)
Ministers to the Prime Minister's
Office
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
Minister of Transport, Posts and
Communications
Phao Bounnaphon
Minister of Education, Sport and
Religion
Bounthiem Phitsamay
Minister of Industry, Handicrafts
and Forestry
Maysouk Saysompheng
Minister of Agriculture,
Irrigation and Cooperatives
Gen. Inkong Mahavong
Military Chief-of--Staff and
Justice
Kou Souvannamethi
Governor of the Bank of
the Lao P.D.R.
Boutsabong Souvannavong
1984
Deputy Prime Minister

463

Saly Vongkhamsao

anJiong served as the Laotian ambassador to the Soviet Union from 19781982.
Renamed the Ministry of Equipment and Technical Supply in 1985

Thongsouk was arrested in 1990 following his participation in democratic protests.
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1985
Minister of Culture
Minister of Justice
Minister of National Construction
Minister of the Cabinet
State Control Committee
Minister to the Prime Minister's
Office
Social Affairs and Veterans
Committee
Propaganda, Press, Radio and
Television Committee
Ministers without Portfolio

Thongsing Thammavong
Kou Souvannamethi
Gen. Khemphon Phouiphaseut
Thongsavat Khaykhamphithoune
Maichantan Sengmany
Sisavet Keobounphanh
Neun Somvichit
Son Khamvanvongsa
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
Khamsouk Sayaseng 466
Souli Nanthavong
Thongchanh Oupalavanh 467
Sot Phetrasy 468
Thammasin Saikhamphan

No.3 : Chances made to the Cabinet and Administrative
Leadership 1986-93
1986
President (Acting)
Minister of Industry and Handicrafts
Minister of Commerce and Tourism
Minister of Agriculture, Forestry,
Irrigation and Cooperatives

Phoumi Vongvichit
Maysouk Saysompheng
Khamphoui Keoboualapha
Inkong Mahavong

1987
Minister of the Interior (Acting)
Asang Laoli
Social Welfare and Veterans Affairs Khambou Sounisai
Committee

466

Kharnsouk operated as the Minister for Tobacco Plantation Promotion and the
Expansion of Coffee.
Thongchanh had served as the Minister for Price Problems after his previous post
as Chairman of the Price Committee was dissolved by the party.
Sot had served as the Minister for Geography, Maps and Border Demarcations after
his previous post. Chairman of the Foreign Economic Cooperation Committee, was dissolved
by the party.
469

Thammasin served as the Deputy Minister for Transports, Posts and Communication.
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1988
Minister of Industry and
Handicrafts (Acting)
Minister of Transport, Posts,
Communications and Construction
Minister of Education, Sports,
Physical Education and Fine Arts
Minister of Public Health and
Social Welfare
Minister of Economics, Planning
and Finance 472
Minister of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade
Governor of the Bank of the
Lao P.D.R.
Committee for Science and
Technology
Committee for Social Sciences
1990
Minister of the Interior
Minister of Trade
Commerce and Foreign Economic
Relations Committee
Governor of the Bank of the
Lao P.D.R.
Minister to the Prime Minister's
Office

470

Soulivong Daravong

470

Oudom Khatthigna
Samane Vignaket
Khambou Sounisai
Saly Vongkhamsao
Phao Bounnaphon
Nouphanh Sidphaxay 173
Dr Souli Nanthavong 474
Sisana Sisane

Major-Gen. Asang Laoli
Khamphoui Keoboualapha
Phao Bounnaphon
Mrs Pani Vangkhamtou

'

7-5

Maysouk Saysompheng

Soulivong is a Canadian-educated engineer.

This ministry was created via the merging of the Ministry of Public Health, and the
Committee for Social Welfare and Veterans Affairs,
472

This ministry was created via the merging of the State Planning Commission and the
1inistry of Finance,
Nouphanh became the Vice-President of the Committee for Social Sciences and
Director of the Political, Economic and Social Studies Institute. He died sometime after
1991.
Souli, who originates from Savannakhet province, is a French-educated engineer.
Pani became the Deputy Governor of the State Bank following the return of
Boutsabong in 1993.
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1991
President
Prime Minister
Deputy Prime Minister
Minister of Defence
Minister of Economy, Finance
and Planning
1992
Minister to the President's Office
Minister to the Prime Minister's
Office
Minister of Agriculture and
Forestry
Minister of Industry and
Handicrafts
Minister of Transport, Posts,
Communications and Constructions
Minister of Information and Culture
Minister of Trade (Acting)
Minister of Public Health (Acting)
1993
Minister of
Minister of
Minister of
Culture
Minister of
Welfare
Minister of
Minister of
Minister of
Minister of
Chairman of
Cooperation
Chairman of
Committee
Governor of
Lao P.D.R.

Kaysone Phomvihane
Khamtai Siphandone
Khamphoui Keoboualapha
Choummali Saignasone
Khamphoui Keoboualapha

Somsavat Lengsavat
Phao Bounnaphon
Sisavet Keobounphanh
Soulivong Daravong
Bouathong Vonglokham
Mounkeo Olaboun 476
Sompadit Volasan
Prof. Vanneleth Ratsapho

Foreign Affairs
Finance
Information and

Somsavat Lengsavat
Khamxay Souphanouvong
Osakan Thammatheva

Labour and Social

Thongloune Sisoulith

Justice
Commerce
Education
Public Health
the Planning and
Committee
the Rural Development

Kham Ouane Boupha
Sompadit Volasan
Oun Neua Phimmasone
Prof. Vannaleth Ratsapho
Khamphoui Keoboualapha

the Bank of the

Boutsabong Souvannavong

Oudom Khatthigna

Sources: Asia Yearbooks 1976-1993.

476

Mounkeo is presently the Governor for Vientiane province
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No.4 : List of Ministries and Ministers in the Lao P.D.R.
Government, May 1995.
President
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Prime Minister and
Party General Secretary
Khamtai Siphandone
Deputy Prime Minister and
Chairman, CPC
Khamphoui Keoboualapha
Minister for National
Choummali Saignasone
Defence
Minister for Information and
Culture
Osakan Thammatheva 4
480
Minister for Finance
Saysomphone Phomvihane 481
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Somsavat Lengsavat 482
Minister for Posts, Transport,
Communications and Construction Col. Phao Bounnaphon 483
Minister for Industry and
Handicrafts
Soulivong Daravong
Minister for Commerce
Sompadit Volasan
Minister for the Interior
Asang Laoli
Minister for Agriculture and
Forestry 485
Sisavet Keobounphanh
1??

1995.

Sornphong Mongkhonvilay held the position of Vice-President of the CPC in January
Siphone Phaflhhan held the position of Deputy Minister of Defence in January 1995.

Mrs Onchan Thainmavong, the wife of Osakhan, became a LPRP Central Committee
member in the mid 1980s. She also held the position of Vice-President in the Lao women's
Union, presenting the political report at the 1988 National Congress.
°

Mr Kikham Vongsay and Mr Bounlith Kennavong held positions as Deputy Ministers
of Finance in January 1995.
481

Saysomphone is the eldest son of Kaysone, and was elected to the Central
Committee in 1991 at age 35. Saysomphone became the Minister of Finance in March, 1995.
Previously he had held the position of governor in Savannakhet province.
482

Foreign Affairs minister since 1992.

Bouathong the former Minister of Communications was made the Deputy Chairman
of the Planning and Cooperation Committee in March 1995.
°

1995.

Mr Tbongvanh Phanelasavong held the position of Vice Minister of Trade in January

485

Mr Sitaheng Rasphone held the position of Deputy Minister of Agriculture and
Forestry in January 1995.
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Minister for Labour and Social
Welfare
Minister for the Prime
MinisterTs Office
Minister for Justice
Minister for Education
Minister for Public Health
Governor of the Bank of the
Lao P.D.R.
Director-General of National
Tourism Authority

Thongloune Sisoulith

486

Khamxay Souphanouvong 487
Kham Duane Boupha
Dun Neua Phimmasone 488
Vannareth Ratsapho 489
Boutsabong Souvannavong
Phonesouk Khoumsombath

Sources: Asia Yearbook 1994 and Country Economic Brief: Laos
August 1995.
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Thongloune is presently the Minister of Labour and Social telfare and was formerly
the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs. He is also the son-in-law of former Politburo
member Phourni Vongvichit.
Khamxai, the son of Souphanouvong, was appointed Minister attached to the Prime
Ministers Office in March, 1995 after being the Minister of Finance,
488

Phimmasone had been the Secretary of State for Education in the Third Coalition
Government.
489

Vannareth is French-educated and was appointed Deputy Minister of Public Health
in November 1979.
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APPENDIX D
No.1 : Lao Peoples Revolutionary Party Officials 1980
Politburo Membership
Kaysone Phomvihane
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Souphanouvong
Phoumi Vongvichit

Gen. Khamtai Siphandone
Gen. Phoune Sipraseuth
Sisomphone Lovansai (Black Tai)

Note: All of these Politburo officials were former members of the
Indochinese Communist Party (ICP)
Secretariat of the Central Committee
Saly Vongkhamsao
Sisana Sisane
Maichantan Sengmany (Kammu) Nhiavu Lobliayao (Hmong)
Source: Dommen, Arthur J.,
Laos Profile, in Yearbook of
International Communist Affairs 1980,
(Stanford, Hoover
Institution Press, 1981)

No.2 : Lao Peoples Revolutionary Party Officials 1983
Secretariat Membership
Kaysone Phomvihane
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Gen. Khamtai Siphandone
Gen. Phoune Sipraseuth

Saly Vongkhamsao
Gen. Sisavet Keobounphanh
Samane Vignaket 490
Maichantan Sengmany (Kammu)
Sisomphone Lovansai (Black Tai)

Source: Dommen, Arthur J.,
Laos Profile, in Yearbook of
International Communist Affairs 1983,
(Stanford, Hoover
Institution Press, 1984)

490

origin,

Samane actually came from the Isan region of Thailand and is of Lao-Vietnamese
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No.3 : Lao Peoples Revolutionary Party Officials 1987
Politburo Membership
Kaysone Phomvihane '
Sisomphone Lovansai(Tai)492
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Gen. Sisavet Keobounphanh
Souphanouvong 493
Saly Vongkhamsao
Phoumi Vongvichit
Maichantan Sengmany (Kammu)
Gen. Khamtai Siphandone
Lt-Gen. Samane Vignaket
Gen. Phoune Sipraseuth
Oudom Khatthigna
(Phuan)
Lt-Gen. Chouiumali Saignasone 496
Secretariat Membership 117
Kaysone Phomvihane
Khamtai Siphandone
Gen. Sisavet Keobounphanh
Saly Vongkhamsao
Somlath Chanthamat

Maichantan Sengmany (Kammu)
Lt-Gen. Samane Vignaket
Oudom Khatthigna
(Phuan)
Lt-Gen. Chouminali Saignasone

Source: Dornmen, Arthur J.,
Laos Profile, in Yearbook of
International Communist Affairs 1989,
(Stanford, Hoover
Institution Press, 1990)

Kaysone Phomvihane died in November 1992. He had been the secretary—general
of the LPRP since its founding and president of the Lao P.D.R. since 1991.
492

Sisomphone Lovansai died in 1993 at the age of 77.

Souphanouvong suffered a stroke in September 1986 whilst travelling to Harare to
attend the 8th Conference of the Non—Aligned lvlovernent, I-ic died at the age of 86 OTI
January 6, 1995.
494

Phoumi Vongvichit died in 1994 at the age of 85.

495

Phoune Sipraseuth died on December 8, 1994 at the age of 74.

496

Choumma) 1 was in charge of the LPAs Logistics department.

417

The Secretariat was abolished following the Fifth National Congress of the LPRP.

411

Saly Vongkhamsao died on January 23, 1991 of a heart attack,

Somlath Chanthmat died in 1993 at the age of 60. He had been head of the LPRP
Propaganda and Training Commission,

No.4 : Lao People's Revolutionary Party Officials 1995
Politburo Membership (11)
Khamtai Siphandone
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
Khamphoui Keoboualapha 500
Lt-Gen. Samane Vignaket

Maichantan Sengmany (Kammu)
Lt-Gen. Choummali Saignasone
Oudom Khatthigna
(Phuan)
Thongsing Thammavong

Likely candidates to fill up remaining Politburo positions:
Sisana Sisane
LPRP Propaganda Commission
Siphone Phalikhan
Deputy Minister of the Interior
Maysouk Saysompheng
Chairman of the LFNC
Chanmy Douangboudy
Party Marxist-Leninist Theoretician
Boungnang Volachit
Mayor of Vientiane
Somsavat Lengsavat
Kaysone's former personal adviser
Sisavet Keobounphanh
Osakhan Thammatheva
Khamxai Souphanouvong 501
Saysomphone Phomvihane
-

-

-

-

-

-

Sources: Indochina Chronology April-June 1995 and 1994 Asia
Yearbook.

500

Khamphoui is presently the President, of the Committee for Planning and
Cooperation (CPC) which established in 1993 as well as being one of the Deputy Prime
Ministers, He played a major role as a reformist while serving as the governor for
Saravauc province until 1985.
511

Khamxay was born in 1942 in Muang Phine,
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APPENDIX E
No.1

Ethnic Representatives of the LFNC Central Committee
c. 1979

Lao Theung and Phou Tai

Lao Soung

Am Lo
(Savannakhet)
Khou Pouy
(Saravane)
Angto
(Saravane)
Naikong Pian
(Saravane)
Hab
(Champassack)
Nhang
(Champassack)
Ouy
(Champassack)
Naikong Soune (Champassack)
Khamphanh Kornmadan (Ch'psk)
Khamta Saignavong (Attopeu)
Phen
(Attopeu)
Tong Touatong
(Vientiane)

Asi
(Phong Saly)
Fanlu
(Phong Saly)
Phyalu
(Houaphan)
Taseuth
(Udomxai)
yang Hou
(Vientiane)
Yai Long Lao (Luang Prabang)
Chitavong Hmong Tao (L'Prbg)
Xua Xeng Heu (Luang Prabang)
Nhiavu Lobliayao (X.Khouang)
Ly Tou Kong (Xieng Khouang)
Thongdi Heu (Xieng Khouang)
Tatheung
(Luang Namtha)

Source: Brown, MacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff,
Apprentice
Revolutionaries: The Communist Movement in Laos, 1930-1985,
1986, appendix C3.
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No.2 LPRP Central Committee Membership 1982
(in addition to members of the Politburo and Secretariat)
Sisavet Keobounphanh 502
Maysouk Saysompheng
Meun Somvichit
Ma Khaykhamphithoune
Khamsouk Sayaseng 503
Thit Mouane Saochanthala
Samane Vignaket
Sanan Soutthichack 504
Madame Khampheng Boupha
Chanmy Douangboudy 505
Khambou Sounisai 506
Sounthone Thepasa 507
Inkong Mahavong
Thongsing Thammavong
Khamphay Boupha

Somsak Saysongkham
Bogneun Leveitmouang
Khamta Douangthongla
Nakhom Sisanon
Sithone Manola
Madame Loun
Boualang Boualapha
Siphone Phalikan
Boungnang Volichit
Thongmani Thiphornmachan
Khamban Chanthason
Choummali Saignasone
Gudom Khatthigna
Khampha Chaleunphomvisai
Khamphon Boutdakham 509

508

502

From the Second LPRP Congress in 1972 unth 1982 Sisavet IKeobounphanh and
Sisomphone Lovansai had been members of the Secretariat of the Central Committee.
Sisavet has served as the Vientiane Municipality party chief since 1986 and has held the
position of mayor.
Khamsouk, who is of the Lao Theung ethnic category, became Minister of Agriculture
and Irrigation with the founding of the Lao P.D.R.. For more than a year from October
1979, Khamsouk was in Hanoi for political re-education, He died whilst on a trip to Moscow
in 1986. Chou Norindr, Political Institutions of the Lao PUP., in Stuart-Fox, Martin, ed.,
Contemporary Laos, (St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1982), p. 61.
504

Sanan was the Minister of Communications, Public 1orks and Transport with the
founding of the Lao P.D.R. until his death in February 1984.
Channiy was made a Minister attached to the Office of the Prime Minister with the
founding of the Lao P.D.R.. I-Ic was described by Chou Norindr as being the party's
theoretician and responsible for the indoctrination of the masses and diffusion of the party
line',
506

Khanibou was a former mayor of Vientiane,

507

Sounthone was a member of the 1964 NLHS Central Committee.

Major General Khampha Chaleunphomvisai died in a helicopter crash in March 1988.
He had risen to the position of Deputy Minister of National Defence.
Khamphon became the Deputy Minister of the Interior and head of the LaoVietnamese Border Committee in the late 1980s.
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Osakan Thammatheva
Saignavong 50
Samane Vignaket
Sompheng Keobounhouan '
Thitsoi Sombatdouang
Thongsavat Khaykhampithoune

Phao Bounnaphon
Mrs Phetsamon Lasasirnma "
Somlath Chanthamat
Yao Phonvantha
Wanthong Sengmuang
Vongphet Saikeu-Yachongtoua

No.3 : LPRP Central Commissions 1982
Political Commission: Sisomphone Lovansai, Saly Vongkhamsao,

Maichantan Sengmany, Chanmy Douangboudy, Meun Somvichit, Khamsouk
Sayaseng and Thongsavat Khaykhamphithoune.
Military Commission: Kaysone Phomvihane, Khamtai Siphandone,

Phoune Sipraseuth, Sisavet Keobounphanh, Samane Vignaket, and
Somsak Saysongkham.
Economy and Finance Commission:
Nouhak Phoumsavanh, Ma
Khaykhamphithoune, Thit Mouane Saochanthala, Maysouk Saysompheng,
Khambou Sounisai and Thongchanh Oupalavanh.
Propaganda Commission: Phoumi Vongvichit, Sanan Southichack,
Sisana Sisane, Khamphan Virachit, Khamma Phomkong, Maha Phamone,
and Chanthi Deuansavanh.
Security Commission: Meun Somvichit, Sisavet Keobounphanh, Saly
Vongkhamsao, Siphone Phalikan, Thongsavat Khaykhamphithoune,
Pradit Thiengtham and Phonesay Sonthikhamphoy.

Source: Chou Norindr, Political Institutions of the Lao P.D.R.,
in Stuart-Fox, Martin, ed.,

Contemporary Laos,

(St. Lucia,

University of Queensland Press, 1982), pp. 44-45.

'°

Saignavong was the party chief for Houaphan province until 1957 when he was
purged for corruption and incompetence and replaced by Maysouk Saysompheng.
511 Mrs Lasasimma was a leading official of the LU.
512

Sornpheng was charged with seven years imprisonment for heroin production and
trafficking in August 1988. He had previously been the party secretary for Udomxai

province.
513 Thitsoi
became the president of the Federation of Lao Trade Unions in the late

1970s.
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No.4 : Supreme People's Assembly Membership 1972-1982
Souphanouvong
F{euane Mongkholvilay 514
Sisomphone Lovansai
(Tai) Pheng
Faydang Lobliayao
Chane Pao Vanthanouvong 515
Khamsouk Keola
Madame Phayboun Pholsena
Say Phetrasy
La Soukan
Souvannarath Sayavong
Kouily Banchongphanit
mit Mouane Saochanthala
Madame Chao Chan Phetsarath
Chaleun Phoungchanh 516
Mok Phoumsavanh 517
Xieng Sing Homsombat (Hmong) Pha Vongsay
Madame Khampheng Boupha
Leuam Insixiengmay
Khamlek Sayasith
Thit Khampheng Sayasith
Simeui Namala
Houmpheng Soukhaseum
Kouat Keovongsa
Somphavanh Inthavong
Ponmek Daraloy
Khamphet Thounsvath
Maha Khamphan Virachit
Bounlap Nhouivanisvong
Somvandy Phonimaly
Bounkeut Khamphaphongphane
Nao Heugtho
Vonh Phornmahasy
Bounnack Souvannavong
Soukouang
Savang Chanthepha
Khamlane Souvanchit
Madame Khamsouk Vongvichit 519
Source: Chou Norindr, Political Institutions of the Lao P.D.R.,
in Stuart-Fox, Martin, ed.,
Contemporary Laos,
(St. Lucia,
University of Queensland Press, 1982), P. 56.

Heuane had been the Secretary of State for Veterans Affairs in the Second Coalition
Government.
15

516

517

Pao Vanthanouvong was a representative member of the 198 Coalition government.
Chaleun was a member of the 1964 NLHS Central Committee.
Mok is the brother of Nouhak Phournsavanh

511

Somphavanh is a Frenchtraincd engineer and member of one of Vientianes richest
families. He was appointed Deputy Minister of Planning in November 1979 and is currently
the President of the Economy, Planning and Finance Committee in the National Assembly,
511

Khamsouk was a member of the 1964 NLHS Central Committee.
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No.5 : LPRP Central Committee Membership (in Rank from
the Fourth Party Congress in November, 1986)
Full Members
Kaysone Phomvihane
27. Mrs Phetsamone Ratsasima
Nouhak Phoumsavanh
28. Vongkhet Saikeuyachongtoua
Souphanouvong
29. Sompheng Keobounhouan
Phoumi Vongvichit
30. Madame Loun
Khamtai Siphandone
31. Bogneun Levietmouang 520
Phoune Sipraseuth
32. Khamphay Chaleun Phommixay
Sisomphone Lovansai
33. Nakorn Sisanon
Sisavet Keobounphanh
34. Osakan Tharumatheva
Saly Vongkhamsao
35. Khambane Chanthasone
Maichantan Sengmany
36. Phao Bounnaphon
Samane Vignaket
37. Khamsing Thammavong
Oudom Khatthigna
38. Soy Sombathdouang 521
Choummaly Saignasone
39. Khamphon Boutdakham
Somlat Chanthamat
40. Thongmany Thipphommachanh
is. Boungnang Volachit
41. Thonglay Kommasith 522
Inkong Mahavong
42. Gen. Ay Souliyaseng
Asang Laoli
43. Siengsom Kounlavong
Yao Phonvantha
44. Khayavong 523
Maysouk Saysompheng
45. Mrs Onchan Thamrnavong
houalang Boualapha
46. Khamphoui Keoboualapha
Sounthone Thepasa
47. Thongloune Sisoulith
Siphone Phalikan
48. Phimmasone
Khambou Sounisai
49. 3ouathong
Thongsavat Khaykhamphithoune 50. Khampane Philasong
Thongvinh Phomvihane
51. Ounla Sayasene
Khamphay Boupha

520

521

Bogneun was the governor of Sekong province

Soy is the President of the Federation of Lao Trade Unions

522

523

Thong1ay was the President of the Federation of Lao Trade Unions from 19751979.

Khayavong is the governor of Khammouane province.
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Alternate Members
Khamxay Souphanouvong
Sone Khamvanevongsa 524
Madame Pani Vangkhamtou
Chaleun Yiapaoheu 526
Somphan Phengkhammy

Bouheuang Douangphachanh
Phimpha Thepkhamheuang
Khammanh Sounvileuth 525
Khamphong Phanvongsa

Note: the names in bold type are new Central Committee Members

Source: Ng Shui Meng, Laos in 1986: Into the Second Decade of
National Reconstruction, in Southeast Asian Affairs 1987,
(Singapore, ISEAS, 1987), pp. 192-193.

524 Chairman of the LPRP Propaganda Committee,
525 Kharnmanh is a Lao Theung LPRYU leader.
626

Member of the Constitution Drafting Committee,
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